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Á COMPLETE RADIO SERVICE FOR DEALERS 
THE HOUSE OF MANY BARGAINS -EVERYTHING AS ADVERTISED 

r 

Price complete with tubes 
Auto table for use in ear 

The 
hampion AC -DC 

For home. office, farm, AUTO. 6 

volt. 32 volt, 110 volt. 25 and 60 
cycle. 

Write for particulars -You can 
now have an auto radio at very lit- 
tle cost. 
The Champion 4 interchangeable -AC or DC 

ilh batterie.. L. 
henti °a Lu .t tea `e vappÌ y.ni n 
,akin thi. íÌ,e id and 

sala w r e` Type tuba. wed are 
30- iS- ]a- l_L:le 

$9.45 

Your Price 

PI r Gen -E- 
Motor Auto "B" 

Eliminator 
The original Gen-11- 
Motor. A highly effi- 
cient, improved dyna- 
motor for auto-radio 
and tarn use. Self - 
IamicatMg. built in 
tiller. Absolutely noise - 
less -r y compact. 
Dimensions are 3544" 

high; 5a%a" wide; 576" long. Weighs only 10 lbs. 

$9.70 

Champion All- Electric 
Auto Radio 

A live tube super-heterodyne-automatic volume 
and full electrodynamic speaker. curter remote 
Only one bolt to fasten and one wire to connect. 
Ins'.alled in a jiffy. Latest type tubes used. 6 {7 -0147- 

41-78-84. Complete with supine-in:, and lt. C. .t. 
tubes 

Your 
Price $19.95 

Jeffer- 
son 

sealed 
Audio 

frequency 
trans- 

former 2toI 
and 3 to 
1 ratio. 

Your price 65e 
Pally shielded l'hilm out- 
put transfuriner 52e 

Audio Transformer 3 to 
1 - small aie, will fit 
Y,where. 25e our price 

Thontasnn 3% to I fully 
shielded transformer 25e Your Price 
Fan gomo -push pull 
speaker output trans- 
former. 45c Your Price 

Power Transformer No. 9593R- 
carries the following 
tubes -7 -24 or 27: 
2 -45 or 47; 1 -80 or 
83 and 750 V.C.T. 
T h i s transformer 
fully shielded and 
can be used for is 
many as 12 tubes. 
Your Price 

$1.95 
Limited Quantity 

I tongan all enclosed Push - Pull output and in- 
put transformer Your Price 65e 
Dungan chokes tu match. Your Price 45e 
800 volt condenser block total 800 
SI. F. U. ... -.... Your Price 75e 

INTERNATIONAL TUBE 
TESTER AND 

REJUVENATOR 
Actually rejuvenates tubes, and 
an efficient tube tester. A 2 -unit 
outfit in one! Increase your tube 
sales with this profitable making 
item. 

Price $15a00 
Dealers: Write for quantity Prices. 

International Short Wave Con- 
verter. Wlil operate on any type 
of antenna and radio having a nor- 
mal broadcast range of 500 miles 
or over. Actually operates on ten 
meters wavelength. Can be made 
a special order to operate on 220 
volte. 32 volts, or 6 volts. 
Operates on AC or DC, 60 cycle or 
25 cycle -4 position wavelength 
switch. Comes in attractive metal 
cabinet (Beautiful walnut cabinet 
$1.00 extra). Corn - 
plete with 2 latest 
type tubes $6.95 

A 25%;, deposit 
required with 
each orde 
Balance C. O. 

ar All items ad- 
vertised. Satis- 
faction guaran- 

teed. 

Sonia Cabal 11alalars- 111804sr- CBt19d, 

mn 

Power packs - 
Filter packs- 

Power supply packs 

ZE- 162 -25 Cy- 
le -Power Pack 

Zl; -1K -60 CY- 
le -Power Park 

ZF.IeX -60 
ale- l'oser l'art 

Z1: - 16 - Filter 
` )'ark -25 eyrie 

ZE II -Power 
Pack -25 cycle 

ZE-13 -Power Pack- 
'5 eyrie 

7.1' --12 -Power Park -- 
cycle 
122X -- Power I'ack 

:0 cycle 
.: 10 -Power Park - 

U cycle 

ZE- 8- Filter system 
for 8 tube loop eler- 

Can furnish In all values from 100 ohm to 3 
meg ohm 
I/5 and 1/3 watt 3e e ch. 92.50 per 100 
% watt 4e e eh. $3.25 per 100 

1 watt 5e e ch. $3.95 per 100 
Assorted sizes In 1000 lot $29.50 

o 
AC Grooved Toggle Fwitrh O Aa' sleeve-- pole pole 

Your Pries 9# each 

E -Z Toon Vernier 
dial. Black and1A 
Brown -8" 
1 /ea" hole for 17c shft -6" 

Ole net 
7E-SP-Filter system 

for 8 tube loop elec- 
tric set 

Z1:- -4 -Power supPlY 
for Model 27 resolver 

7E -3 --A Battery 
Eliminator 15 volt- 

Your 
M. A. cá.95 

Price. J 

Transformer No. 1443 
-234 volt Bet 8 amps. -5 volt at 3 amps. for 
83 tube. 
750 V.C.T. S 1.45 80 cycle. 

Same as above$1 a65 
In 25 cycle- 

ltnikite 
Audio 
Tramp. 

former. 
3 to I 
ratio-- 
49e 

Balkit / 
henrien, 

80 M.A. 
choke- 
490 

Tung Sol multiple condenser in cans. 4. ,1. and .5 
Your Price 25e 

Dual condensers --.1, 300 volts.._. _. Your Price 15e 
)'und nser -small size in r .1 7e 
Coed nser -small size in tans .3 5e 

DEALER s We carry many more wonderful bar- . 
gains. If you don't see what you want, 

write to us. That's part of our service to you. 

SitVIC I'S SES der. 
1621 So. Michigan Ave. Dept. RC -7 

Thorax.- No. 3027A -e.al., 
the lonlo.,ne l sl 4a'e: Y 
27'.: 2 -71'.: 1-80. Limited 
Quantity. Tour Pries OLIO 

'Murder,n S,,. - lull, 
ehl,elded c the 3i lo0".iaa 

bee- 2 -50a, 2 -si'. abría 
1200 5. C. T. type 

Your iw 51.95 

Chicago, Ill. 
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LEARN RADIO 

PAYFORfiFßYOUGRADUATE 

I am making an offer that no other school has dared to do. 
I'll take you here in my shops and give you this training 
and you pay your tuition after you have graduated. 
Two months after you complete my course you make your 
first payment, and then you have ten months to complete 
your payments. There are no strings to this offer. I know 
a lot of honest fellows haven't got a lot of money these 
days, but still want to prepare themselves for a real job so 
they won't have to worry about hard times or lay offs. 

I've got enough confidence in these fellows and in my 
training to give them the training they need and pay me 
back after they have their training. 

If you who read this advertisement are really interested 
in your future here is the chance of a life time. Mail the 
coupon today and I'll give you all the facts. 

N 0 WEEKS! 

A scene in the big, busy Radio Shops at Coyne. Here you see 
fellows working on real Radios -not reading about them from 
books or lessons. This is THE way to prepare for the big - 

money field of Radio! 

TELEVISION and TALKING PICTURES 
Television is already here! Soon there'll be a demand for THOUSANDS of TELEVISION 

EXPERTS! The man who learns Television now can have a great future in this great new 
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE 
and learn Television on the very latest, newest Television equipment. Talking Picture and 
Public Address Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new 
Radio field just beginning to grow! Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn 
Radio Sound Work at Coyne on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment. 

PREPARE NOW and be 
ready for Radio's many 

opportunities 
Forget pay -cuts -hay- offs -unemployment! Don't be tied down to 
an untrained man's future. You NEED TRAINING IN A FAST - 
GROWING MONEY -MAKING TRADE. Here's your chance of a 
lifetime to get it! Hundreds of opportunities now open in Radio. 
My sensational offer, explained below, makes it possible for you 
to START AT ONCE! 

The right way to learn Radio is the Coyne way -not by book., 
but by actual, practical work on actual Radio, Television and 
Sound equipment. Here at Coyne you'll service and operate scores 
of modern Radio receivers, huge Broadcasting equipment, late type 
Television apparatus, Talking Picture machines, Code transmitters 
and receivers, etc. In 10 weeks you can step into a REAL JOB, 
leading to a salary of $50 a week and UPI 

ALL PRACTICAL WORK 
At COYNE in Chicago 

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build radio sets, 
install and service them. You actually operate great Broadcast- 
ing equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets and ac- 
tually transmit your own Television programs over our mod- 
ern Television equipment. You work on real Talking Picture 

machines and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless Operating on 
actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't waste time on useless 
theory. We give you the practical training you'll need -in 10 
short, pleasant weeks. 

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING 
You get Free Employment Service for Life. And don't let lack 
of money stop you. Many of our students make all or a good part 
of their living expenses while going to school and if you should 
need this help just write to me. Coyne is 33 years old. Coyne 
Training is tested- proven beyond all doubt. You can find out every- 
thing absolutely free. Just mail coupon for my big free book! 

H. C. LEWIS, Pres. RADIO DIVISION Founded 1899 

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. B3-8H Chicago, Ill. 

Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY. 1933 

H. C. LEWIS, President 
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. D3-8H Chicago, Ill. 
Dear Mr. Lewis: Send me your big FREE Book; details of 
your FREE Employment Service; and tell me all about your 
special offer of allowing me to pay for training on easy monthly 
terms after graduation. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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FOR THE 

SERVICE MAN . DEALER . RAD IOTRICIAN 

HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor -in -Chief 
LOUIS MARTIN R. D. WASHBURNE 
Associate Editor Technical Editor 

CONTENTS OF THE 
JULY, 1933, ISSUE 

VOLUME V NUMBER I 

Editorial: Summer Radio Hugo Gernsback 

How to Build the New "Treasure" Finder 
E. Franklin Sarver 8 

The N.R.I. -Philco Set Tester 11 

Postal "Universal" Auto Kit Set 11 

Latest Radio Equipment 12 

New Tube Data Louis Martin 14 

Applications and Characteristics of Copper -Oxide 
Rectifiers B. R. Hill 18 

IN OUR NEXT FEW ISSUES: 

A PORTABLE SERVICE KIT. Do you know how to test tubes without 
recourse to a meter? If you don't, now is the time to refer to the 
article, "The Meterless Tube Tester," in the January, 1933 issue 
of RADIO -CRAFT. Once you have fortified yourself with the in- 
tricacies of this modern idea in tube testing, you are prepared for 

7 the "finishing course" on a complete test equipment incorporating 
this method of testing. In addition, the instrument incorporates a 
resistance and capacity bridge, a multi -voltmeter and multi- milli- 
ammeter, and a set analyzer circuit. One of the most important 
observations in connection with this unit is that it doesn't require 
the Service Man to gallop to the nearest Ford or "Chevvy" agency 
for their best figure on a "serviceable, low- priced used car" -the 
kit is really portable! 

Building the Simplicity Analyzer Unit Sol. D. Prensky 20 

Building A Powerful 9 -Tube "Transformer -less" A.C. - 
D.C. Superheterodyne Leon J. Littmann 22 

Building the Find -All Car -Radio Set H. G. Cisin 24 

Point -To -Point Capacity Testing Allen Beers 26 

Constructing A Home Recording Cutting Head 
W. C. Cheney 29 

Building An A.C.-Operated V. T. Voltmeter 
C. B. Brown 30 

Locating and Correcting Troubles in Phonograph 
Pickups R. F. Lambert 

Operating Notes Bertram M. Freed 

RADIO SERVICE DATA SHEETS: 

No. 93- Motovox Models IOA All- Electric and 10E 
Battery- Operated "Moto- Tetradynes" 

No. 94- General Electric K -40A, Pilot B -2 and 
Emerson 20A and 25A A.C.-D.C. Sets 

An Improved Power Crystal Set Francis R. Harris 

Readers' Department 

The DX Listener's Forum 

RADIO -CRAFT'S Information Bureau 

Book Reviews 

Hum Elimination 

31 

32 

HOW TO MAKE TRANSFORMERS. Gather unto yourself plenty of 
enthusiasm, brother, because we are going to give you some hot 
construction data concerning transformers -and howl A prom- 
inent manufacturer has consented to prepare the material especially 
for the readers of RADIO -CRAFT, so give him a big hand, fellows! 

RADIO -CRAFT is published monthly, on the fifth of the month preceding 
that of date; its subscription price is 52.50 per year. (In Canada and 
foreign countries, $3.00 a year to cover additional postage.) Entered at 
the post office at Mt. Morris, Ill., as second -class matter under the act of 
March 3, 1879. Trademark and copyright by permission of Gernsback 
Publications, Inc., 98 Park Place, N. Y. C. 
Text and illustrations of this magazine are copyright and most not be 
reproduced without permission of the copyright owners. We are also agents 
for WONDER STORIES and WONDER STORIES QUARTERLY. Subscription 
to these magazines may be taken in combination with RADIO -CRAFT at re- 
duced Club rates. Write for information. 

Copyright 1933. GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC. 

HUGO GERNSBACK, President J. M. HERZBERG, Vice -President 
S. GERNSBACK, Treasurer I. S. MANHEIMER, Secretary 

Published by TECHNI -CRAFT PUBLISHING CORPORATION. Pub- 
lication office: 404 N. Wesley Ave., Mount Morris, Illinois. Editorial 
and Advertising Office: 96 -98 Park Place, New York City. Chicago 
Advertising Office: 737 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

34 Western Advertising Office: 220 No. Catalina St., Los Angeles, 
Calif. L. F. McClure, Chicago Advertising Representative. Loyd 
B. Chappell, Western Advertising Representative. 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

55 

58 

2 

London Agent: Hachette & Cie., 3 La Belle Sauvage, Ludgate Hill, E.C. 4 
Paris Agent: Hachette & Cie., Australian Agent: McGill's Agency 

III Rue Reaumur 179 Elizabeth St., Melbourne 
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Mr. E. H. Scott is shown 
here aboard the R. M. S. 
Maunganui, en route to New 
Zealand. On this 20,000 -mile 
cruise to the South Seas he 
made constant tests of broad- 
cast band reception under 
greatest difficulties. 

Consistent, clear reception 
with loudspeaker volume of 
stations all over the U. S. A. 
is the definite, verified rec- 

ord of Mr. Scott's spectacu- 
lar test, which included ship- 
board operation under most 
trying circumstances. 

grAIIIMEMEffittlIM 
MORE AND MORE PROOF 

IN FAR -AWAY SIAM 
From Lakon Lampang, Siam, Mr. 
George Wyga tells of natives who 
called priests to expel devils which 
they believed kept his SCOTT silent 
when it had two faulty tubes. He is 
"pleased with the set." 

A FAMOUS BAND LEADER 
Columbia Chain listeners all know 
Frank Westphal and his music from 
Chicago's WBBM. He says of his 
SCOTT, "Such marvelous tone qual- 
ity is a delightful revelation . . . it 
not only rivals nature, it is nature." 

WHEN A RECEIVER consistently, day in and day out, year 

after year, receives the universal acclaim of owners scattered 
from one end of the globe to the other for the most startling 
spectacular performance in all radio history . . . THAT 
MEANS SOMETHING! 

Upon the world -wide, unassailable, documentary endorse- 

ment of the legion of written, verified reports of SCOTT 
ALL -WAVE Deluxe owners everywhere ... this receiver 

rests its case. 

The few expressions reproduced here are typical of those 
which pour in upon us continuously. They give an inkling 
of how this laboratory -precision custom -built receiver stands 
with its owners. 

World -Wide Reception Guaranteed 
Because the SCOTT ALL -WAVE Deluxe is constructed by skilled 
engineers to give the very brand of performance reported . . . 

fidelity of reproduction, sensitivity almost beyond measurement, se- 
lectivity to conquer the congestion of broadcast the world around 
... it carries the strongest guarantee ever offered. It is guaranteed 
to receive daily, with loud speaker volume, short wave broadcasts 
from stations 10,000 miles or more distant ... and its every part 
(except tubes) is warranted for five years. 

E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, Inc. 
4450 RAVENSWOOD AVE., Dept. C -13, CHICAGO, ILL. 

IN CENTRAL MEXICO 
Baron v. Turckheim reports daily 
reception of broadcasts from Ger- 
many, France, Spain and Australia. 
"The tone is faultless, " he writes from 
Mexico City, and then adds, "This is 
my first great radio." 

IN THE PHILIPPINES 
U. S. Army Sergeant Frank Sublette, 
Fort Mills, Cavite, P. I., says, "Rus- 
sia, England, France come in just won- 
derful. Will never buy any other re- 
ceiver but a SCOTT." . And 
tropic reception is "tough." 

SEND COUPON AT ONCE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 
The SCOTT ALL -WAVE Deluxe gives 

perfected performance on all wave bands 

from 15 to 550 meters. It incorporates every 

worthwhile development of radio engineer- 

ing, including Automatic Volume Control, 

Visual Tuning, Static Suppressor, etc. For 

ell technical data, price quotations, and per- 

formance PROOFS, send coupon. 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1933 

E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 
4450 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. C -73, Chicago, III. 

Send me at once, without obligation, complete 
information regarding the SCOTT ALL- 
WA V E Deluxe, including performance 
PROOFS, technical data, etc. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

3 
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Broadcasting Stations employ trained men con- 
tinually for jobs paying up to $5,n00 a year. 

Police Ilepartments are finding Radio a f,re.tt 
aid in their work. Many good jobs have been 
made in this new field. 

Spare -tine set servicing pays many N.12.1. 
mer $200 to $1.000 a year. Pull -time men 
make as much as $65, $75, $100 a week. 

Talking Movies -an invention made possible tssible 
by Radio -employs many well trained radio 
men for jobs paying $75 to $200 a week. 

're e, i sion -the coming field o: many great 
opportunities -is covered by my course. 

4 

I WILLTRAINYOU AT HOME 

Many Make $50 to $100 a Week 
in Radio-- the Field With aFuture 

My book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," gives you full information on the opportunities 
in Radio and explains how I can train you quickly to become a Radio Expert through 
my practical Home -Study training. It is free. Clip and mail the coupon NOW. Radio's 
amazing growth has made hundreds of fine jobs which pay $50, $60, $75 and $100 a week. 
Many of these jobs may quickly lead to salaries as high as $125, $150 and $200 a week. 

Radio -the Field With a Future 
Ever so often a new business is started in this country. You have seen how the men 

and young men who got into the automobile, motion picture and other industries when they 
were started had the first chance at the big jobs -the $5,000, $10,000 and $15,000 a year 
jtrbs. Radio offers the same chalice that made men rich in those businesses. It has already 
made many men independent and will make many more wealthy in the future. You will be 
kicking yourself if you pass up this once -in -a- lifetime opportunity for financial independence. 

Many Radio Experts Make S50 to $100 a Week 
In the short space of a few years 300,000 Radio jobs have been created, and thousands 

more will be made by its future development. Men with the right training -the kind of 
training I will give you in the N.R.I. Course -have stepped into Radio at 2 and 3 times 
their former salaries. Experienced service men as well as beginners praise N.R.I. training 
for what it has done for them. 

Many Make $5, $10, 515 a Week Extra 
In Spare Time Almost At Once 

My Course is world-fatuous as the une "that pays for itself." The day you enroll I 
send you instructions, which you should master quickly,for doing 28 Radio jobs common in 
most every neighborhood. Throughout your Course I will show you how to do other 
repair and service jobs on the side for extra money. I will not only show you how to do 
the jobs but how to get them. I'll give you the plans and ideas that have made $200 to 
$1;000 a year for N.R.I. men in their spare time. G. W. Page, 110 Raleigh Apts., 
Nashville, Tenn., writes : "I made $935 in my spare time while taking your Course." My 
book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," gives many letters from students who earned four, five 
and six times their tuition fees before they graduated. 

Get Ready Now for Jobs Like These 
Broadcasting stations use engineers, operators, station managers and pay up to $5,000 

a year. Radio manufacturers employ testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, service men, 
buyers and managers for jobs paying up to $6,000 a year. Radio dealers and jobbers 
(there are over 35,000) employ service men, salesmen, buyers, managers and pay up to 
$100 a week. Talking pictures pay as much as $75 to $200 a week to men with Radio 
training. There are hundreds of opportunities for you to have a spare -time or full -time 
Radio business of your own -to be your own boss. I'll show you how to start your own 
business with practically no capital -how to do it on money made in spare time while 
learning. My book tells you of other opportunities. Be sure to get it at once. Just 
clip and mail the coupon. 

1 HAVE STARTED MANY IN RADIO AT 2 Aso 3 TIMES 

$400.00 
Each 

Month 

"I spent fifteen years as traveling 
salesman and ups making good 

money inn could see the opportuni- 

ties in Radio. Believe me. I am 

not sorry, for I hare made more 

money than ever before. I have 

made more than $100 each month 

and it really was your course that 

brought me to (his. I can't say too 

much for S.R.I. " -J. O. Dahlsteud, 

Radio Sta. KYA. San Francisco. Cal. 

S800.00 
in Spare 

Time 

"Money could not pay for what I 
gal out of your course. I did not 

know a single thing about Radio 

before I enrolled, but I have made 

$800 In my spare limo, although 

my work keeps me away from home 

from 6:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 

Every word I ever read about your 

course I have found true. " -Milton 

L Leibs,. Jr., Topton. Pennsy1vanla. 

Chief 
Engineer 

Station WOS 

"1 have a fire position and am 
netting a glad salary as Chief En- 
gineer of Radio Station WOS. Be- 
fore entering Radio, my salary was 
barely $1.000.00 a year. It is now 

$2.100.00 a year. Before entering 
Radio. my work was, more or less. 
a Drudgery -it Is flaw a pleasure. 
All of this is the result of the 
S.R.I. training and study. You got 
me my first important position." 
II. H. Lance. Rodio Station WOS. 
Jewerson City. M[ssouri. 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY. 1933 
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TO 

Act Now - - - Mail Coupon Below 
for Free Book of Facts and Proof 

You Can Learn at Home in Your 
Spare Time to be a Radio Expert 

Hold your job. There is no need for you to leave home. I will train 
you quickly and inexpensively during your spare time. You don't have 
to be a high school or college graduate. My Course is written in a clear, 
interesting style that most anyone can grasp. I give you practical experi- 
ence under my 50 -50 method of training -one -half from lesson books and 
one -half from practical experiments with equipment given without extra 
charge. This unique and unequalled method has been called one of the 
greatest developments in correspondence Radio training. N.R.I. pioneered 
and developed it. It makes learning at home easy, fascinating, practical. 

Learn the Secrets of Short Wave, Television, 
Talking Pictures, Set Servicing, 

Broadcasting 
I'll give you more training than you need to get a job -I'll give you 

your choice, and not charge you extra either, of my Advanced Courses 
on these subjects -(1) Television, (2) Set Servicing and Merchandising, 
(3) Sound Pictures and Public Address Systems, (4) Broadcasting, 
Commercial and Ship Radio Stations, (5) Aircraft Radio. Advanced 
specialized training like this gives you a decided advantage. 

Your Money Back if You are Not Satisfied 
I will give you an agreement in writing, legal and binding upon this 

Institute, to refund every penny of your money upon completing my 
Course if you are not satisfied with my Lessons and Instruction Service. 
The resources of the National Radio Institute, Pioneer and World's 
Largest Home -Study Radio School, stand behind this agreement. 

Find Out What Radio Offers.' Get My Book 
One copy of my valuable 64 -page book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," is 

tree to any resident of the U. S. and Canada over 15 years old. It has 
started hundreds of men and young men on the road to better jobs and a 

bright future. It has shown hundreds of men who were in blind alley 
jobs, how to get into easier, more fascinating, better paying work. It tells 
you where the good Radio jobs are, what they pay, how you can quickly 
and easily fit yourself to he a Radio Expert. The Coupon will bring you a 
copy free. Send it at once. Your request does not obligate you in 

any way. Mail coupon in envelope or paste on post card. ACT NOW. 

J. E. SMITH, President 
Dept. 3GX, National Radio Institute 

Washington, D. C. 

FORMER PAY 

rall 
Experienced 
Radio Man 

Praises 
N. R. I. 
Course 

'Teforo taking your course. I had worked 
at Radio for over sogen years. doing 
Quito a bit of servicing, but I realized 
that I was In need of better training. 
From the first lesson on I began to un- 
derstand poims that had had me wondering. 

The course bas taught me what I could 
not have learned otherwise and I would 
not take many times the price it bas 
cost me. for the knowledge I have gained. 
In period of nine months. I bare made 
at least $3,500. " -C. 3. Stegner, 28 80. 
Sandusky St, Delaware, Ohio. 

Special FREE Offer 
Act now and receive in additions to 
my big free book, 'Rich Rewards in 
Radio," this Service Manual on 
D. C., A. C. and Battery Operated 
sets. Only my students could have 
this book in the past. Now readers 
of this magazine who mail the coupon 
will receive it free. Overcoming hum 
noises of all kinds, fading signals, 
broad tuning, howls and oscillations, 
poor distance reception, distorted or 
muffled signals, poor Audio and Radio 
Frequency amplification and other 
vital service information is contained 
in it. Get a free copy by mailing the 
coupon below. ACT NOW. 

SPECIAL Radio Equipment 
for Broad Practical Experience 
Given Without Extra Charge 

Alis nut all t wory. I'll 
oe to a my Sire lad na,IL 

tool', merit for c 

use 
erperinc 

and building circuits which Mu :. important principles med in such n. 
known sets us Westinghouse. Ger..: Electric, phllco, it. C. A., Vi..- 
Majestic and others. You +v r. 

with your own hands u.. 
things you read in our le, s 

This G0 -50 method of trah:: 

h.. 

lnte 
practical 

Clip aiui mail NOWfoe 
FREE INFORMATION 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1933 

J. E. SMITH, President, 
National Radio Institute, Dept. 3GX, 
Washington, D. C. 
Dear Mr. Smith: Please send me your sample lesson 
'Trouble Shooting in I). C.. A. C. and Battery Set," 
and your hook. "Rich Rewards in Radio." which point, 
out the opportunities for spare -time and full time jol.. 
in Radio ¡tin! 

) 
famous 50 -S1i method of training; 

t 

i to hrnm rr Radio Experts through home study. I 

understand that this places me under no obligation. 
I ('lease print plainly) 

Name Age 

Address 

City State 
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This 

Radio's GREATEST 
Servicing Book 

The Most Complete Directory 
of Radio Circuit Diagrams 

published! 

In ONE VOLUME of over 2,300 Pages 
Extra Heavy Coter- Looseleaf Bound 

Buy this Big Volume on our Nerv 

DEFERRED PAYMENT PLAN 
Here are two of the most surprising announce- 
ments that we have ever made to the radio trade 
and we know that it is such good news that 
every radio man will be greatly enthused. 
FIRST -that the three editions of the OFFI- 

CIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUALS have 
now been combined into one big volume of 
over 2,300 pages. 

SECOND -that this new single volume of con- 
solidated radio circuit diagrams and complete 
radio servicing course can be bought on a de- 
ferred payment plan -and at a big saving. 

It is needless to say how valuable the OFFI- 
CIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUALS have been 
to members in every branch of the Radio In- 
dustry, and how many thousands of each edi- 
tion have been sold to manufacturers, jobbers, 
dealers. Service Men and experimenters. But 
we must emphasize this one fact: Service Men 
now realize that they are tremendously handi- 
capped without the full set of Gernsback Man- 
uals. So much so, that those who have pur- 
chased only one or two volumes, are NOW OR- 
DERING THE MISSING BOOKS. They want 
their files to be complete. 
The complete book gives you a volume of over 
2,300 pages with over 5.500 diagrams, charts 
and photos. There are absolutely no pages or 
illustrations or diagrams duplicated. There is 
no radio book published today which is so mod- 

ern. up -to- the -minute, and which contains so 
much useful information as is to be found in this single volume. It a book that will outlast 
any other radio book in print. Look carefully at the illustration of the complete edition on the top of page. It measures 9" wide, 12" 
long, 4.h" thick. 
Included in this volume is a complete radio servicing course. This course covers every step 
needed to learn the servicing business . from starting in business . materials needed . 
and how to go about servicing receivers and re- pairing other radio equipment. This course in itself, is actually worth the price of the entire 
book. 
Our new plan now enables every radio man to 
get this single volume -a Complete Directory of all Circuit Diagrams, of over 2,300 pages, on 
deferred payments. You can order this book 
immediately -get it in a few days, and use it while you are doing servicing work. You can 
make the first few calls pay for the entire cost 
of the book. 
For you to get this book is quite simple and it 
is sent to you as soon as your order is received. 
You pay for it in small monthly amounts which 
can he taken from your earnings. If you were 
to buy the three volumes separately, the total 
cost would be $17.00, including the supplements. 

OVER 2,300 Pages 
5,500 Illustrations 

THIS IS THE GREATEST SINGLE 
VOLUME RADIO BOOK IN PRINT TODAY 

Now you can get the 
1931 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. 

with Supplements, 
1932 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. 

with Supplements, 
and the 1933 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL Complete 
at a big saving. 
THE SPECIAL NEW PRICE FOR ALL THREE MANUALS. WITH SUPPLEMENTS, IN ONE VOLUME. WITH HEAVY BINDER IS ONLY 

$14.00 
You buy this hook this way- - 
Send $3,00 with order - 
Pay $5.00 to Express Company upon receipt of 

book. 
Send $3.00 thirty days after receipt of hook. 
Send $3.00 sixty days after receipt of book. Total $14.00. 
IF THE ENTIRE AMOUNT IS SENT WITH YOUR ORDER, WE WILL ALLOW YOU A 
10% DISCOUNT. THIS CAN BE DEDUCTED 

FROM YOUR REMITTANCE. 
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 

Mail Coupon Today! Ì 
GE RNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc.. 
96 -98 Park Plate. New York. N. Y. 
Gent lemon: 

In ono lance w it It your speel al Offer. I endlnae herd lilt $3.uo Ilnt payment toe art' the One- 
Tuition- Rattle Manual. Please forward It to m promptly Ibnn eeeip[ f I lie book. I .'.hall pay express Company Stilt. of 

days later I shall 
M.P.' you $3.00. and sixty day. after receipt of 

book. I shall AP and you my la t payment of $3.00. 
I f Pnl ant to take :deans ace of the Special Dis- 

count of 111^ ?, r.m it only $12.00 with this coupon. 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc. 
96 -98 Park Place New York, N. Y. 

Nango 

.tddresu ._ 

CUT State 
RC-788 
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SERVICE MAN DEALER RAllOTRICIAN 

"Takes the Resistance Out of Radio" 

Editorial Offices: 96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor Vol. V, No. I, July, 1933 

SUMMER RADIO 
An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK 

THIS is the time of the year when, judging by former 
precedents, radio generally sinks to its lowest level, at 
least, so far as the business end of the industry is 
concerned. The old "saw" that there is no radio busi- 

ness worth speaking of in midsummer still has its fol- 
lowers. Yet, many large volumes could be published in 
direct refutation of these so- called facts. 

It is true that, as a rule, during the past few years the 
sales of radio sets have always fallen off in the summer. 
That is true, however, only of radio sets and not of other 
radio merchandise, which is becoming more diversified every 
day. It is also true, that, where five years ago people did 
not listen in on their radio sets in the summer time, they 
are listening in now, for the simple reason that modern 
sets, being more powerful, easily over -ride the static, and, 
therefore, make summer reception practically as perfect as 
winter reception, except during the height of thunder- 
storms. 

So far as Service Men and others who wish to make 
money out of radio this summer are concerned, the woods 
are literally full of opportunities if you only look for them. 

Public address systems and amplifiers are still in their 
infancy, and the surface has not yet been scratched. 

A few weeks ago the Court of General Sessions, the old- 
est court in New York City, became more modern than any 
other court in New York by installing a public -address 
system to carry the voices of witnesses to the jury boxes. 
Jurors had always complained that they were unable to 
hear the testimony, so that the judge interested a friend, 
who is an official of a large radio corporation, and the am- 
plifier installation was made. If it is successful, all New 
York City courts will no doubt follow suit, and it won't 
be long before every large court in the United States will 
be thus equipped with public- address and loudspeaker sys- 
tems. Here is another marvelous amplifier outlet, and the 
wide -awake Service Man and dealer should know what use 
to make of this information. 

In all our cities, both large and small, we have seen 
portable public- address systems invading the sidewalk. 
This invasion is particularly true of some of the large 
drugstores, where demonstrators are no longer "voiceless," 
as they have been for generations. Nowadays, the demon- 
strator sits behind the window with a microphone in front 
of him, and hanging outside, well over the heads of the 
passersby, is a portable amplifier which projects his voice 
to the passing populace. 

The novelty, alone, causes many people to stop and listen 
while they watch the demonstrator. The demonstrators, 
of course, do not build these amplifiers themselves -they 
buy them somewhere, or have them built to their specifi- 
cations. There seems to be a good market for this type of 
amplifier, and its use is increasing by leaps and bounds. 

The portable public- address system will be in use in in- 
creasing quantities this summer at all resorts; most con- 

cessionaires, who have stands of some sort, have use for a 
public address amplifier, because they can make their voice 
heard on the sidewalk, in front of their stands, which they 
could not do as efficiently otherwise. It is the same with 
hotels, large dining rooms, in the country and at the sea- 
side, where, because of the economic condition of the coun- 
try, it is not possible for the smaller hotels or restaur- 
ants to hire even a mediocre orchestra. By means of a 
public address system, music can be played all over the 
hotel, and excellent music can be furnished by means of 
electrical transcription. Indeed, a portable public address 
system is now made which combines an electric phonograph 
and pickup working on either A.C. or D.C. The whole sys- 
tem weighs less than 50 lbs. and can easily be carried. 

On the smaller inland lakes, boats can be readily equipped 
with public- address systems and commercial announce- 
ments can be made for the merchants and hotels of the 
resort, and usually enough advertising of this sort can 
be picked up to make it worthwhile to run the boat all 
summer. The restaurants and general stores usually 
patronize this sort of advertising because it gets results 
for them. 

Then, of course, millions of dollars will be spent this 
coming summer in modernizing obsolete sets by using the 
avalanche of new tubes which have recently been brought 
out. These tubes are now on the market, and some of the 
tubes lend themselves admirably to modernizing of old re- 
ceivers and giving them such power as their owners never 
dreamed of. Much modernizing of this type can be done 
without extensive re- wiring of the sets, but merely by using 
adapters or making minor changes in the wiring. 

Many country hotels of the resort type will also find in- 
creasing use this year for the small "cigarbox" type of 
radio set. These sets are low in price, and perform well. 
They are easily transported, require no aerial installation, 
and are ideal for camp and bungalow use too. Every Serv- 
ice Man this summer should carry with him a demonstra- 
tion sample of one of these sets, and if the demonstration 
is made on the spot -which is easy to do, as most up- 
to -date camps and bungalows are wired for electricity - 
immediate sales should follow. These sales should be quite 
good, because the demand for a low- priced radio set for 
camp and bungalow always was good in the past, and would 
undoubtedly have been better if the prices had been lower. 
This year, no such obstacle exists, and the prices are no 
doubt lower than they will be for many years to come. 
Prices now are definitely on the upgrade, and it does not 
take much salesmanship to convince a prospect that never 
again will he be able to buy a good radio set at the figure 
he can buy it at now. 

Radio this summer can be made quite good if only you 
go after the business, and use a little imagination. There 
are still excellent opportunities, and those who follow them 
up will find that radio is not dead in the summer. 
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HOW TO BUILD 

THE NEW 

"TREASURE" 
FINDER 

After ten years of research, the author has 

built and used the "Treasure1l Finder de- 
scribed below. The fundamental principle 
of operation is well known, and is the basis 
for many measurements. If you are in- 

terested, build it now! 

E. FRANKLIN SARVER 

GOLD, 

in small deposits, is ex- 
ceedingly difficult to locate. 
Fortune tellers, doodlebug op- 
erators, and other fakers con- 

tinue to fleece the public and reap a 
harvest from unfortunate persons who 
are willing to spend the last cent they 
possess in an effort to locate buried 
treasure. 

Fortune tellers can prove none of 
their ridiculous claims, and, therefore, 
should be discredited and shunned by 
sane people. Doodlebug operators 
using plumb bobs, Spanish dip needles, 
and other such devices, are either out 
and out swindlers or fanatics who have 
lost their reason. Then, there is an- 
other class of investigators who have 
constructed electric inductance bal- 
ances that will actually locate metals 

The device in the hands of the author. Nota the distance between the 
ground and the loop. 

buried a few inches underground. 
These men, for the most part, greatly 
exaggerate the power of their equip- 
ment; sometimes selling a five- dollar 
piece of cheaply constructed apparatus 
for as much as two- hundred dollars. 
Some of them won't sell the equipment, 
but charge lucrative wages for a day's 
work with the device. 

Cold Facts 

Strip gold of its currency value and 
consider it, for a few minutes, for 
just what it is: an ordinary piece of 
metal; a substance which, scientifically, 
is one of the "deadest" of metals. A 
piece of silver or copper has a high 
electrical conductivity; gold is not as 
good, in comparison. A piece of iron 
can be magnetized; gold is non -mag- 
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Fig. I 

Schematic circuit of the "T ' Finder. Sea the Ust of Park. 

netic. Several other metals can pro- 
duce electric currents by galvanic ac- 
tion; gold does not. Most metals react 
violently with acids; gold reacts with 
only two. A piece of iron left to na- 
ture will slowly change its form and 
unite with other elements of nature - 
it will rust; gold is too dead to rust. 
Since gold attracts nothing, repels 
nothing, and is only a fair conductor 
of electricity, it is therefore difficult 
to locate when buried. The only meth- 
od I have been able to discover, after 
ten years of careful research is to set 
up a high- frequency electromagnetic 
field of considerable power, keeping 
the electric field strength at a mini- 
mum, and then determining the distor- 
tion of the magnetic field pattern by 
metal objects which are within this 
field. 

Theory of Operation 

The device to be described consists 
essentially of two radio -frequency 
oscillators. One of these has a fixed 
frequency of oscillation, and we shall 
call this the fixed oscillator, or 
"monitor" (see Fig. 1); the other 
oscillator is variable, its frequency be- 
ing determined by varying character- 
istics of the inductance in its oscillat- 
ing circuit. This latter we shall call 
the "floating oscillator." (See Fig. 1.) 

The monitoring and floating oscil- 
lators have their grid circuits so cou- 
pled that when they are oscillating 
at different frequencies, a third fre- 
quency is produced within the audio 
spectrum in much the same manner 
that an I. F. is produced in a super- 
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FEATURES 

(I) Uses a basic circuit -no tricky connec- 

tions that usually confuse builders. 

(2) Will locate any substance capable of 

generating eddy currents. 

(3) It w II locate substances at depths de- 

pending upon the size of the locator coils. 

If a coil two feet in diameter is used, the 

system will locate metals at a distance of 

ten times two feet, or twenty feet. 

(4) The parts used in its construction are ob- 

tainable at almost any radio parts supply 

house 

heterodyne. With the exception of the 
coils of the floating oscillator, the two 
oscillators are completely shielded. 
The high -potential wires are very care- 
fully choked and bypassed so that all 
high frequency circuits are strictly 
localized; this is of vital importance 
to the successful operation of the 
instrument. 

In operation, there is a high fre- 
quency electromagnetic field of force 
set up by the inductance coils, Ll and 
L2 of Fig. 1. When this field of force 
strikes an electrical conductor -any 
metallic object -eddy currents are set 
up in the metallic object of such polar- 
ity that they repel the electromagnetic 
field of the floating oscillator, thus 
changing the electrical characteristics 
of the inductances L1 -L2 to the 
extent that the natural period of the 
floating oscillator circuit is altered. 
The monitoring oscillator, however, 
continues to oscillate at its fixed fre- 
quency, and, 'consequently, the fre- 
quency of the beat note (difference be- 
tween the two frequencies) being 
reproduced in the phones is changed. 
Unfortunately, there is another vari- 
able in the floating oscillator circuit 
which will cause a change of fre- 
quency: the electrostatic field, which is 
varied by capacity change. This elec- 
trostatic variable must be kept at the 
lowest possible value because the elec- 
trostatic field at the frequency we use 
does not penetrate the earth but plays 
on the surface, making the earth one 
plate of a variable condenser and the 
coil L1 -L2 the other plate, so that any 
change of position of the coil Ll -L2 
will cause a change in the audio beat 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY. 

Fig. A 
Photograph of the "Treasure' Finder completely assembled. 

Fig. B 

Photograph of the "Treasure' Finder with the lid removed. 

note, making the device unstable and 
unusable. This undesirable effect is 
minimized by carefully choking and 
shielding. It will be noticed that there 
is an electrostatic shield around LI- 
L2 (see Fig. 2). At first thought it 
would seem that this shield might ab- 
sorb a great deal of energy. It is, 
however, constructed of a piece of 
copper screen wire, and does not make 
a complete loop: the ends of the shield 
are separated by a distance of one 
inch, the open end being placed op- 
posite the cabinet; the wire grounding 
this shield to the cabinet is soldered 
to the shield and cabinet at the near- 
est points. This coil shield greatly re- 
duces the electrostatic field, but does 
not materially reduce the electro- 
magnetic field. Further reduction of 
the electrostatic field is accomplished 
by grounding the copper box to the 
body of the operator by a bare copper 
wire soldered to the box and wrapped 
around the handle in such a manner 
that the operator's hand is always in 
contact with it. 

The circuit is comparatively simple, 
but must be very carefully constructed 
with precision parts, and all wires must 
be carefully placed and tied firmly in 
position using paraffine impregnated 
twine. 

It will be noticed by a study of the 
values of the component parts of the 
floating oscillator circuit that the fre- 
quency of the floating oscillator is 
comparatively low. I have found that 
higher frequencies extend to greater 
distances, but that the earth, par- 
ticularly if it is wet, will reflect so 
much energy that the advantage gained 

1933 

is more than offset by the losses in the 
soil; and further, if the frequency is 
too high, the earth will act as a piece 
of metal, with the result that erroneous 
results are constantly being obtained. 
Another important point is to keep the 
frequencies of the two oscillators wide- 
ly separated so that they will not be 
inclined to drift into step and produce 
zero beat. 

Using the Instrument 

In adjusting the instrument, you will 
find that as the trimmer condenser on 
the monitor is varied, a beat note will 
be heard in the phones. Increase the 
trimmer capacity until zero beat is 
reached; then increase it just a little 
more until a beat note is heard at 
nearly the lowest audio frequency. 
Then adjust the regeneration control 
until the monitor just barely keeps 
oscillating. At this point the instru- 
ment is most sensitive. if the instru- 
ment has been carefully constructed, 
it should produce a noticeable change 
of pitch in the phones when a piece 
of copper, equal in diameter to that 
of the field coil L1 -L2 is at a distance 
of ten times the diameter of the coil. 
In other words, if you are using a two 
foot coil, as shown in Fig. 2, you should 
be able to determine the presence of 
a piece of copper two feet in diameter 
at a distance of twenty feet. 

Much, however, depends upon the 
operator, his familiarity with the op- 
eration of the instrument, and the 
sensitivity of his ear to variations in 
pitch. By experimenting, you will find 
that by changing the adjustment of the 
trimmer condenser on the monitor, you 
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TREASURE FINDERS 
For three years RADIO -CRAFT has run descriptions of metal locators called "Treasure" 
Finders. The term "Treasure" Finder is not completely descriptive of the function of these 
devices. The apparatus described in this and previous articles on the subject may be used 
just as successfully for the location of sewer pipes as for the location of gold. You may ex- 
plore a certain bit of territory for hours -or even days or weeks -and finally locate a shovel. 
We wish to emphasize this point merely because hundreds have written in demanding to 
know how the device may sift scrap metal from gold. Any metal locating device is inca- 
pable of sifting -it can only determine the presence of substances which are large enough 
and good enough conductors of electricity to work the apparatus. 

can cause the audio frequency to either 
increase or decrease when metal is 
present in the floating field, depending 
on which side of zero beat the note is 
brought in. I find that much more 
satisfactory results are obtained by ad- 
justing the trimmer, CIA, so that the 
pitch increases when metal is brought 
into the field. Be sure to adjust the 
floating -oscillator trimmer, C2A, so 
that a change in pitch caused by metal 
entering the field of the floating coil 
will be in the opposite direction to 
the change in pitch caused by a ca- 
pacity change when the hand is 
brought near the field coil. Operation 
in this manner makes it possible to 
swing the coil slowly from side to side 
over the ground and disregard fre- 
quency changes going slightly down 
the musical scale, because you will 
know they are caused by ground ca- 
pacity; a rising pitch will always mean 
the presence of metal directly under 
the field coil. 

Construction Details 

With reference to Fig. 1, coils Ll 
and L2 each consist of 8 turns of No. 
26 D.S.C. wire, 24 inches in diameter. 

L1 is separated from L2 by a distance 
of I/ inch. The physical layout of 
this coil is given as previously stated 
in Fig. 2. 

The coil L3 consists of 80 turns of 
No. 26 D.S.C. wire on a form one - 
inch in diameter. Separated with a 
small disc from L3 -about 14 inch -is 
L4, which consists of 20 turns of No. 
26 D.S.0 wire. All coils are close 
wound. Do not use varnish or shellac 
on the coils; use a clear lacquer to hold 
the turns in place after they have been 
wound. With reference to the coils 
Ll and L2, carefully tape them, after 
they have been wound, with one layer 
of strong linen tape, treat with lacquer, 
and then put the screen shield into 
place around the outside of the coil; 
now cover it with a second layer of 
linen tape, tightly wound, and then 
lacquer the entire assembly. These 
coils may be made from seasoned hard 
wood: a glued type, all wood bicycle 
rim makes an excellent form. The 
construction details of the assembly 
are illustrated in Figs. A, B, and 2. 
All dimensions are labeled thereon, 
and you should have little difficulty in 
constructing same. 

List of Parts 
Four coils, as described, Ll, L2, L3, 

L4; 
One Aerovox fixed mica condenser, 

.00025 -mf.; Cl; 
Two variable compression trimmer con- 

densers, 220 mmf., CIA, C2A; 
Three Aerovox .002 -mf. fixed mica 

condensers, C2, C3, C8; 
One Aerovox fixed condenser, 250 

mmf., C4; 
Three Aerovox mica condensers, .5- 

mf., C5, C6, CO; 
One Aerovox, 40 mmf. fixed mica 

condenser, C7; 
One Electrad, 500,000 -ohm rheostat, 

R1; 
One I.R.C., 1 meg. grid leak, R2; 
One I.R.C., 10,000 -ohm resistor, 1 

watt, R3; 
Four Trutest, type H10102, 5.5 milli- 

henry chokes, RFC1, RFC2, RFC3, 
RFC4; 

Three four -prong sockets; 
Three Amperites, type 6 -30; 
Four flashlight cells; 
Two 45 -volt portable "B" batteries; 
One pair telephone receivers; 
Three type 30 tubes; 
One case, as per construction details. 
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Fig. 2 
Complete mechanical drawings of the device. It is not necessary that constructors follow exactly the drawings in order fo secure good results. 
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THE N. R. I.-- PHILCO 
SET TESTER 

unusually complete and versatile "all- purpose" set tester that 

N 

t 
meets all the requirements of modern service work has been 
developed by engineers of the National Radio Institute and 
the Philco Radio & Television Corporation. This excellent 

instrument permits the isolation of the defective circuit and the detec- 
tion of the defective part, and the use of point -to-point voltage or re- 
sistance measurements, regardless of the type of receiver. The use 
of complicated and troublesome adapter plugs has been entirely 
avoided. 

The carrying case measures 11% x7' /axé M inches, and includes all 
of the following: 

(1) A shielded signal generator covering all frequency ranges from 
105 to 2,000 kilocycles; direct reading dial, calibrated in kc.; shielded 
lead for connection to all types of radio sets; batteries self -contained, 
for testing A.C., D.C., battery, and automobile receivers. 

(2) Rectifier type output meter with five ranges; universal output 
adapters with 36 -inch leads for making connections to all 
types of output tubes. 

(3) A.C. voltmeter: accurate A.C. voltage readings are 
obtained through the use of different scales for low and 
high range readings. Calibrated to 0 -10, 0 -20, 0 -100, 0 -200 
and 0 -1,000 volts. 

(4) D.C. voltmeter, with 0 -10, 0 -20, 0 -100, 0 -200 and 
0 -1,000 volt scales. D.C. scale is black, A.C. scale is red, 
for quick identification. 

(5) D.C. milliammeter, ranges 0 -.5-, 0 -1, and 0 -100 ma. 
(6) Ohmmeter, 0- 1,500, 0- 150,000, and 0- 1,500,000 

ohms. Accurate readings as low as 2 ohms. 
(7) Tube tester, providing accurate performance test 

using signal generator and output meter. 
(8) Capacity meter, .01- to 2 mf. range, using 60 cycles, 

A.C. 
The basic meter is a 0- .5 -ma. jewel pivoted milliammeter. 

When used as an A.C. or D.C. voltmeter, it has a sensi- 
tivity of approximately 2,000 ohms per volt. A simple sys- 

tem of tip jacks permits quick selection of any desired 
scale range. 

The complete instrument weighs only 12 pounds. The 
case is strongly constructed and will stand the abuse to 
which service equipment in general is subjected. 

Panel view of the N. R. I.- Philco set tester described here. 

Inside view of the tester. A shield, not shown, surrounds the oscillator section. 

POSTAL "UNIVERSAL" AUTO KIT SET 

AUNIVERSAL five -tube midget superheterodyne 
that can be used on either alternating or direct 
current at 110 volts, or on six volts D.C. for 
car operation, has been brought out by the 

Postal Radio Corporation. For automobile service the 
set may be mounted on the car's instrument board and 
controlled directly by its regular knobs, or may be 
placed on the engine bulkhead and operated by remote 
control from the steering column through a flexible 
drive shaft. 

For A.C. -D.C. house operation the tube filaments are 
connected in series; for car operation, they are put in 
parallel. The first tube is a 6A7, acting as a combined 
oscillator -first detector. This feeds into a 78 I.F. ampli- 
fier, which is followed by a 77 second detector and a 
type 43 output tube. A 25Z5 rectifier tube is included 
in the power supply circuit. The intermediate amplifier 
is tuned to 465 kc. 

The receiver is self- contained except for the "B" sup- 
ply for auto service. Chassis and dynamic loud -speaker 

(Continued on page 55) Here is how the Postal set looks when installed in a car. 
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LATEST RADIO 
EQUIPMENT 

RESISTOR KIT 
ALEADING resistor manufacturer 

announces a new kit of 1 -watt re- 
sistors placed in a handy box, as illus- 
trated below. There are twenty resist- 
ors in all, ranging in values from 50 
ohms to 3 megs. The individual values 
are as follows: 50, 100, 250, 500, 1,000, 
1,500, 2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, 
25,000, 50,000, 75,000 ohms, and .1 -, 
.25 -, .5 -, 1, 1.5, 2, and 3 megohms. 

It is interesting to note the change 
in construction that resistors have un- 
dergone in the past few years. Not 
many years ago all resistors were 
made in the cartridge type -a grid -leak 
mounting was necessary to hold the 
unit in place. Now, the end caps are 
replaced by pigtails, and the pigtails 
furnish the sole support for the unit, 
which is, incidentally, quite sufficient. 

The variety of sizes now available is 
a godsend, too. 

The resistor kit. (101) 

INTENSIFIER -SUPPRESSOR 
ANEW little device, designed to con- 

nect in the antenna circuit of radio 
receivers, has been produced and is 
now procurable. The device consists 
of two rotating concentric tubes coated 
with copper leaf on the inside; it 
is manipulated by twirling the two 
tubes, as shown in the illustration be- 
low. 

According to the manufacturers, the 
maximum capacity of the condenser is 
.001 -mf., while the minimum capacity 
is practically zero. 

n/N/NI7S7 S7I7K nnd Wall MIMI 1.4010Al[Ul1qs' 
IS NT SIT TUN SILURI IrÍi 

-.511 
CAICBEOSCtrAS#100y.EFFtCT1YtRSYOTEYOW MtCRNTROt 

Intensifier- Suppressor. (102) 

CONDENSERS 
THERE is now generally available a 

new line of condensers suitable for 
requirements where the voltages range 
from 200 to 7,000 volts. A photograph 
of one type of unit, designed for use 
in aircraft or portable transmitting 
service, is illustrated below. 

These units, of course, are built in a 
large variety of sizes between the two 
limits mentioned. 

A condenser. (103) 

MIDGET DYNAMIC SPEAKER 
WELL -KNOWN manufacturer is 

ow in production on a new midget 
speaker illustrated below. The unit is 
but 51 inches square and 21/2 inches 
deep, including the output transformer. 
The field coil of the unit shown has a 
resistance of 3,000 ohms, and its output 
transformer is designed to feed from 
a single output tube. 

No doubt, the speaker is available 
for various tubes and circuits. 

Only one type is shown below. 

New midget speaker. (104) 

NEW METER 
IN the instrument field there may now 

be procured by any one a low cost 
type 531 D.C. or A.C. meter of the 
magnetic -vane type suitable for panel 
mounting. The D.C. type is illustrated 
below. 

New D. C. r, cter. ( 105) 

NEW SOCKET 

TO meet the variety of uses, there is 
now a new socket of unique de- 

sign. In mounting, it is pressed and 
turned, and the job is finished. No 
rivets or screws are necessary. 

Circular socket and template. (106) 

NEW RESISTOR 
THE type L unit, designed for mul- 

tiple mounting on a stud, as shown, 
is now available. Because they are 
precision built, these units are espe- 
cially valuable for decade, bridge, and 
test apparatus. 

"Multiple" resistors. (107) 
Nam. of manufacturer of any device will be sent on receipt of a .elf -addressed. stamped envelope. Kindly give (number) in description under picture. 
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OHMMETER 

AN 
ohmmeter, designed specifically 

for circuit testing, is marketed by 
a firm, is now available, and is il- 
lustrated below. Known as the Model 
402, it is adaptable for use by electri- 
cians, Service Men, and mechanics. In 
two ranges, it is capable of measuring 
resistances from .25 -ohm to 2 meg- 
ohms. The instrument is housed in a 
black metal case and measures 5% 
inches wide, 8% inches high, and 2% 
inches deep. The sensitivity of the 
meter is 1,000 ohms per volt and is of 
the d'Arsonval type. 

An ohmmeter -nothing eke but. (108) 

THE AUTONATOR 
TAKING no drain from the auto bat- 

tery, and having no brushes, collec- 
tor rings, commutator, or wire -wound 
armature to require service, the Auto- 
nator, now manufactured and gener- 
ally available furnishes 110 volts, 
60 cycles A.C. in automobiles, trucks, 
buses, etc. for the operation of radio 
sets, and P.A. systems. 

It is designed for operation from the 
fan belt, and provision is made for the 
regulation of voltage at all speeds. The 
Autonator is available in six sizes: 50, 
100, 150, 250, 350, and 500 watt rat- 
ings. 

The device is illustrated below. As 
may be seen, it is completely housed 
in a strong case and is equipped with 
the pulley required for driving. It is 
very easy to mount. 

"RADIO MODULATOR" 

ASERVICE 
Man may avail himself 

of a very novel device that converts 
any radio set into a public -address sys- 
tem. The modulator consists essen- 
tially of an R.F. oscillator modulated by 
the Heising system by a microphone or 
phonograph; the output of this modu- 
lator is then connected to the antenna 
and ground posts of the radio receiver 
which amplifies and rectifies the modu- 
lator's output in the normal manner. 
Thus, it becomes entirely unnecessary 
to "revamp" the receiver to use it for 
P.A. work. Two type 27 tubes are 
used: one as the oscillator and the 

A generator. (110) 

other for the speech amplifier. 
In view of the fact that the modula- 

tor is grounded and placed in a shielded 
container, and because the antenna is 
disconnected from the radio receiver 
while the modulator is in use, radiation 
is reduced to practically zero. 

An interesting application of this de- 
vice is its use in demonstration booths 
in radio stores. The device may be set 
up by the demonstrator so that its out- 
put feeds several sets. The one which 
reproduces the customer's voice most 
naturally is the best set. 

Thus, the customer sells himself. 

Photograph of the radio modulator. (109) 
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A BRIDGOHMMETER 
AFTER much research, there has 

been designed a novel resistance 
bridge suitable for the measurement of 
resistance from .1 -ohm to 10 megohms. 
This device is not an ohmmeter -it is a 
Wheatstone bridge designed for rapid 
manipulation, so necessary in modern 
service work. An interesting advan- 
tage is that it may be either A.C. or 
battery operated. 

Bridgohmmeter. (III) 

TUNING CONDENSER 
ALARGE condenser manufacturer 

now has made available a new 
"double end" condenser known as the 
type 516. One rotor may be blocked 
in any position. They are available in 
many sizes. 

"Double end" tond . (112) 

LAPEL MICROPHONE 
ILLUSTRATED below is one of two 

new types of lapel microphones pro- 
duced by a large microphone manufac- 
turer. It is light, noiseless, and 
housed in bakelite. 

Lapel microphone. (113 
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NEW 
TUBE DATA 
Of the several new tubes now available, 
almost all are designed to replace the 
oscillator and first- detector in superheter- 

odynes, resulting in increased gain. 

LOUIS MARTIN 

RELATIVELY speaking, of the 
several new contributions to the re- 
ceiving tube field that have been 
announced during the past month, 
only one is radical enough in design 
to merit detailed consideration. The 
tubes, however, will be described 
in alphabetical order for easy refer- 
ence. 

2A6 -New Duo -Diode Triode 

The Eveready Raytheon Corporation 
announces a tube almost identical in 
construction with the type 75 described 
in the April issue of this magazine. 
This new tube is known as the 2A6 
and differs mainly in the filament 
rating which is 2.5 volts at .8- ampere. 
The 75, referred to above, is a 6.3- 
volt, .3- ampere tube. 

The characteristics of this tube fol- 
low: plate voltage, 250; grid bias, -2 
volts; plate current, 1.2 ma.; amplifica- 
tion factor, 100; plate resistance, 90,- 
000 ohms; mutual conductance, 100 
micromhos. As will be noted, the triode 
section has a high amplification factor 
equal in value to that of the 75. The 
socket connections for this tube are 
shown at A in Fig. 1 and the plate characteristics in 
Fig. 2. 

2A7 and 6A7 -Electron- Coupled 
Converters 

These two new tubes are 
5 -grid, electron- coupled de- 
tector - oscillators designed 
especially to replace the 
more conventional oscillator 
and detector tubes in super- 
heterodyne receivers. These 
tubes are similar in elec- 
trical characteristics, except 
for the filament rating: the 
2A7 is rated at 2.5 volts at 
.8- ampere, and the 6A7, 6.3 
volts at .3- ampere. Com- 
bining the functions of oscil- 
lator and detector into a 
single tube of the construc- 
tion illustrated here offers 

14 

I D.... .orte,y RCA, Sylvania 

several advantages: first, the trans- 
lation gain -intermediate- frequency 
voltage divided by the R.F. signal volt - 
age-is greater in the 2A7 or 6A7 
than when separate tubes are used; 
second, more complete isolation be- 
tween the R.F,, oscillator and I.F. cir- 
cuits is secured; and third, the fre- 
quency of oscillation of the oscillator 
is much more stable than in the more 
conventional arrangements. This latter 
is due to the fact that the frequency 
of oscillation is independent of the 
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Fig. I 

At A, socket connections of the 2M; at B, for the 
2A7, 6A7; at C, for the 2B7, 6B7; at D, for the 6F7. 

Raytheon, and National Union.) 

load on the oscillator portion of the 
tube, a characteristic which is common 
to all electron -coupled oscillators. 

It might be well to reconstruct this 
tube and analyze its action. Fig. 3A 
shows a heater, a cathode, a grid, and a 
plate, similar in construction to a 
27 tube, with which we are all 
familiar. In such a tube, we know that 
the signal is applied between the grid 
and the cathode, and, furthermore, we 
know that the positive swings of the 
signal increase the plate current and 
the negative swings of the signal de- 
crease the plate current. Instead of 
making the plate of a solid piece of 
metal, suppose we construct it of two 
rods, connected together, as shown in 
B of Fig. 3. We know, of course, that 
these small rods will not collect as 
many electrons as would the solid 
plate, shown in A, but we do know 
that this tube will function exactly 
as that shown at A. Our new tube 
may now be connected in the conven- 
tional oscillator arrangement, as shown 
at C of Fig. 3. So far, the only 
change made was in the physical con- 
struction of the plate. Suppose, we 
now put another grid and our old plate' 
inside the tube, as shown at D. Our 
tube is now divided into two distinct 

parts: the triode unit shown 
at C, and another grid and 
plate. If we connect grid 
No. 1 -shown at E in Fig. 
3 -to an oscillator circuit, 
connected as shown in 3C 
and grid No. 3 to a radio - 
frequency signal, the final 
connection will be that 
shown at E. The two coils, 
shown to the left in this dia- 
gram, are the usual oscillator 
coils used in the conven- 
tional superheterodyne; and 
the two coils, shown in the 
center, are the conventional 
first -detector R.F. coils, 
while the two coils to the ex- 
treme right constitute the 
first I.F. transformer. 

Thus, we see that grid No. 
1 is the control grid for the 
oscillator, while the two rods 

Fig. 1 

Plate characteristics for the 2A6; note the load line. 
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Fig. 3 

A series of drawings pictorially showing the construction and operation of the 2A7 and 6A7 tubes. 

-called the anode -grid -act as the 
plate of our simple 3- element tube, 
shown in B. These rods are known 
as grid No. 2. The third grid which 
we installed and which we connected 
to the R.F. coil is known as grid No. 
4; grids 3 and 5 merely surround this 
grid in order to shield it from the plate 
and from grid No. 2. This shielding 
results in a high plate resistance, com- 
mon to all tetrodes, gives a high gain, 
and also prevents interaction between 
the signal section of the tube and the 
oscillator section. 

We may now trace out the complete 
action of the electron -coupled conver- 
ter. The cathode emits a copious sup- 
ply of electrons which are attracted 
mostly by the positive potential of 
grid 2. In view of the fact that the 
cathode, grid 1, and grid 2, is produc- 
ing oscillations, the electron stream 
passing through the two rods is varied 
at the frequency of oscillation of this 
section of the tube: Since grid 3 is 
interposed between G2 and the plate, 
those electrons which do pass it are 
further varied in intensity because of 
the signal applied to grid 4. Now, grid 
4 is biased exactly as an amplifier, and 
because of the interaction of the signal 
and the oscillator, only one -half of the 
signal causes current to flow to the 
actual plate. In this manner the elec- 
tron stream to the plate -and hence, 
the plate current -is varied: first, by 
the oscillator; and second, by the sig- 
nal. Consequently, the I.F. produced 
is equal in frequency to the difference 
between the oscillator and the signal, 
and flows through the first I.F. trans- 
former primary. 

In connection with this theory, it 
should be pointed out that enough 
electrons must exist between grids 2 

and 3 so that the plate current may 
be increased due to the positive parts 
of the signal even though the oscillator 
grid may be negative. In other words, 
that space in the tube between grids 
2 and 3 becomes a virtual cathode for 
the signal portion of the tube. This 
idea is represented by the sketch at F 
in Fig. 3. The signal grid, G4, is so 
constructed that it has variable -mu 
characteristics. This condition enables 
the tube to be connected in conven- 
tional A.V.C. circuits when other 
A.V.C.-controlled tubes are of the 58 
type. 

If, in a given circuit, an A.F. os- 

cillation is experienced when using 
this tube, it is probably due to tole 
much feed -back for the values of grid - 
leak and grid- condensers employed. 
Under these conditions, the coupling 
between the oscillator coils should be 
reduced or the value of the grid -leak 
lowered. The amount of I.F. obtained 
from the tube may be controlled by 
a variable negative voltage on the 
modulator grid -signal grid -which 
may be obtained either from a sepa- 
rate supply or from a variable resistor 
in the cathode circuit. Further con- 
sideration on this point will be given 
later. 

The range of control -grid bias re- 
quired to control the I.F. signal should 
be governed by the screen grid -G3 
and G5- voltage. With 100 volts on 
the screen grid and -3 volts on the 
signal grid, the range of bias voltage 
may be from -3 to about 50. If the 
screen voltage is below 100 volts, then 
the maximum variation in signal grid 
bias must be somewhat less than 50. 

Figure 4 shows the variation of mu- 
tual conductance with variations in 
modulator -grid volts. It is seen that 
the mutual conductance decreases 
quite uniformly for bias voltages in 
the neighborhood of 20 volts, which 
means that the I.F. output varies uni- 
formly with corresponding variations 
in grid bias. With reference to Fig. 
3E it should be mentioned that the 
value of C should be greater than 50 
mmf., in order that undesirably high 
voltages are not built up in the plate 
circuit; if such voltages do build up, 
degenerative action will take place, re- 
sulting in decreased efficiency. 

An interesting curve is that shown 

EA 6.5 VOLTS 
EP 250 VOLTS 
EC2 260 VOLTS ( 20.000 OHMS V 202) 
ECS%ECS 100VOLTS 
GRID NS.I OSCILLATING 
EC' 25 VOLTS (0.5 -MA. TMROUGM 

50.000 0MM GRID LEAK ) 

Fg. 4 

Curve showing the re ation between signal -grid 
(G4) volts and mutual conductance of the 2A7, 

6A7 tubes. 
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Load impedance vs. translation gain for the 2A7 
6A7 tubes. 

THE TUBES AT A GLANCE 
2A6 -Duo -Diode Triode 

This tube h the same as the 75, but 
has a filament rating of 6.3 volts. Plate 
voltage, 250; grid bias, -2; plate cur- 
rent, 1.2 ma.; amp. factor, 100; plate 
resistance, 90,000 ohms; mutual cond., 
100 mmhos. 

2A7, 6A7, Electron -Coupled 
Oscillators 

Replaces oscillator and first- detector in 
superheterodynes. The 2A7 and 6A7 are 
the same, except for filament rating: 
2A7, 2.5 volts; 6A7, 6.3 volts. See text 
for the characteristics of this tube. 

2B7, 6B7- Duo -Diode Pentodes 
These tubes have a diode detector and 
a pentode amplifier in one envelope. 
They are similar except for the filament 
rating: 2.5 volts for the 2B7 and 6.3 volts 
for the 687. The pentode may be an 

amplifier feeding the diode, or vice 
versa. 

6F7- Oscillator First -Detector 
This tube is a triode and a pentode in a 
single envelope. The triode section is 
the oscillator and the pentode the signal 
amplifier. Hence, this tube replaces the 
conventional oscillator and first- detector 
in superheterodynes. 
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Fig. 6 
Two circuits showing how the 2A7 or 6A7 tubes may 

be connected. 
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Fig. 7 
An interesting drawing of the 2A7, 6A7. 

Fig. 9 
A family of plate voltage -plate current 

the 287, 687 tubes. 
curves for 

in Fig. 5. This curve shows the rela- 
tion between the translation gain and 
the load impedance of the resonant 
plate circuit. It is seen that it is pos- 
sible to obtain a gain of well over a 
100 with this tube -a gain far greater 
than that attainable with any other 
previous detector -oscillator combina- 
tion. 

The socket connections for this tube 
are illustrated in Fig. 1B and two cir- 
cuits illustrating its use are shown in 
Fig. 6. The circuit of A is similar to 
that shown in Fig. 3E. The only dif- 
ference lies in the use of additional 
resistors and condensers. Condensers 
C are .1 -mf. bypass units; resistor R 
is the bias resistor for the modulator 
section of the tube; R1 is the grid leak 
for the oscillator section, and its value 
depends upon the screen voltage - 
voltage of grids 3 and 5- applied. 
Rl should have a value between 10,000 
and 25,000 ohms when the screen volt- 
age is 50; a value between 25,000 and 
50,000 ohms when the screen voltage 
is 75; and a value between 50,000 and 
100,000 ohms when the screen voltage 
is 100. Resistor R2 should have a 
value of 20,000 ohms when the plate 
voltage is 250. This resistor is used 
to prevent the anode -grid, G2, from 
overheating and becoming red-hot - 
when the oscillations are feeble and 
the plate voltage is high. 

The circuit at B of Fig. 6 is similar 
to that shown at A, except that the 
current for both the screen and the 
plate flow through the anode -grid coil. 
This system results in increased sta- 
bility of output especially at the low 
frequency end of the scale, although 
both systems 1 and 2 are very stable. 

The following ratings and character- 
istics for this tube obtain: 
Plate Voltage 250 max. Volta 
Screen Voltage (Grids Nos. 3 and 5) 100 max. Volts 
Anode -Grid (Grid No. 2) 250 max. Volts 
Control -Grid (Grid No. 4) -3 min. Volts 

14 max. Ma. Total Cathode Current 
Typical 0 teration: 

Hester Voltage 0 3 
Plate Voltage 250 
Screen Voltage (Grids Nre. 3:ua1 5) 100 
Anale -Grid (Grid No. 2).... 250 
Control-Grid Grid No 4) -3 
Oscillator -Grid (Grid No. 1) R sistor 50,000 
Plate Current 4 0 
Screen Current ' 0 
Anode-Grid Current 1.5 
Oscillator -Grid Current 0 5 
Plate Resistance ......0.3 
Conversion Conductance 475 
Conversion Conductance at -42.5 

volts on Grid No. 4 2 

Volts 
Volts 
Volta 
Volts 
Volts 
Ohms 
Ma. 
Ma. 
Ma. 
Ma. 
Megohm 
Micromhos 

Slirromh,lIl 

The following tabulation gives suit- 
able values for different voltages on 
the electrodes. The value of the grid 
resistor, R1, for the oscillator is also 
given: 

Plate S. G. Volea Anode -Grid Grid 
Volta (03 et G6) Volte ---Gß Resistor, RI 

250 
250 

100 
75 

250 
100 

50,000 -100.000 
25,000- 50.000 

250 50 100 10,000 - 25,000 
100 50 100 10,000- 25,000 

A pictorial view of the 2A7 or 6A7 
tube is shown in Fig. 7. 

The 2B7 and 687- Duo -Diode Pentodes 

The name "duo -diode pentode" re- 
veals the multiplicity of possibilities 
that such a tube presents to the design 
engineer. These tubes -they are iden- 
tical except for the heater rating - 
are designed for performing simultane- 
ously the functions of detection, ampli- 
fication, and automatic volume contról. 
These tubes have a single cathode 
structure. The emitting surface on 
the sleeve in two sections: one for 
the diode, and the other for the pen- 
tode unit. This construction permits 
independent operation of the two sec- 
tions and accounts for the flexibility 
of the tube. This tube takes a 7- 
prong base, the socket connections for 
which are illustrated in Fig. 1C. Types 
55, 75, and 85 tubes utilize a diode 
construction similar to the 2B7 tube, 
so that the important difference lies 
merely in the use of the pentode am- 
plifier section. In the previous duo - 
diode tubes, the amplifier section was 
a triode, and its use was therefore re- 
stricted to A.F. amplification. If such 
a tube is used in the R. F. section, un- 
controllable oscillation is bound to re- 
sult. This undesirable effect has been 
eliminated by the introduction of a 
pentode unit, and it is therefore suit- 
able for operation in R.F. circuits; that 
is, the pentode may feed the diode, or 
the diode may feed the pentode. The 
former use is, of course, preferable. 

The diode section is admirably 
adapted to detector service. A diode 
system is characterized by high rec- 
tifying efficiency, furthermore, with 
proper choice of load resistance, it is 
possible to maintain the distortion of 
the rectified signal at a minimum. 

There being two diode plates avail- 
able in these tubes, they may be used 
in either a full -wave or half -wave cir- 
cuit. In the latter arrangement, one 
plate only, or the two plates in parallel, 
may be employed. Compared with full - 
wave operation, the half -wave arrange- 
ment will furnish approximately twice 
the rectified voltage. In the latter 
case, carrier- frequency filtering will 
be necessary. Filtering is, however, 
advisable in both cases. 

Conventional circuits for a pentode 
are applicable to the pentode section 
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Six different methods of using the 287 and 687 tubes. Automatic volume control is not obtained with all circuits. 
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of the 2B7 and 6B7. The cut -off 
characteristics are midway between the 
sharp and variable -mu types, which 
permits moderate gain control by 
means of proper grid -bias variation. 

The cut -off point and the ability to 
handle the larger signals may be 
altered by the choice of screen volt- 
age. A satisfactory method, applicable 
in many circuits, for utilizing the 
benefits of extended cut -off is the use 
of a series resistor in the screen volt- 
age supply. This scheme automatically 
produces an increase in the voltage ap- 
plied to the screen whenever the grid 
bias is made more negative. The 
choice of resistor will depend on the 
supply voltage and, also, on the value 
of grid -bias employed. In any case, 
the screen voltage should not exceed 
125 volts for a grid bias of -3 volts. 
For larger negative grid -bias voltages, 
the screen voltage should be limited 
to 200 volts. 

The pentode section may be used in 
an A.F. resistance- coupled circuit to 
provide high gain. The grid bias should 
be obtained from a fixed voltage tap 
on the D.C. power supply. The re- 
sistance in the grid circuit should not 
exceed 1.0 megohm. Suggested oper- 
ating conditions for this service are: 
plate -supply voltage, 250; screen -grid 
voltage, 50; control -grid bias, -4.5 
volts; plate load, 0.2 megohm; plate 
current, 0.65- milliampere. 

The controlling bias voltage for 
A.V.C. may be obtained in several dif- 
ferent ways; and furthermore, the use 
of this voltage for regulation of am- 
plifier gain is not restricted to a single 
method. The rectified voltage, which 
depends on the R.F. or I.F. carrier 
input, may be obtained from the volt- 
age drop caused by the rectified cur- 
rent flowing through a resistor -R1 in 
Fig. 8 -in the detector circuit of the 
2B7 or 6B7. 

Other arrangements include: (1) 
the utilization of one diode for the 
single purpose of A.V.C., thereby 
maintaining the sensitivity and time - 
delay function within the A.V.C. cir- 
cuit; and (2) the use of the pentode 
section of the i.ube as a D.C. amplifier 
to furnish the requisite control volt- age- amplified A.V.C. 

Figure 8 shows six different methods 
of connecting the 2B7 and 6B7 tubes. 
The values of all parts and the par- 
ticular connection of the elements are 
shown on the drawings. In circuit 1, 
the term "regulator voltage" is the 
variable bias inserted between the grid 
returns and the cathodes of tubes 
under A.V.C. action. Figure 9 shows 
the family of plate voltage, plate cur- 
rent curves for the pentode section of 
this tube; Fig. 10 shows the relation 
between control -grid voltage and dy- 
namic characteristics; and Fig. 11, be- 
tween screen -grid voltage and dynamic 
characteristics. The following char- 
acteristics for the pentode section of 
this tube obtain: 
Plate Voltage... 100 180 250 250 (Max) 
Screen Voltage 100 75 100 125 (Masi 
Grid Voltage -3 -3 -3 -3 
Amplification Factor 285 840 800 730 
Plate Resistance 0.3 1.0 0.8 0.65 Meg. 
Mutual Conduct- 

ance 950 810 1000 1125 Micromhoe 

Plate l'urrart 5.8 3.4 6.0 9.0 Ma. 
Screen Current 1.7 0.9 1.5 2.3 Ma. 
Bias Voltage -17 -13 -17 -21 Volta 

The 6F7- Firsf- Defector- Oscillefor Tube 
The 6F7 is a vacuum tube consist- 

ing of a small triode and a remote 
cut -off pentode. Both of these tubes 
are enclosed in the same envelope. 
The primary purpose of the 6F7 is to 
serve both as the oscillator and first - 
detector in a superheterodyne receiver. 
The triode elements and the pentode 
elements are entirely separate except 
for a common cathode sleeve; the ac- 
tive emitting area for the triode is not 
the same as the emitting area for the 
pentode. A 6.3 -volt, .3- ampere fila- 
ment is employed to heat the cathode 
of the tube. 

The pentode portion of the 6F7 con- 
tains a variable -mu cut -off control 
grid, thus permitting the output of the 
first- detector unit to be volume con- 
trolled. The triode portion of the 
6F7, while small, is nevertheless a very 
satisfactory oscillator tube. The ap- 
plication may well be of the same gen- 
eral type as employed with separate 
oscillator and first detector tubes. As 
the triode has its cathode connected to 
the cathode of the pentode, it will 
prove convenient to return the cathode 
circuit through a portion of the oscil- 
lator coil to ground, thus introducing 
into the pentode some of the oscillator 
voltage, thereby affecting the desired 
mixing. 

The triode characteristics of this 
tube are as follows: plate voltage, 
100; grid bias, -3 volts; plate current, 
3.5 ma.; mutual conductance, 450 
micromhos; amplification factor, 8.0. 

In typical operation the following 
characteristics obtain: pentode plate 
voltage, 250; pentode plate current, 
5.5 ma.; pentode screen voltage, 100; 
pentode screen current, 1.5 ma.; 
triode plate voltage supply (through 
50,000 ohms), 250; triode plate cur- 
rent, 2.75 ma.; triode grid leak, 100,- 
000 ohms; conversion conductance, 
550 micromhos; plate impedance, 600,- 
000 ohms. 

Figure 1D shows the socket connec- 
tions for this tube and Fig. 12 a 
typical circuit connection. It should 
be noted that this tube is not an elec- 
tron coupled oscillator of the same type 
as the 2A7. The view, showing the 
internal Construction, is given in 
Fig. 13. 
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Relation between control -grid voltage and dynami 
characteristics of the 287, 687. 

Fig. II 
Relation between screen -grid voltage and dynamic 

characteristics of the 267, 687. 
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An actuel photograph illustr Ttinq the size of the rectifier unit. 

B. R. 

HILL* 

APPLICATIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF 

COPPER -OXIDE RECTIFIERS 

THE practical measurement of al- 
ternating currents has, heretofore, 
been made by three types of in- 
struments: the electrodynamom- 

eter, the repulsion or attraction iron 
vane type and thermo-couple-d'Ar- 
sonval type. The electrodynamometer 
type has a system of stationary and 
moving coils without iron in the mag- 
netic circuits; the repulsion iron -vane 
types have a stationary coil, a mov- 
able vane and a stationary vane. Some 
types of this movement consist of a 
stationary coil and a single, movable 
attraction iron vane. In the thermo- 
couple- d'Arsonval type -a thermo- 
couple is heated by the alternating 
current and the resulting thermo -emf 
is measured by a d'Arsonval instru- 
ment. Now we have a fourth, prac- 
tical A. C. instrument known as the 
Rectox type. It consists of a copper - 
oxide rectifier and a d'Arsonval type 
of instrument. The alternating cur- 
rent is rectified and then measured by 

Meter and Instrument Section. Westing- 
house Electric and Mfg. Co. 
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Fig. I, above 
A simple sketch showing the connections and cali- 

bration of Rectos instruments. 

Fig. 2 right 
A curve showing the relation between the resis- 
tance of and the current through Rectos meters 

'e 

the ordinary direct- current d'Arsonval 
instrument. 

The energy consumption, or the 
power required to operate the pointer, 
in the previous types of alternating - 
current instruments is much more than 
that required for direct- current instru- 
ments. This is because, in a direct - 
current instrument, the magnetic field 
is supplied from a strong permanent 
magnet, permitting a comparatively 
small current in the moving coil. The 
higher energy consumption of alternat- 
ing current instruments has been an 
application handicap for a long time, 
especially, where the energy consumed 
by the instrument would seriously 
change the circuit conditions, particu- 
larly in radio measurements. The Rec- 
tox instrument has successfully solved 
this problem by embodying the high 
sensitivity features of the d'Arsonval 
type in an alternating- current instru- 
ment. 

Rectos Rectifier 
The rectifier used in the Rectox in- 

strument is a product of Westinghouse 
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engineering and research. It is speci- 
ally designed for instrument use, the 
requirements of which are consider- 
ably different from the usual well 
known battery charging applications. 

The rectifier units are plates of cop- 
per which have been oxidized on one 
side. Copper, when oxidized on its 
surface, has the peculiar property of 
rectification, allowing current to flow 
much more readily from the oxide to 
the copper, than from the copper to 
the oxide. The copper plates are as- 
sembled and held firmly in place, under 
constant pressure, by a sturdy clamp, 
and the entire unit is impregnated to 
seal it from moisture and corrosion. 
It is interesting to note that the size 
of these rectifier units is considerably 
smaller than the usual battery- charg- 
ing unit. The relative area of the cop- 
per oxide plates greatly affects the per- 
formance of rectifier instruments; the 
proper area of plate has been deter- 
mined after exhaustive research. 

The assembly of copper plates is 
made to give full -wave rectification for 
all instrument applications. This is 
accomplished by assembly of the plates 
into four sections in reverse order and 
connecting to the instrument as shown 
in Fig. 1. 

Operating Characteristics 
The Rectox instrument has certain 

characteristics which makes its appli- 
cation to measurement of alternating 
currents somewhat critical. For this 
reason its operating characteristics 
should be carefully considered in any 
application for measurement purposes. 

This class of instruments differs 
from the usual alternating- current 
types in that the torque and deflection 
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The copper -oxide rectifier is used so extensively 
in modern test equipment, and is so little under- 
stood, that the editors are pleased to present this 
excellent discussion of the uses and limitations of 

copper -oxide rectifiers. 

Rear view showing the rectifier. 

are proportional to the first power of 
the current. Therefore, it measures 
the average value and not the effec- 
tive value of the alternating -current 
wave. The scale is, however, calibrated 
to read effective, or root mean square, 
values of a pure sine wave. Conse- 
quently, such instruments read cor- 
rectly only on sine waves and have 
serious errors on other than sine wave 
forms. These errors can be compen- 
sated for in readings, provided the 
wave form is known from which a 
correction factor can be applied; or, 
the instrument may be calibrated on 
the wave form with which it is used. 

The resistance of the Rectox is a 
function of the current flowing. This 
characteristic is shown in Fig. 2. When 
a rectifier -type millianln:eter is con- 
nected in a circuit, it affects the circuit 
conditions because of its added resist- 
ance, like any other instrument; also 
the changes in the circuit depend upon 

-20 0 +20 +40 460 
TEMPERATURE DEGREES CENT GRADE 

Fig. 3 
Curve showing the relation between the resistance 

and the temperature of copper -oxide rectifiers. 

Front view of the new instrument. 

the value of current passing. This dis- 
turbance of the normal circuit must be 
recognized if the milliammeter resist- 
ance is a large percentage of the total 
circuit resistance. If the circuit resist- 
ance is relatively high, then this change 
will result in negligible effects. The 
instrument always correctly indicates 
the actual current passing through the 
circuit; but the magnitude of the cur- 
rent may depend upon the non -linear 
value of the instrument resistance. 
(The actual resistance of the Rectox 
varying with current. -Editor) 

The readings of Rectox instruments 
are quite free from frequency errors. 
Tne reading may be expected to de- 
crease about 1/2 per cent per kilocycle 
up to 35,000 cycles, where different 
conditions occur. Because of capacity 
effects, this type of instrument is not 
recommended for radio- frequency 
measurements. It is, however, reason- 
ably accurate throughout the audio 
frequency bands. 

The effect of current upon the re- 
sistance of a rectifier unit has been 
previously discussed, but the copper - 
oxide unit also has the property of 
changing its resistance with tempera- 
ture; and, furthermore, the amount of 
change due to temperature depends on 
the amount of current passing. Tem- 
perature resistance curves are shown 
in Fig. 3. We have, therefore, a very 

0 .2 .4 .G .8 LO 1.2 

CURRENT IN MA., ALTERNATING CURRENT 

Fig. 4 
An interesting curve showing the relation between 

the efficiency and A. C. input. 
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complex relation between current, 
temperature, and resistance. As a re- 
sult of these conditions, a great deal 
of skill is required in designing a Rec- 
tox instrument to prevent errors aris- 
ing from temperature changes. 

Tests show that the effective resist- 
ance of a copper -oxide rectifier de- 
creases as the temperature increases. 
Therefore, if a rectifier instrument 
should be used as a low -range volt- 
meter, without suitable temperature 
compensation, the voltmeter might 
read as much as 20 or 25 percent high 
at a temperature of 40° C. It is for 
reasons of this kind that little success 
has been met in trying to adapt Rectox 
units to standard direct -current in- 
struments. Much better results have 
been obtained by use of specifically de- 
signed combinations of instrument and 
rectifier, in which proper temperature 
compensation has been developed. 

Like all devices of its kind, the ef- 
ficiency of the copper -oxide rectifier is 
less than 100%; in other words, if 1 
milliampere A.C. is passed through it, 
the resulting rectified current available 
for operating the indicating instrument 
is usually 8/10 of a milliampere, or 
less. The typical current efficiency 
curve for a rectifier instrument is 
shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the cur- 
rent- efficiency ratio (D.C. current out- 
put divided by A.C. current input) is af- 
fected to some extent by temperature 

(Continued on page 42) 
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A vie howing tie Simplicity Analyzer Unit as a separate instrument. See Fig. A. 

BUILDING THE 

SIMPLICITY 
ANALYZER UNIT 

A description of an adapter unit which, 

when used in conjunction with the versatile 
volt- ohm -milliammeter, enables all tests to 

be made. 

SOL. D. PRENSKY* 

MOST radio men, in getting 
their equipment, have had the 
good sense to supply them- 
selves with basic testers for 

general purposes, such as voltmeters, 
ohmmeters, milliammeters or combina- 
tions of these. It is equally good sense, 
particularly now, in the interest of 
economy, to put this general purpose 
meter to wo'k as a set analyzer, by 
building a separate analyzer unit to 
be used in conjunction with the meter 
unit, and connecting the two individual 
units by two removable leads. The 
Simplicity Analyzer Unit, which was 
designed for just such a purpose, ef- 
fectively fulfills the switching func- 
tions of an analyzer. It affords a 
means for bringing any kind of meter 
job up -to -date, without touching the 

-Instructor In Psysi s and Radio. New Utrecht High 
I', hoot. 

Fig. B 

Rear view of the aralyzer unit with all components 
marked. 

20 

wiring. It attains simplicity because 
it sticks closely to fundamentals, and 
avoids multiple switching arrange- 
ments which would complicate the 
circuit. 

This design results in making a per- 
manent arrangement for analyzing any 
tube among the wide varieties now on 
the market, including the new tubes 
with seven elements, without using 
adapters in the analyzer. In addition, 
it is capable of meeting the threat of 
the strange hybrid tubes yet to come. 
It seems that "the sky's the limit" for 
new tubes, and such being the case, 
simplicity is all the more to be desired 
in spite of the obvious drawback of 
having two separate units instead of 
one. This apparent disadvantage is 
easily overcome by mounting the two 
units in one box, as in Fig. A. The 
Simplicity Unit is mounted in the cover 
fitting a Weston model 663 Volt -Ohm- 
meter. Such a combination is easily 
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Mechanical layout of the panel of the Simplicity 
Analyzer Unit. 

portable and results in an analyzer 
that is both simple and basically per- 
manent. 

Regarding the type of companion 
meter for this unit, it need be only a 
double range voltmeter in order to 
analyze set voltages. However, it is 
much more satisfactory to use a volt- 
ohm-milliammeter combination f o r 
complete set analysis. Such a combina- 
tion meter allows for tube voltage and 
plate current readings and, if desired, 
resistance values for point -to -point 
testing through the tube socket. If the 
meter has A. C. voltage ranges in ad- 
dition, other readings may be obtained, 
such as filament and line voltages, rec- 
tifier plate voltages, and output meas- 
urements. These A. C. readings may 
be considered refinements, not neces- 
sities. It is enough, at this point, to 
report that for the actual set testing 
done with this unit, the writer used 
the D. C. volt- ohm -milliammeter com- 
bination of the type illustrated, and the 
performance was very satisfactory. 

Description of Circuit 

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig 
1. In working with any socket connec- 
tions, there is one point that is im- 
portant to keep in mind, namely socket 
prong numbers are standard for all 
sockets, regardless of how the tube 
elements shift around in different 
cases; therefore, the whole business is 
greatly simplified if one learns the 
standard method of numbering socket 
prongs. For example, filament or heat- 
er prongs are always Nos. 3 and 4; in 
a 7 -prong socket keep these larger 
holes at the bottom of the circle (when 
looking down from the top of the 
socket) and start counting with No. 3 
(H) at the lower right, and go clock- 
wise to No. 4 (H), and then Nos. 5, 6, 
7, 1 and 2 (P). Number .2 is always 
the plate prong on all sockets. Thus, 
for the 4 -prong socket, starting again 
with No. 3 (H) and going around in 
the direction of the hands of a clock, 
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FEATURES OF THE 
ANALYZER 

(I) May be constructed for ap- 
proximately thirteen dollars. 

(2) Is available in kif form, if de- 
sired. 

(3) Facilitates point -to -point re- 
sistarce and voltage mea- 
surements. 

(4) It is a complete analyzer 
when used with a volt -ohm- 
milliammeter. 

(5) Is ready for the 8 -prong 
tubes. 

we have No. 4 (H), No. 1 and No. 2 
(P). Notice that Nos. 3, 4, and 2 keep 
their same meanings, while the other 
numbers will have varied meanings 
depending upon the type of tube used. 
The cap is always the control -grid, G. 
Referring to Fig. 1, the numbers on the 
taps of the selector switch Sw. 1 have 
the same meaning as the prong num- 
bers, with the exception of Nos. 3 and 
4 (H -H) which are taken care of by two 
separate binding posts marked H -H. 
Thus, if the switch Sw. 1 is turned to 
tap 2, one side of the external volt- 
meter -which is connected to posts V 
-connects to socket connection No. 2 
(P) of all the sockets. This not only 
clarifies the actual wiring work, but 
also makes it very easy to organize 
and interpret socket connections by a 
chart. The other side of the voltmeter 
is connected through the reference 
switch Sw, IA to either K (for heater 
tubes) or F (for filament tubes). 
Switch Sw. 1B is then pushed to read 
the voltage between the two selected 
points. Switch Sw. 4 is a reversing 
switch for use when measuring nega- 
tive voltages. Since we are not using 
points 3 and 4 on the selector switch 
for the heaters, tap 3 is called "3- cap ", 
and is connected to the grid clip (GC), 
measuring grid voltages for tubes 
with caps. Tap 4 of the switch - 
note the absence of the socket number, 
which indicates that taps 3 and 4 are 
not numbered corresponding to the 
socket prongs -is called "4- Chassis" 
and is connected to binding post CH 
from which an external lead, ending 
in a spring clip, connects to any con- 
venient part of the chassis. This gives 
K to CH or K to ground voltages. 

For current readings make use of 
the current button Sw. 2 and grid - 
shift buttons Sw. 3 and Sw. 3A. The 
leads from the miliiammeter go to 
binding posts MA. The meter is au- 
tomatically connected in the plate cir- 
cuit of the tube by pressing Sw. 2. A 
correct reading of plate current, ob- 
tained in this way, is a sufficiently re- 
liable indication that all the other 
currents in the tube are normal, mak- 
ing it wholly unnecessary to compli- 
cate the circuit with other tube cur- 
rent measurements- Switches Sw. 3 

GC 
o C 

V4, 

II, 
,!' 
A 

SELECTOR MA 

I C T u : , 

SwIB 4 ¡if+ . Swt 
' I jCt C- Sw2 1^'. 

% P. - 4.r, -^ 
Ilha1 

I Sw4 ) SW3A ; SW3 

OPTIONAL 

Fig. A 
View showing how the Simplicity Analyzer Unit may be installed in a cover of a Weston model 463 

volt -ohmmeter. 

and Sw. 3A are grid -shift buttons, 
which, when pressed, insert the 4% -V. 
grid -bias battery in the proper grid cir- 
cuit while the plate current is being 
read. Sw. 3A is used only for tubes 
with caps, otherwise Sw. 3 is pressed. 
The change in the plate current read- 
ing, thus obtained, gives an indication 
of the condition of the tube. That is 
all there is to the circuit, and yet 
nothing essential to analyzing has been 
omitted. 

Construction Notes 

The mounting of the parts on the 
panel, as will be seen from the photo- 
graph, Fig. B, takes little space, and 
even though room is provided for a 
possible 8- prong socket, the result is a 
small, compact job. The panel used 
here measures 5% ins- by 8,17 ins., and 
may be mounted in a shallow box, 2T/4 
ins- deep -it is small enough to fit in 
a Weston model 663 volt -ohmmeter 

cover. In the latter case, the small 
4% -V. battery easily fits into the cable 
compartment. Both the panel and 
these boxes are available together with 
the kit of parts. Thus, the analyzer 
unit can readily be combined, both 
electrically and mechanically, with 
practically any type of general purpose 
meter. 

As for the actual wiring; different 
colored wires help to keep the circuits 
clearly defined; be sure that the wires 
in the 5 -foot cable that carry the fila- 
ment current are heavy enough -at 
least No. 18 -not to cause excessive 
voltage drop. 

Procedure 

(A) Voltage and Current Measure- 
ments: 

With the analyzer plug in the set 
socket and the tube in its correspond- 
ing analyzer socket, insert the tips of 

(Continued on page 46) 
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Schematic circuit. The connections to the tube sockets are shown along- 
side of the respective socket terminals ta facilitate wiring. 
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Fig. A 

A top -of- chassis view of the modern receiver. 
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Fig. 2 

Coil and socket details of the superheterodyne 

THE wide interest shown in the original 5 -tube T.R.F. 
power transformer -less receiver, described in the April 
1933 issue of RADIO -CRAFT, in the article entitled, "How 
to Build a 110 -volt, Transformerless Receiver," 

prompted the writer to perfect another universal- current- 
operated, power transformer -less receiver of vastly improved 
selectivity, sensitivity, power output and tonal fidelity. 

Sufficient information is contained in this article to en- 
able anyone to build this transformer -less receiver with 
ease, speed, and complete success. Because all construc- 
tional details are given, such as top and bottom view 
(Figs. A and B, respectively) all component parts em- 
ployed are properly identified, and a schematic diagram, 
Fig. 1, makes it easy for a novice to quickly assemble and 

Chief Engineer. Coast -To -Coast Radio Corp. 
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BUILDING A POWERFUL 9- 
TUBE "TRANSFORMER -LESS" 

A.C. -D. C. SUPERHETERODYNE 

A construction article giving details of a 

powerful 9 -tube superheterodyne of the 
"universal" type. Operating voltages and 

currents are given. 

LEON J. LITTMANN, E. E.* 

wire this receiver; this set design provides the Service Man 
with a new and lucrative means of income. In fact, this 
receiver should do much to revive the once considerably 
profitable custom set -building industry, for this "super" 
successfully competes with many high -priced, standard 
brand radio sets, with the advantage of enjoying a much 
lower production cost and, therefore, a more attractive 
sale price. 

By utilizing a circuit which does not require a power 
transformer, several advantages are obtained. First, the 
initial investment is considerably less; second, the weight 
and size of the chassis are reduced (the entire chassis 
weighs only 14% pounds and is but 12 ins. long, 10 ins. 
wide, and 8% ins. high) ; third, the possibility of trans- 
former breakdown is entirely eliminated; fourth, operating 
and maintenance costs are reduced. 

Due to the extremely high efficiency of the new types 
of tubes incorporated in this receiver the normal rated 
output of the set is obtained with a sensitivity of better 
than 0.25 -microvolt -per- meter. 

This receiver has an undistorted power output of 8 watts. 
To attain 8 watts of undistorted output, not only a push - 
pull output stage was necessary, but also two type 25Z5 
voltage doubler rectifiers were required. The latter are em- 
ployed in a unique manner to provide both "voltage 
doubling" and dynamic speaker field excitation, with this 
receiver connected to a 110 volt A.C. light socket. The 
demand for radio sets having a self- contained, high -gain, 
and high -quality A.F. amplifier such as is incorporated in 
this receiver and suitable for successful microphone, phono- 
pickup and recording applications, is increasing; only a 
relatively small number of receivers already built contain 
an audio amplifier having the necessary gain, and sufficient 
freedom from distortion to be useful for making high - 
quality recordings. Therefore, there is the possibility of 
selling, not only the receiver, but, also, all the additional 
equipment for these applications. 

The Circuit 
As shown in Fig. 1, the antenna is connected through an 

isolating condenser Cl to a litz -wire, bank -wound band 
selector Ll which feeds into the grid of the first tube, V1, 
which is a type 78 variable -mu, triple -grid R.F. amplifier. 
It is mainly through the use of the inductance unit Ll, 
which is capacitatively compensated to assure even gain 
on both the high and low radio frequencies, that 10 kc. sta- 
tion separation -the ideal figure -has been obtained. 

Full gain from this first R.F. tube is realized by using 
a very high impedance load, L2a. A very small condenser 
C. of a few micro-microfarads is mounted on the same coil 
form as L2a and acts as an R.F. coupling condenser be- 
tween V1 and V2. The inductance in the grid circuit of V2 
is tuned by section Cg3 of the gang condenser, is wound 
on the same coil form as L2a; the shield can is common 
to both. 

One of the latest developments in superheterodyne re- 
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ceivers is the new type 6A7 "pentagrid converter" tube; 
it is incorporated in this receiver as V2. This tube acts 
not only as a first -detector and R.F. amplifier, but also 
as an electron -coupled oscillator, and simultaneously as an 
I.F. amplifier. The circuits evolved for use with these new 
tubes and employed in this receiver include an oscillator 
connection which assures a constant output from the oscil- 
lator over the entire broadcast band, a condition that is 
not usually attained with the use of individual detector and 
oscillator tubes. The construction and use of the corre- 
sponding R.F. components are thereby simplified, permit- 
ting the oscillator and I.F. inductances to be housed in a 
common, shielded unit, indicated, in Fig. 1, as L3. As the 
coupling between the detector and oscillator circuits takes 
place inside the tube, the factor of critical mutual coupling 
between the oscillator and detector coils is entirely elim- 
inated. The oscillator tank circuit consists of tracking 
condenser Cg4 and tuning coil L3a. Details of coils Ll, 
L2 and L3 are shown in Fig. 2. 

Note that the new 6A7 tube requires a special small -size 
socket; the 78 uses the old "standard" socket. To permit 
even those who have little or no knowledge of these new 
tubes to follow the diagram without difficulty, socket de- 
tails are shown at A and B in Fig. 1. 

The first I.F. transformer, L3, has its primary and sec- 
ondary windings tuned, to assure high gain; the I.F. is 175 
kc. A similar I.F. transformer couples the second, type 
78, variable -mu tube, V3, into the type 85, automatic vol- 
ume control, duo -diode second -detector tube V4. The lat- 
ter is resistance coupled into a type 37 first A.F. tube, 
V5, which feeds through a push -pull transformer into two 
type 18 power pentode output tubes, V6, V7. 

The two type 25Z5 rectifier tubes, V8, V9, are connected 
in parallel and employed as voltage doublers. With this 
arrangement a current of 110 ma. is available, at 240 volts 
when the set is operated on 110 V. A.C.; this voltage is 
necessary in order to approximate the maximum output 
from the two, type 18 tubes, V6, V7. However, as all the 
other tubes are designed to perform with practically the 
same efficiency at 110 volts as at a higher plate voltage, 
an inspection of the circuit will disclose that tubes Vl 
to V5 have always about 110 volts applied to their plates, 
whether the receiver is operated on D.C. or A.C.; a switch- 
ing arrangement accomplishes this. 

This switch, SW.2, is a combination D.P.D.T., and D.P.S.T. 
unit, located at the rear of the chassis. When the receiver 

(Continued on page 42) 
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An under -view illustrating the small parts. 

The author clearly describes a "man's size" 
radio set designed on the power transform- 
er -less, A.C. -D.C. principle of operation 
which made the "ultra- midget" sets so pop- 
ular last year. Added features are the use 

of A.V.C., voltage doubling, tone control, 
the pentagrid (electron -coupled) converter 
tube, phonograph pickup connections, 
band -selector, two type 18 power tubes in 

push -pull, and two type 25Z5 rectifier tubes. 
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The schematic circuit of the receiver. Note the use of the very latest tubes available. Truly, a modern set. 
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BUILDING THE 

"FIND -ALL" CAR RADIO SET 

H. G. CISIN 

Construction details of an automobile receiver that may be used 
in the home as well. It uses the latest tubes available and has ex- 

ceptional tone quality. 

DEVELOPMENTS in the design of 
automobile radio sets during the 
past year have been extremely 
rapid. Improved automotive - 

type vacuum tubes have recently been 
produced, and other components, such 
as R.F. coils, and variable condensers, 
have been reduced in size and in- 
creased in efficiency. 

Because of these extensive improve- 
ments it is now possible to construct 
a simple five -tube tuned R.F. receiver 
having the high sensitivity and power 
required for automotive work. 

Below are listed a few of the fea- 
tures which make the Autovox desir- 
able for the motor car: 

(1) It is especially designed to 
have high sensitivity, so that it will op- 
erate efficiently, despite the unfavor- 
able antenna conditions usually pres- 
ent in automotive installations. 

(2) Through the use of the duplex - 
diode triode it is possible to equalize 
carrier signals to a desired predeter- 
mined point by setting the manual vol- 
ume control. Automatic volume con- 
trol also compensates for any variation 
in the carrier signal strength, when 

tuning from weak to strong stations, 
or when passing from an unfavorable 
to a better location. 

(3) Two audio stages assure ample 
power output without overloading or 
distortion. Class B amplification in the 
last audio stage provides an undis- 
torted power output of well over 2 
watts. 

(4) A 5 -inch dynamic speaker 
gives unusually fine tone quality for 
this type of radio receiver. Volume, 
also, is great enough to meet every 
requirement of automotive work. 

(5) The circuit used is simple, 
hence the set is easy to construct. The 
two R.F. stages are tuned. Super con- 
trol (variable -mu) R.F. amplifier pen- 
todes are used in these stages. The 
85, duplex -diode triode, is used as a 
detector. The first audio stage uses 
an 89 as a class A triode amplifier. 
The detector stage is untuned, but is 
coupled to the first audio stage by re- 
sistance coupling. The output stage 
employs a 79 tube, which combines, in 
one bulb, two high mu triodes designed 
for class "B" operation. 

(6) The receiver, including the dy- 

namic speaker, is extremely compact. 
It is designed to fit into a stand- 
ard metal "sub- midget" cabinet, 91/2 
inches long, 41/2 inches wide, and 61/2 
inches high. This compact size assures 
maximum adaptability to all makes of 
motor cars. Four "B" batteries are 
required (provided an eliminator is not 
used), and these may be mounted in 
a metal case, similar to the set cabinet, 
and placed directly behind the set. The 
complete unit may then be hung on 
brackets from the under side of the 
instrument. Insulate the set from the 
car; the only connection is at "A -" in 
the schematic, through the amperite 
(39). 

(7) The car storage battery is 
used to supply filament current; less 
than two amperes are required, and 
the connection may be made from the 
instrument dashlight. The ground 
connection is made at the battery, and 
hence the only other connection to the 
set, aside from that for the "A" sup- 
ply, is the lead to the car antenna. 
Elimination of remote control and of 
wiring to "B" batteries, simplifies in- 
stallation. Furthermore, the set may 
be removed readily for replacement of 
tubes or other servicing. 

(8) The circuit includes special 
protective automobile type fuses in the 
"B" line, and regulating and protec- 
tive automotive amperites in the "A" 
line. A motor radio suppressor kit 
does away with all motor ignition in- 
terference. 

(9) The chassis is of rigid, durable 
rust -resistant steel, and the cabinet 
is of steel, copper skin -shielded to help 
cut out interference pick -up. 

The metal chassis is available with 
socket and other important mounting 
holes drilled. Holes fitted with smooth 
eyelets are provided in the top deck 
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A top view of the chassis illustrating the mounting of the parts. Essential details of the chassis. 
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The "Find -All" Car Radio Set 

This receiver has the following fea- 
tures: 

(I) High sensitivity -making it suit- 
able for auto use. 

(2) Diode detection with automatic 
volume control. 

(3) It is equipped with a "real" dy- 
namic speaker of the midget type. 

(4) The circuit has been simplified 
so that it may be constructed easily. 

(5) Uses special coils designed for 
small space and high efficiency. 

of the chassis for connections to the 
volume control, switch and dynamic 
speaker. There are similar holes in the 
rear chassis wall for the aerial con- 
nection and for the battery cable. 

Constructing the Set 

The five wafer sockets are mounted 
first. Then the chassis is turned up- 
side down and the coils (1) and (12) 
are mounted. A single right -angle 
bracket is used to hold both coils. A 
thin circular metal plate of brass or 
aluminum 1 inches in diameter is 
placed between the two coils in order 
to serve as a shield. Coil (10) is 
mounted next, in a plane at right an- 
gles to the other two coils. 

The fuse retainer (37) is fastened 
to the inside rear chassis wall by a 
thin metal strap. The No. 16A am- 
perite (39) is similarly fastened to the 
side chassis wall. The input trans- 
former (33) is mounted on the un- 
derside of the chassis, as close to the 
speaker cone as possible. The untuned 
R. F. transformer (20) is mounted as 
indicated on the "bottom view." This 
transformer consists of two nearly 
identical coils wound so as to resonate 
at 550 meters with the internal capaci- 
tances of the tubes. The coils are 
mounted back to back, so that the 
windings are approximately 1/2-inch 
apart. All other parts, which go be- 
low the chassis, are fastened in place 
while the set is being wired. The pig- 
tail terminals of these parts are sol- 
dered directly to the socket terminals 
or other parts with which they function. 

The set is turned right -side up and 
the dynamic speaker is mounted by 
ni ans of right -angle brackets. Finally, 

An under view showing the location of the smaller parts. 

the combined volume control and 
switch and the dual variable tuning 
condenser are mounted. In placing 
these two parts, make sure that the 
shafts line up with the holes provided 
in the metal cabinet. The Find -All 
is now ready for wiring. The filaments 
are wired in first. The negative fila- 
ment line is grounded directly to the 
metal chassis, which serves as a com- 
mon negative return. 

All the positive filament socket ter- 
minals are connected together with a 
common lead going to switch (38). 
The other side of the switch is con- 
nected to the "A" plus cable con- 
ductor. Grid circuits are wired, then 
plate circuits, cathodes, bypass con- 
densers, negative returns, primary of 
antenna coupler, and, finally, the dy- 
namic speaker 6 -volt field. In wiring 
to the various socket terminals, study 
the diagrams of the socket connections 
carefully before going ahead. In wir- 
ing socket (26) for the 85 tube, note 
that the two diode plate terminals (the 
ones directly opposite the large fila- 
ment holes) are connected together. 
In wiring socket (30) for the 89 tube, 
remember that this tube is here used 
as a triode, so that grids Nos. 2 and 3 
are connected together and tied to the 
plate. 

A two -conductor shielded auto radio 
cable is recommended for the connec- 
tions to the "A" supply (the car 6- 
volt storage battery). If the "B" bat- 
tery is to be located at a distance from 
the receiver, a shielded "B" cable 

should also be used. For suppressing 
motor radio noises, many suppressor 
kits are available. These kits usually 
consist of individual spark -plug re- 
sistors and a distributor type resistor. 
Kits are supplied for four, six, or 
eight cylinder cars. 

In view of the fact that the auto- 
motive radio receiver is subject to 
jolts, jars, and shocks as the car travels 
over the road, it is very important to 
use rugged and sturdy tubes. 

The Find -All instrument is a power- 
ful five -tube automobile radio receiver 
employing the very latest automotive 
type tubes. The circuit calls for two 
super -control R.F. pentodes, a duplex - 
diode triode detector, an 89 in the first 
audio stage and a class B twin ampli- 
fier, 79 tube, in the output stage. Au- 
tomatic volume control is a feature of 
the circuit. The receiver is so com- 
pact that it can be mounted below the 
car's instrument board, thus doing 
away with the need for remote control. 

List of Parts 

One variable condenser, shielded, 
.00035 -mf. each. section, (5), (16); 

One Find -All antenna coupler, (1); 
One Find -All R.F. choke, (10) ; 

One Find -All impedance coil, (12) ; 

One Find -All untuned R.F. transform- 
er, (20); 

One Electrad 500,000 -ohm tapered 
volume control, type R1- 203 -P, 
(22), with switch, (38); 

(Continued on. page 45) 
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. --WALL OUTLET 

A front view of the point -to -point capacity tester as designed by the author. 

POINT -TO -POINT 
CAPACITY 
TESTING 

A detailed description of a device used 

for the point -to -point testing of con- 
densers. A comprehensive test pro- 

cedure is also given here. 

-- 

ALLEN BEERS 

EVERY Service Man is familiar 
with point -to -point resistance servic- 
ing, whereby effective resistance val- 
ues -in a circuit are determined by 
measuring between tube socket term- 
inals and the chassis. It is the purpose 
of this article to show how conden- 
sers that are connected in a radio cir- 
cuit may be measured for their actual 
capacity and tested for open circuit 
by employing the same procedure used 
in resistance measurement. 

Locating an open condenser in a 
radio set is sometimes a tedious job: 
tracing through the wiring for the 
suspected unit, disconnecting it, and 
applying a high voltage between its 
terminals or bridging a condenser, 
known to be good, across its term- 
inals, are the usual processes followed. 
This method is not only awkward but 
takes considerable time. The method 
to be described is fast: the condens- 
ers do not need to be disconnected; 
the chassis does not need to be re- 
moved; and the current through the 
capacity tester will do the tracing for 
you. Every Service Man will appre- 

date these advantages, especially when 
a test is to be made on a receiver 
troubled with cutting off, after it has 
been in operation for some time, so 
that the test must be made quickly 
while the chassis is still warm. Of 
course, not all condensers may be 
tested in the manner to be described; 
nevertheless, a surprisingly large num- 
ber can be tested. Included among 
these are many that are in common 
use and develop the most trouble. 

As every Service Man knows, the 
capacity of a condenser may be meas- 
ured by passing A. C. current through 
it, the condenser offering a certain 
amount of reactance to the flow of 
current, the amount of which is de- 
termined by the size, or capacity, of 
the condenser. This current may be 
shown by the deflection on a meter. 
The meter is then calibrated by meas- 
uring various size condensers of known 
capacities; the meter deflections are 
then put down on a chart for refer- 
ence. The same procedure is used 
with an ohmmeter when measuring re- 
sistors; but D. C. is used, and, of 
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course, D. C. will not flow through a 
good condenser. With the capacity 
tester, A. C. is used, and A. C. will 
flow through a resistor as well as a 
condenser. 

Now refer to Fig. 1A. It will be 
noted that a 50,000 -ohm resistor 
shunted by a .5 -mf. condenser is lo- 
cated between the K socket terminal 
and the chassis. It is desired to test 
this condenser between the K term- 
inal and chassis. There are two paths 
for the A. C. current to flow through, 
as can be seen: first, the condenser; 
and second, the resistor. Most of the 
current will take the path of least re- 
sistance, and that path, in this case, 
is the condenser, as will be shown 
later. 

The Chart 

From the above, it may be seen that 
point -to -point capacity testing depends 
entirely on the path of least resistance, 
and some means must be found by 
which this path may be determined 
at a glance. To accomplish this end, 
a chart is made of the readings of 
various size resistors and condensers, 
using the A. C. supply of the capacity 
tester. The chart is shown in Fig. 2. 
This chart shows us the comparative 
meter readings between different size 
condensers and resistors, from which 
the path of least resistance may be 
quickly determined. For example: 
note from the chart that under Range 
2 a condenser of .5 -mf. will give a 
meter reading of 90 (all readings are 
taken on the 1,000 V. scale of a univer- 
sal meter), a resistor of 50,000 -ohms 
will give a reading of infinity. Com- 
paring these two readings, we see that 
the condenser forms the path of least 
resistance: that 50,000 ohms is suf- 
ficient resistance to prevent all but a 
small current from flowing through 
it; consequently, the current is forced 
to flow through the condenser, and 
we obtain a meter reading of 90, 
which corresponds to the capacity of 

IY. 
A pictorial vl.w showing how the poinI t -to -point capacity tester functions. a .5 -mf. condenser. By further ex- 
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POINT -TO -POINT CAPACITY 
TESTING 

There is no doubt about the fact that point -to- 

point resistance measurement, in conjunction 

with a voltage and current test, furnish a fairly 

complete test of the usual radio receiver. To 

make the test more complete, point -to -point ca- 

pacity testing should also be used. This article 

explains in detail how condensers in radio sets 

may be tested without disconnecting them. 
A rear view of the modern tester. 

amination of the comparative readings 
of Range 2 in Fig. 2, and with the 
explanation just given, it can be seen 
that any condensers measured with 
Range 2, which have resistors from 
20,000 ohms and up connected across 
them may be measured directly for 
actual capacity. 

A few comments on how the chart 
is used may be in order. Note that 
there are three separate capacity 
ranges. Each of these ranges has a 
comparative resistance range; that is, 
each capacity range is capable of read- 
ing the resistance, in ohms, of various 
size resistors. The capacity measure- 
ments of Range 1 are from .00025 - 
mf. to 1 -mf. The resistor measure- 
ments of Range 1 are from 1,000 
ohms to 5 megs. Range 2, capacity 
.1 to 4 mf.; resistors, 55 ohms to 15,- 
000 ohms -infinity at 20,000 ohms. 
Range 3, capacity 4 to 16 mf.; resis- 
tors, 30 ohms to 2,500- infinity at 
3,000 ohms. 

From this data and from the chart 
it can be seen that Ranges 2 and 3 

will be used mostly where a condenser 
is in parallel with a resistor; Range 1, 

where a condenser is in series with a 
resistor. Now note Range 1. This 
range is capable of measuring practi- 
cally every size resistor used in a re- 
ceiver chassis above 1,000 ohms, and 
is very valuable in locating open con- 
densers. First, note that any con- 
denser from .25 -mf. and up will read 
full scale on Range 1. Therefore, if 
a 100,000 -ohm resistor be located in 
series with a .25 -mf. condenser, and 
both units are connected between a 
tube socket terminal and chassis, and 
it is desired to test this condenser for 
open circuit, it can be seen that Ranges 
2 and 3 cannot be used: Range 2 will 
read infinity at 20,000 ohms, while 
Range 3 will read infinity at 3,000 
ohms. Now, by noting Range 1, it 
will be seen that a resistor of 100,000 
ohms will show a reading of 500; a 
.25 -mf. condenser, if O. K., will show 
full scale, as the current will pass to 

the chassis through the condenser. No 
reading indicates an open condenser. 
We may say, therefore, that a con- 
denser of this capacity connected in 
series with any size resistor in Range 
1 and located between socket terminal 
and chassis may be tested for open 
circuit -the meter reading depending 
on the value of the resistor. For ex- 
ample, if the resistor were 1 meg., a 
meter reading of 70 would be ob- 
tained; if it were 50,000 ohms, a read- 
ing of 650 would be obtained. Any 
condenser that reads full scale on 
Range 1 naturally offers no reactance 
to the flow of current -if it did, the 
meter would not read full scale. 

The above two examples concern 
two conditions found in any radio cir- 
cuit, and are: a condenser in parallel 
with a resistor connected between 
socket terminal and chassis; and a con- 
denser in series with a resistor be- 
tween these points. 

It is desirable to know the effect 
between condensers and choke coils, 
transformers, or any winding with an 
iron core. Therefore, meter readinet 
of chokes, transformer primaries and 
secondaries of known D. C. resistance 
values are taken for Ranges 1 and 2. 
These are shown in Fig. 2. Note on 
Range 2 that a choke coil of 300 ohms 
D. C. resistance will give a meter 
reading of infinity; also, that a trans- 
former secondary of 2,200 ohms will 
give a meter reading 330 on Range 1. 

Range 3 will read infinity on all 
iron -core coils. It is clearly seen that 
it will be a simple matter to measu. 
condensers in parallel with filter 
chokes, transformer windings, speak- 
er fields, etc., by simply comparing 
the readings of these units with the 
readings of the various condensers. 

The higher reading is the path of 
least resistance. For example: if a 
.05 -mf. condenser were shunted across 
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tells you what range of the 
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an A. F. transformer secondary of 
2,200 ohms resistance, by referring 
to the chart, Range 1, it is seen that 
meter readings are 900 for the con- 
denser and 330 for the coil. The 
higher reading of 900 for the con- 
denser shows the condenser may be 
measured. 

In making a point -to -point capacity 
test it is a good idea to forget about 
the functions of the various units, as 
this only complicates matters. We are 
dealing with the path of least resis- 
tance; therefore, the only factor taken 
into consideration is the resistance, or 
reactance, of the various units. 

Before making a point -to -point ca- 
pacity test there are a few points to 
bear in mind. First, condensers and 
resistors vary in value, by about 10 
percent, above and below their rated 
values; therefore, if a resistor were 
10 percent above its rated value and a 
condenser connected in series with this 
resistor were 10 percent below its 
rated value, a difference of 20 per- 
cent would result; therefore, allow 
sufficient margin to work with. For 
example: note from Range 1 on the 
chart that a condenser of .02 -mf, gives 
a meter reading of 640; a resistor of 
60,000 ohms gives a meter reading of 
630. Now, were these two in parallel, 
it is clear that a positive test could 
not be made. Second, the test depends 
entirely on the path of least resistance; 
and, third, trace the circuit thorough- 
ly from socket connection to chassis, 
as several circuits may exist. 

Treeing A Commercial Circuit 

Following is a point -to -point capac- 
ity test made on a standard commer- 
cial receiver chassis. The model used 
is a Philco 90, Baby Grand with a 
single 47 pentode in the output stage. 
Fig. 1 shows the arrangement and 

Gro 

Ant 

equipment required for the test. The 
schematic diagram of the receiver is 
shown in Fig. 3. Remove the tubes 
from their respective sockets; and dis- 
connect the line plug, aerial, and 
ground. Glancing at the schematic 
diagram, Fig. 3, the first R. F. stage 
has condenser 35 located between the 
control -grid, G1, return and chassis. 
This presents one circuit to chassis. 
Looking still further, it is seen that 
there is another circuit through the 
R. F. transformer windings, the tun- 
ing condenser, and the compensating 
condenser. Further examination shows 
a resistor circuit, also- resistor 36- 
this circuit goes further, but let us 
stop here and consult the values so far 
involved. 

Condenser 35 has a value of .05 -mf. 
(The tuning and compensating con- 
densers cannot be measured with this 
type of capacity tester, which elim- 
inates this circuit.) Resistor 36 has 

l rt.F.1 112.031'. ¡ 

24 

Fig. 4. 
The schematic circuit of the tester, 
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a value of 490,000 ohms. We now 
have two circuits from tube socket 
terminal G1 to chassis: one through 
C35, and the 'second through R36. 
The question of which offers the path 
of least resistance is determined by 
referring to the chart, Range 1. Note 
that the meter reading for a .05 -mf. 
condenser is 900, while the meter 
reading for a 490,000 -ohm resistor is 
approximately 160. Comparing these 
two readings, it is seen that the con- 
denser is the path of least resistance, 

and, therefore, may be measured. 
Insert the analyzer cable and plug 

between the R. F. socket and the point - 
to -point unit, Fig. 1B; and rotate the 
switch on this unit to the G1 position. 
Range 1 of the capacity tester is used, 
and the meter is connected to pin 
jacks ± and L. Close the line switch, 
Sw. 1, the ``Adjust Switch," Sw. 2, and 
adjust the meter to full -scale deflection 
with the knob marked "Low" on the 
lower right -hand side of the tester. 
Open the adjusting switch, Sw.2, and 
the test is completed. A reading of ap- 
proximately 900 is registered on meter, 
which shows C35 to be normal. If 
C35 were open, a meter reading of ap- 
proximately 150 would be had, since 
the current is forced to go through 
R36 through R15 and R16 to chassis; 
the total resistance being 592,000 
ohms, which will register a meter read- 
ing of approximately 150. 

With analyzer plug still in the R. F. 
socket, examine the schematic again 
to see if there are any further tests 
that can be made from this socket. 
Following the G2, screen -grid, circuit, 
a resistor 49 is in parallel with con- 
denser 30 between the R. F. socket 
connection and chassis. The value of 
the resistor is 70,000 ohms, and that 
for the condenser is 1 -mf. Now noting 

(Continued on page 50) 
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ulagram or one model or the Philco model 90 receiver which it "analysed" by the author in this article. 
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Photograph of the cutting head described by the author. Note the support for the head. 

PLANS FOR CONSTRUCTING A 

HOME RECORDING CUTTING HEAD 
Complete construction details for making your own cutting 

W. C. CHENEY head suitable for operation directly from the radio set. 

IHAVE found the cutting head to be 
described to be superior to many 
manufactured ones. It is much more 
powerful and the adjustment of the 

rubber washer tension on the tone arm 
makes it possible to emphasize or sub- 
due the low tones of the voice, which, 
in some cases, is highly desirable. 

For use as an electrical pickup for 
playing home recorded records, it is 
necessary to place a counter weight on 
the support arm that will leave a 
drag of about an ounce on the record. 
In most cases where it is used as a 
pickup, a step -up transformer will have 
to be used. A standard output trans- 
former used to connect the set to the 
voice coil of a speaker is satisfactory 
for the purpose. The output of the 
unit must be connected to the heavy 
winding of the transformer, and the 

fine winding to the set, in the conven- 
tional manner. 

Construction Details and Sketches 

The first step in making the cutting 

View of the head with the cover removed. 

head is to dismantle a Baldwin "Rival" 
unit. Unsolder the driving rod from 
the armature; remove the two screws 
which hold the pole pieces, which will 
release the bobbin. Remove the wire 
from the bobbin and rewind in even 
layers, to the original size, with No. 
23 enameled wire. The cutting head 
may now be operated from the out- 
put transformer leads which energize 
the voice coil of the speaker -the 
change from radio to recording may 
be made by a double- pole -double- 
throw switch. Solder the leads from 
the new winding to the same lugs to 
which the old, fine -wire winding was 
attached. The driving rod, which was 
formerly attached to the diaphragm, is 
now attached to the pivot arm, which, 
in turn supports the recording point. 

(Continued on page 45) 
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Mechanical details of the cutting head. The dimensions correspond to the photog aphs above. 
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A 

Photograph of the V. T oltmeter in its case. 

Photograph of the back of the panel, showing all 
parts. 

AVACUUM-tube voltmeter is 
one of the handiest instru- 
ments that the experiment- 
er can have on hand. With 

it, potentials can be measured without 
disturbing the circuit to which the in- 
strument is applied. Most vacuum - 
tube voltmeter designs, however, have 
been made in portable form by the in- 
clusion of battery supplies. The auth- 
or constructed such a V. T. voltmeter 
using a 99 tube, but results were far 
from satisfactory, due mainly to the 
running down of the batteries when 
the instrument was used much. It 
was decided to completely redesign 
the old V. T. voltmeter and make it 
operate from the 110 -volt A. C. mains. 
At the same time, it was considered 

BUILDING AN 

A. C. OPERATED V. T. 
VOLTMETER 

C. B. BROWN 

In this interesting article the author describes a vacuum - 
tube voltmeter that operates directly from the A.C. sup- 
ply. Complete constructional and technical data are 

supplied. Range from .1- to 300 volts. 

desirable to have the instrument en- 
tirely portable. 

When the problem of redesign was 
first broached, a careful survey of the 
available types of tubes was made in 
order to select the best for the pur- 
pose. An 80 was chosen for the 
rectifier and a 56 for the voltmeter, 
for the simple reason that an extreme- 
ly stable system was absolutely neces- 
sary, and that the maximum current 
drain should not exceed 30 mills. 

The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The 
voltage is supplied from the rectifier - 
filter system, part going to the plate 
of the 56, and part going to the vol- 
tage divider for the negative balanc- 
ing voltage. A 1,000 -ohm variable 
resistor, R2, supplies the balancing volt- 
age for biasing the 56 to cut -off, and 
a 4,000 -ohm resistor, R3, acts as a by- 
pass for the plate current when the 
56 is at cut -off. The 7,500 -ohm volt- 
age divider resistor, Rl, is a tapered 
volume control, and is arranged so as 
to utilize one control for the entire 
voltage range from 0 -200 volts. Care 
must be taken to see that the low re- 
sistance end is at the low voltage end 
marked L in the diagram; R4 is in- 
cluded so that the voltage may be re- 
duced slightly. The plate voltage 
should be adjusted to 90 volts. 

A novel use of a new development 
in the radio field does away with an 
expensive plate milliammeter. A Read - 
rite tuning meter is used as the cur- 
rent indicator in the plate circuit. 
Since the tube is operated at or near 
cut -off, an accurately calibrated meter 
is unnecessary. The only requirement 
is sensitivity, and the 0 -5 milliampere 

Fig. I 

Complete schematic circuit of the voltmeter. Note that the voltmeter V may 
be used for external measurements if so desired, by manipulating switch measurements, 

2. 

30 

model is quite suitable. 
An 0 -1 milliampere Weston meter 

is used as the standard for this volt- 
meter. It is connected through the 
tap switch, Sw. 3, to the proper re- 
sistors. A good meter must be used 
for this unit, as the V. T. voltmeter 
is not any more accurate than the 
meter used to read the balancing volt- 
age. Although any range desired can 
be used, the author suggests the fol- 
lowing: 

R6, 2,000 ohm res. for 0 -2 volt 
range. 

R7, 10,000 ohm res. for 0 -10 volt 
range. 

R8, 100,000 ohm res. for 0 -100 volt 
range. 

R9, 300,000 ohm res. for 0 -300 volt 
range. 

A separate S. P. D. T. switch, Sw. 2, 
is included to allow the use of this 
accurate voltmeter for external work. 
Thus, it is not necessary to tie up an 
expensive meter for the exclusive use 
of the vacuum -tube voltmeter. The 
use of the blocking condenser, Cl, was 
found to be so handy in the old de- 
sign, that it was included in the cir- 
cuit. A S. P. S. T. toggle switch, 
Sw. 1, is arranged to short the con- 
denser when it is not used. 

Construction and Operation 
The bakelite panel is used as the 

base of the instrument, and all parts 
mounted to it. Figure 2 shows the 
construction data for the metal sub - 
panel and transformer braces. These 
parts were made from heavy galvan- 
ized sheet iron. The tuning meter is 

(Continued on page 52) 
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Mechanical details of the V. T. voltmeter. 
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LOCATING AND CORRECTING 
TROUBLES IN PHONOGRAPH 

Here are some valuable notes on the proper adjust- PICKUP S 
ments to make on the pickup units of phonograph 

combinations to make the results worth while listening 

to. Furthermore, by following the author's sugges- 

tions, you can "cash in," too. R. F. LAMBERT 

ALES of radio phonograph combinations ha%e thrust 
upon the radio technician the responsibility for serv- 
icing and repairing the pickup unit and its asso- 
ciated parts. Many radio technicians seem to pass up 

this work entirely, judging by remarks heard in many 
homes. No one is better fitted to maintain such equipment 
than the radio technician, and there is opportunity here 
for a profitable effort that should not be overlooked; which, 
if properly handled, will work out into a nice little dollar 
and cents balance at the end of the column. 

In spite of its small size and apparent simplicity, the 
pickup unit has its weakness, which, after it has given 
very satisfactory service for some time, will eventually 
show up and will require attention. 

The alert radio technician, when encountering a radio 
phonograph combination, should always inquire whether 
or not the record reproduction is satisfactory. It is sur- 
prising to note how often one hears this remark: "As a 
radio receiver it worked fine; but as a phonograph repro- 
ducer, it no longer gives good results." This information, 
of course, to our way of thinking, is good news, as right 
now we are all looking for more work. 

The purpose of 
this article is not 
to go into details 
covering the de- 
sign of the pick- 
up unit, but 
merely to cover, 
in a general way, 
the troubles 
usually encoun- 
tered and the 
methods used to 
overcome t h e m. 
Although some of 
these notes may 
refer to some specific receiver, they may be applied to the 
majority of present -day commercial receivers. Suffice it to 
say that most, if not all, of the pickup units encountered 
in our daily service work are of the "low impedance type." 
See Fig. 1A. Impedances vary greatly in various pickups. 
The exact location of the pickup output terminals in the 
receiver and the method of controlling the volume have 
resulted in almost as many ideas as there are different 
pickup units. For the exact location and methods used, 
we refer you to the diagrams of commercial receivers 
shown in the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. 

Once in a while you will run across pickup units which 
are of the "high impedance type." The output terminals 
of these pickup units are generally shunted with a series 
resonant circuit, commonly called a "scratch filter." See 
Fig. 1B. The purpose of this filter is, as its name implies, 
to eliminate surface noises caused by the needle. The val- 
ues of the scratch filter were chosen so as to cut off the 
noise frequencies, without seriously impairing the useful 

audio frequencies. Such a filter generally consists of an 
iron -core inductance of about 200 millihenries connected 
in series with a fixed condenser of from .004 to .006 -mf. 
The later types have eliminated the filter, since the pickup 
arm is so well counterbalanced that the pressure at the end 
of the needle, against the record, is applied in such a man- 
ner as to make friction noises almost inaudible. 

Pickup Troubles 

Before operating with screw drivers and pliers, be sure 
that proper tests have been conducted in the receiver to 
prove to your own satisfaction that the radio end of the 
set is free from defects and that the radio reproduction is 
normal. 

Distortion heads the list when it comes to classifying the 
most often received complaint. In a few isolated cases, the 
cause for distorted reproduction was due to nothing but 
the use of old and worn out records. Many customers seem 
to forget the very important fact that, in order to do jus- 
tice to the electrical pickup unit, it is necessary to use none 
other than electrically cut records. Records salvaged from 
the old phonograph simply will not do. After records have 

been in use a long 
time, they usually 
collect a certain 
amount of dust 
and grit in the 
grooves; this dirt, 
added to the fact 
that the grooves 
a r e probably 
worn by the nee- 
dle passing 
through them a 
number of times, 
distorts the sig- 
nal picked up 

from the record. It is desirable, therefore, to first check 
this item carefully, and the best and quickest test is to play 
your own perfect record, which should be carried along 
especially for such purposes. This record will serve an- 
other very important and practical purpose, namely to 
prove to your customer's own satisfaction, after having 
completed a repair job on the pickup unit, that your work 
has been properly done and to preclude any possible argu- 
ment to the contrary. 

The first thing to do, in servicing a pickup unit, is to 
check the speed of the turntable. If a speed indicator is not 
available, the speed can be checked by placing a strip of 
paper under the edge of a record so it will just project be- 
yond the edge of the turntable. Play the record in its 
usual manner, then place your finger where the paper will 
strike it, and then count the revolutions made by the turn- 
table for one minute. Be sure to have the pickup unit in 
its normal playing position, so that the retarded action of 

(Continued on page 44) 
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THE ANALYSIS OF RADIO RECEIVER SYMPTOMS 

OPERATING NOTES 
BERTRAM M. FREED 

IN RADIO servicing and repair work, 
common sense, coupled with practi- 
cal experience and a good working 
knowledge of receiver circuits and 

electrical tests, will enable a Service 
Man to diagnose and repair any trouble 
in a radio receiver quickly and effec- 
tively. While the radio set analyzer is 
a great aid in speeding up this work if 
the operator is capable of intelligently 
interpreting its readings, too much 
stress should not be placed upon its use 
because of the many occasions when 
this instrument will not reveal compli- 
cations, and a diagnosis will be impos- 
sible unless other means are employed. 

The repair of radio receivers through 
point -to -point resistance measurements 
is deservedly becoming more and more 
popular, with some of the more promi- 
nent manufacturers falling into line by 
printing the D.C. resistances of all in- 
ductances on their schematics. How- 
ever, even with this testing procedure, 
various situations have arisen where 
knowledge of the mere rudi- 
mentary principles of radio 
theory has not sufficed, but a 
fuller comprehension of the 
finer points was essential in 
coping with the difficulty. 
With all the new tubes and 
complicated circuits making 
their appearance, the Service 
Man must keep abreast of 
the times or be left on the 
wayside. 

Philco 70 
An unusual situation was 

recently encountered on one 
of the Philco 70 models, em- 
ploying type 35 tubes, and 
the model 470 with type 24 
tubes. The complaint in this 
instance was no reception on frequen- 
cies below 760 kc., with low sensitivity 
above this frequency. This state of 
affairs would lead one, at first, to sus- 
pect shorted condenser plates as the 
condenser gang was tuned to the lower 
frequencies; but the symptoms of 
weaker response on the higher frequen- 
cies and noiseless action where recep- 
tion ceased tended to overcome this 
presumption. At any rate, this unit 
was examined, but no fault could be 
found with its action. The routine 
socket analysis was then made -the 
tubes were previously checked on a 
tube -checker -without the disclosure of 
any apparent voltage discrepancies, 
whereupon the chassis was removed 
from the cabinet so that continuity and 
resistance tests could be accomplished 
more easily. 

As the nature of the complaint 
indicated some defect in the radio- 

frequency amplifier, each component in 
this portion of the receiver was care- 
fully checked with an ohmmeter. The 
arrangement coupling the R.F. stage to 
the first detector is an R.F. choke in 
the plate circuit that is capacitatively 
coupled to the first -detector tuning coil 
by means of a single turn, one end of 
which is free, as shown in Fig. 1A. The 
purpose and value of this coupling ar- 
rangement lies in the uniform gain that 
is secured over the entire broadcast 
band. This advantage is lost and the 
gain at the lower frequencies will suf- 
fer, should the resistance of the induc- 
tance in the plate circuit be too high. 

When this R.F. choke was measured 
for D.C. resistance, a reading of over 
4,000 ohms was obtained. As this value 
was uncommonly high -the resistance 
of most R.F. chokes having been found, 
from past experience, to vary from 50 
to 150 ohms -a closer check was made. 
Finally, the trouble was traced and 
found to be caused by a cold -soldered 

regularly because of blown fuses that 
it was becoming a nuisance. All con- 
ceivable causes for this condition were 
checked without success; reception 
could only be restored by replacing the 
fuse. Finally, one set was encountered 
with the additional symptom of a 
"smelly" power transformer. Because 
of the three type 46 tubes in this re- 
ceiver, two power transformers with a 
pair of 83 mercury rectifiers are util- 
ized to meet the unusually high current 
requirement. 

A quick test of the power unit - 
which, in this instance, was the lower 
transformer -disclosed that one -half of 
the high -voltage secondary was shorted. 
This short was found to be caused by 
the breakdown of the high -voltage buf- 
fer condenser connected across this por- 
tion, resulting, of course, in a blown 
fuse. No fault was found with the 
transformer, although it must have 
heated up considerably at the time of 
the break -down, producing that char- 

acteristic odor. When the 
buffer condenser was discon- 
nected from the circuit and 
a new high -voltage .1 -mf. 
unit installed, as well as a 
new fuse, the repair was 
complete. 

In almost every subsequent 
case where this constant fuse 
blowing was met, a search 
for a leaky or short -circuited 
section of the four -section 
buffer condenser block was 
made. These condensers are 
connected as shown in Fig. 
1B. Although the manufac- 
turer specifies .07 -mf. as the 
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Detail drawings of the receiver analyzed in this article. 

joint on one of the choke pigtails. A 
hot soldering iron soon remedied this 
defect and the receiver performed as 
well as ever. 

This added resistance in the plate 
circuit made so little difference in the 
voltage impressed upon the plate that 
the discrepancy could not be noted with 
the set analyzer. 

On this same model, where the lower 
frequencies are received 10 to 20 kc. 
above the correct dial setting and diffi- 
culty is experienced in aligning the low - 
frequency padding condenser, the fault 
may lie with the small bakelite auxili- 
ary condenser that is connected across 
the padder. An open -circuited con- 
denser here has been found to cause 
this irregularity. 

Atwater Kent 812 

A large number of Atwater Kent 
model 812 receivers were serviced so 

capacity, the value is not 
critical, and .1 -mf. conden- 
sers may be used, provid- 

ing the working voltage is over 400. 

Stromberg- Carlson 38 
A Stromberg- Carlson model 38 re- 

ceiver was serviced some time ago be- 
cause of the complaint of very weak 
and distorted reception, the cause of 
which later proved to be both interest- 
ing and unusual. The receiver was 
tuned to 710 kc., and resonance was in- 
dicated by the visual tuning meter, 
whose action and needle swing were 
normal. This latter circumstanceelim- 
inated from our calculation the possi- 
bility of some defect in the radio -fre- 
quency stages, and since the set oper- 
ated exactly as would one with an open 
voice coil or output transformer sec- 
ondary, attention was concentrated on 
this portion of the receiver. 

Although it would not have been 
necessary to unsolder the voice coil 
leads from the output transformer to 
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make separate continuity tests -be- 
cause in this receiver the latter unit is 
mounted on the chassis and is connected 
to the speaker by the conventional plug 
and socket -the old reliable and speedy 
"click" method was used. Each of the 
type 45 power tubes, when removed and 
replaced in its socket, produced a loud 
click in the speaker, indicating an out- 
put stage and reproducer that was 
functioning, but not necessarily one 
whose voice coil was in perfect align- 
ment. Proceeding with the test, the 
first audio, 56 tube, was removed to 
perform the same "click" test, and, to 
our surprise, the receiver burst into 
operation with volume that was not far 
below that of normal! As the volume 
control -a double unit -which had 
previously been set at the maximum po- 
sition, was slowly rotated to reduce th( 
volume, a series of loud clicks, caused 
by movement of the contact arm over 
the carbon piles of the Bradleyometer, 
was heard in the speaker, as if high 
voltage were impressed upon the con- 
trol. When the 56 tube was re- inserted, 
the same weak condition resulted. 

The chassis was removed from the 
cabinet; a close visual inspection of the 
first audio stage revealed that the lead 
connecting to the grid prong of this 
socket, which ran close to the plate 
terminal, was shorted to the plate 
prong, whose edges are very sharp. 
This short placed the full plate voltage 
of the audio tube upon the grid, but 
because of the high resistance -.25- 
megohm- volume control in the grid 
circuit, no appreciable drop in voltage 
output was noted; but most of the sig- 
nal was bypassed to ground with the 
tube in. When the tube was removed, 
the signal passed directly to the 
primary of the push -pull input trans- 
former- without the amplification of 
the first audio stage. This portion of 
the schematic is illustrated in Fig. 1C. 

RCA Victor 11, 21 

A rather frequent complaint on the 

RCA Victor models 11 and 21, which 
are identical except for the dial ar- 
rangement, is a noticeable and annoy- 
ing hum, which may often be inter- 
mittent. The usual quick procedure 
followed by many Service Men in locat- 
ing the cause of hum -that of removing 
each tube commencing with the detec- 
tor, and working toward the output 
stage, and noting the presence or de- 
crease in hum occasioned by such with- 
drawal, was employed. As soon as the 
pentode -a 47- placed directly to the 
rear of the 80 rectifier, was removed, a 
severe motor -boating developed, which 
could not be duplicated when the other 
47 was withdrawn. 

WHAT THIS DEPARTMENT 
IS FOR 

It is conducted especially for 
the professional Service Man. In 
it will be found the most unusual 
troubles encountered in radio 
service work, written, in a prac- 
tical manner, by Service Men for 
you. 

Have you, as a professional 
man, encountered any unusual 
or interesting Service Kink that 
may help your fellow workers? 
If so, let us have them. They will 
be paid for, upon publication, 
at regular space rates. 

The speaker leads were unsoldered 
and the chassis was removed. After a 
good deal of testing of condensers and 
of point -to -point resistance measure- 
ment, the trouble was found to lie in 
the 1. megohm carbon resistor, con- 
nected from terminal No. 6 (chassis) 
to terminal No. 3 on the phono pickup 
terminal board, which was shorted to 
terminal No. 4. This resistor is encased 
in black spaghetti, and the pigtail is 
connected to the third terminal. Be- 

cause of vibration or jars, it shifted 
and shorted to terminal No. 4, produc- 
ing the hum. The remedy is obvious. 

When abnormal hum is encountered 
on these models, all that is necessary is 
to short terminal No. 3 to terminal No. 
4 with a screwdriver. If the hum does 
not increase and the set motor -boats 
when the 47 tube behind the 80 is with- 
drawn, then the carbon resistor is the 
guilty member. 

On these same receivers, noisy tun- 
ing, motor -boating, oscillation on the 
higher frequencies, and the inability to 
tune to resonance has been traced to 
poor condenser -gang rotor contacts. 
Cleaning these contacts will clear up 
the difficulty; but to prevent a recur- 
rence, it is best to solder a pigtail from 
the chassis to the rotor shaft. 

RCA Victor 77 

A stubborn case of fading was expe- 
rienced with one of the RCA Victor 
model 77 receivers. It was not the 
gradual decrease in volume usually as- 
sociated with fading complaints, but a 
sudden sharp drop in reception which 
soon returned to normal, with which we 
were confronted. The set had already 
been serviced for the same reason on 
four different occasions. 

The chassis was removed and set up 
for operation so that a check could be 
made when the fading developed. After 
some ten minutes, it occurred -which 
was sooner than expected. Taking pre- 
cautions so as not to disturb any part 
of the set, the condenser coupling the 
detector plate to the first audio was 
bridged with a .1 -mf. unjt, but nothing 
happened. The screen and cathode by- 
pass condensers were next checked 
without results (an open- circuited con- 
dition in any of these units would cause 
the fading) ; but when the first -detector 
grid filter condenser, connected from 
the secondary return -which is in the 
A.V.C. circuit -to chassis, was shunted, 
the volume came up again to normal. 

(Continued on page 49) 
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93 Radio Service Data Sheet 

MOTOVOX MODELS 

(The model IOA car -radio set is a superhetero 

Latest in the car -radio line of receivers de- 
veloped by Motormeter Gauge & Equipment 
Corp. are the Motovox All- Electric model 10A. 
and the Battery -Operated model 10E. 

The model 10A 5 -tube set installation in- 
cludes the following items: chassis, remote tun- 
ing control, reproducer and harness, antenna 
lead -in, filter bypass condensers, suppressors 
"B" unit and harness: a superheterodyne cir- 
cuit is utilized. 

The model 10E 5 -tube receiver includes the 
following equipment: chassis, remote tuning 
control, reproducer and harness, antenna lead - 
in, filter bypass condensers, suppressors; a 
T.R.F. circuit is used. 

Model 10A 
Tube Cath. S -G." Plate" 
Type Volts Volts Volts 

VI 2.0 85 180 
V2 2.7 85 180 
V3 2.7 85 180 
V4 4.5 50 
V5 13.5 166.5 158.5 
*Measured to ground: "to cathode. Readings 

taken with a 1,000 -ohms- per -volt meter: no 
signal" setting of set. Total drain, 31 ma. 

Model IOE 
Tube Cath! S.-G. Plate +45 
Type Volts Volts Volts Volts 

V I 60 135 1.9 
V2 59 134 3.0 
V3 59 134 3.0 
V4 3.5 40 65 .... 
V5 16.0 165 155 
*Measured to ground; "measured to cathode. 

Use a high- resistance meter. Drain, 19 ma. 

Sensitivity of models l0A and 10E, /- micro- 
volt -per- meter; power output, 2.25 w. 

Since the intensify of signal strength deliv- 
ered by the antenna to the receiver is directly 
proportional to the height and effective length 
and inversely proportional to the resistance of 
the antenna, it is necessary to use every pre- 
caution to obtain an effective auto -radio an- 
tenna installation. Thus, only a low- rapacity 
shielded lead -in should be used; also, the anten- 
na should not come closer than 3 ins. to any 

IOA ALL -ELECTRIC AND IOE 

"MOTO- TETRADYNES" 
dyne; the model 10E receiver is a T,R.F. se+ 

both instruments include A.V.C.) 
metalwork. A counterpoise antenna is used 
in an automobile since no actual ground is 
available. The height of the antenna is, there- 
fore, equal to the distance between the flat 
plane of the antenna and the body of the car. 
Consequently, the most efficient aerial is one in 
which the capacity of lead -in and aerial 
matches the antenna stage of the receiver, 
covers the largest possible area and is as far 
removed as possible from the body of the car. 

The following instructions pertain to the in- 
stallation of the model l0A set. After mount- 
ing the power supply, run the separately 
shielded red lead, in the reproducer, to terminal 
No. 3. Next. connect the red lead in the radio 
cable to the "B +" terminal in the supply and 
the yellow lead to the "B -" terminal, making 
certain that the shield of the cable is anchored 
by the mounting clamp provided in the power 
supply. Now connect the black, yellow- tracer 
lead of the tuning control along with the yel- 
low lead from the power supply terminal No. 
2 to the ungrounded or "hot" post of the bat- 
tery. Connect the black lead from terminal 
No. 1 of the power supply to the grounded 
battery post. Make certain that the connec- 
tions to the battery are correct. Do not pull 
forward the switch underneath the tuning con- 
trol until the receiver has been plugged into 
the harness, otherwise, the power unit will be 
operating without a load. 

Installation instructions which apply to the 
model 10E receiver are as follows. Connect 
the yellow lead in the "B" harness to the nega- 
tive tap of the 180 V. battery (four Burgess 
type 2308 batteries). Next, connect the maroon 
lead to the " +45" tap, and the red lead to the 
" +180" tap. In this line is a Vs-A. fuse. 

The sensitivity control on the model 10E set 
is located in the bottom of the receiver. After 
tuning the set to a no- signal position near 
1.400 kc., turn the sensitivity control right. or 
clockwise, to "stop," then back it, counter- 
clockwise, until the static level becomes very 
high. This is the point of maximum sensi- 
tivity. to exceed this will result in lack of 
sensitivity and A.V.C. It is recommended that 
this control be set just below maximum sensi- 
tivity to reduce engine interference. ---.-.-'1 DET1-OSC. 

i 
36 s l 36 

1 

1 

BATTERY -OPERATED 

incorporating a manual sensitivity control; 

Due to the current interest in automotive 
radio installations the following information 
concerning car antennas is furnished through 
courtesy of Motometer Gauge & Equipment Co. 
Although most of the late car models are 
equipped at the factory with an aerial of some 
type, earlier cars will usually require the serv- 
ices of a technician acquainted both with the 
technique of handling car upholstery and the 
demands of good antenna design. 

It is recommended that No. 14 or No. 16 
mesh copper or galvanized screen be used. Do 
not forget to clear the dome -light by 3 ins. In 
fastening the lead -in to the screen, a No. 13 
insulated wire should be used and if the aerial 
is copper screen it should be soldered around 
two adjacent sides so that a good electrical 
connection is assured. The screen should then 
be securely tacked at all points possible. mak- 
ing certain that it is not grounded to any 
metal part of the top. Conceal the lead -in and 
replace the top, soldering the end of the No. 
18 wire to the short shielded lead -in which is 
provided with most sets, making sure to in- 
sulate the soldered joint well: ground the shield 
to some part of the metal body. Keep the un- 
shielded portion of the lead -in. that is, the No. 
18 rubber covered wire, as short as possible so 
that the shielded lead -in actually enters. if pos- 
sible, the metal corner post, eliminating the 
possibility of spark pick -up by the unshielded 
lead. 

Top construction may be divided into the fol- 
lowing general classifications: 

Open and Convertible. Loosen the top slightly 
preliminary to putting it back and weave a Nu. 
13 insulated wire around the border between 
the top and the flap. giving in all a total 
length of about GO ft. of wire. Then bring 
down the lead -in in the manner described 
above, and re- tighten the tops 

Screen Wire Tops. Clip a 3 in. border 
around the top. Lace the center screen to the 
edges, using raw -hide. 

Standard Fabric Tops. This type of top will 
be found most frequently. Use a wire screen. as 
described, removing it 3 ins. from all metals. 
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Radio Service Data Sheet 94 

GENERAL ELECTRIC K -40A, 

General Electric Model K -40A 
flute 
Ma. 

A.C. DC. 
8.0 5.0 
0.2 0.1 

14.0 7.0 

(' -C. S. -G. l'I:.te 
Tube \lots Colis lolls 
Type D.C. A.C. A.C. D.C. A.C. D.C. 
Vi 2.5 1.5 100 50 200 100 
V2 5.0" 3.0 05 45 100* 50" 
V3 18.0 0.0 180 90 170 90 

Impossible to measure on ordinary volt- 
meter; on 25 cycles the voltages will be 
lower than those on 60 cycles. Voltages are 
measured to cathode. These figures are for 
set adjusted to maximum volume; line po- 
tential, 115 V., GO cycles A.C., or D.C. 

Note the use of a voltage doubling con- 
nection of rectifier V4; on A.C. the power 
output is greatly increased. Undistorted 
power output on A.C., 0.55 -W.; on D.C., 
0.15 -W. Power consumption. 50 W.. at 
115 V., A.C. Since the frequency range is 
540 to 1.710 kc., it is possible to receive 
police broadcasts on wavelengths below 200 
meters. 

Check power line characteristics and the po- 
sition of Svc. 2 before connecting the set to the 
power line; disconnect the set before touching 
the chassis. i .002- , MF 

v 

(3Ó) (6) 

I 12TO365 MME,>- 
i 4-30 

MMF. 

J 

PILOT B -2 AND EMERSON 20A AND 25A A.C. -D.C. SETS 

Pilot Model B -2 
Tube Cath. S.-G. Plate Plate 
Typo Volts Volts Volta Ma. 
VI 4.0 58 99 0.8 
V2 1.5 -30 44 99 4.0 
V3 2.5 41 41 0.2 
V4 14.0 99 93 25.0 

The control- and suppressor -grid voltage for 
all tubes is zero. 

This superheterodyne receiver incorporates 
several interesting design features. One of 
the half -wave sections of V5 is used to sup- 
ply direct current to the field coil of the 
dynamic reproducer; the other ection de- 
livers the high voltage required by the tube 
circuits. To reduce the hum level of the 
set a hum -bucking coil is incorporated in the 
dynamic reproducer. Resistor R2 is part of 
the power cord. 

It is not necessary to adjust a circuit - 
changing switch when changing from one 
current supply to the other; tube V5 is in 
the circuit at all times. 

The rated sensitivity of the model B -2 
receiver is 100 microvolts- per -meter; the 
power output is 0.0 -W. On A.C. or D.C. the 
l:ne power consutnption is 0.4 -A. 

1 1 

.320 
MMF OCT 

77 

MF. 

RI. 

O.2-MEG. 
VOLUME 
CONTROL 

.05 -MF (RL i SW .l Alt GANGED) 

Emerson Models 20A and 25A 
'rube 
Type 

VI 
V2 
V3 

Cat h. 
Volts 

2.5 
10.5 

S. -G. Plate 
Volts Volts 
10.5 

110 110 
110 110 

Only an indication possible. Readings 
will change materially regardless of type of 
power supply. Volume control full on, tun- 
ing control sot for 550 he.. and the antenna 
outside of set. Use a meter of 1.000 -ohms- 
per -volt type. 

Excessive heat may injure the set; do not 
place it on a radiator or against a wall. 

The models 20A and 25A vary only in the 
cabinet design. Regardless of the length of 
antenna used, do not leave any of the an- 
tenna wire curled inside the sot as this may 
cause circuit oscillation. To operate the set 
on a 220 V. line use a limiting resistor in 
the line. On 32 V. systems use three 45 
V. "B" batteries, a 32 V. limiting resistor. 
and a separate attachment plug; the regular 
power cord is not used. For 6 V. operation 
only the three "It" batteries, and an adapter 
cable and plug are required. 

MAGNETO- OVNAMIC 
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.01 -MF. A F .007- / DOUBLER) 
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AN 
IMPROVED POWER CRYSTAL SET 
For the crystal enthusiast the author offers a simple "breadboard" set haiing the follow- 
ing features: Only two "B" leads for all "B" and "C" voltages, regeneration, phono- 
graph pickup connections, broadcast and police -wave reception, loudspeaker operation, 

and single -dial tuning. 

FRANCIS R. HARRIS 

T month we described in this de- 
partment, a "power crystal set" 
utilizing a crystal feeding a 
screen -grid tube which, in turn, 

fed a type 31 triode. Those of you who 
built this set probably found that it 
would bring in powerful locals on the 
speaker and quite a bit of DX on the 
headphones (after the locals had signed 
off), with the remarkable tone quality 
one usually associates with the crystal 
detector. But you found, also, that 
the set was rather broad in tuning, 
and that it required quite a powerful 

station to obtain really good loud- 
speaker reception; also, in time, it will 
be found that, due to the taps on the 
"B" battery putting an uneven drain 
upon its various sections, the "B" bat- 
tery will wear out unevenly, and some 
sections will require replacing long be- 
fore others. 

It is not our intention to apologize 
for these faults, they were unavoidable 
if we were to keep the design simple 
so that the beginner would have no 
difficulty in assembling the set; in fact, 
this design in the past has been con- 

"s "B+I35V" ÏA" 

MAGNETIC 
REPRODUCER 

Fig. A 

"Breadboard view" of the breadboard receiver described in this article. 
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Fig. I 

Schematic circuit of the set. See Fig. A for the placement of the parts. 

sidered "standard " -that's why "B" 
batteries have an intermediate tap at 
22.5 V., and "C" batteries at 1.5 and 3 
V. However, a few simple changes in 
the circuit will eliminate all the above 
difficulties and give a set that will de- 
liver the utmost in results with the 
combination of a crystal and two 
tubes. These changes will be incor- 
porated in the same layout as the orig- 
inal job so that those who have built 
the breadboard set described last 
month will be able to rebuild it, with 
the minimum of trouble, into the im- 
proved model. 

Requirements 

Taking the faults in the order men- 
tioned, let us see what we can do about 
them. First, there is broad tuning. 
There are several ways of correcting 
this fault: We could, of course, add 
tuned stages, but this would lead us 
entirely away from our simple circuit 
and hence is automatically ruled out; 
we could add tuned stages without am- 
plification, which would lead us into 
band -selectors and severe loss of sig- 
nal strength, all very well in multi - 
tube circuits where we have power to 
spare, but again out of the question in 
our simple circuit; or we can go back 
to the old stand -by of regeneration - 
the process of taking some of the en- 
ergy from the plate circuit of a tube 
and feeding it back into the grid cir- 
cuit of the saine tube -which results 
in a tremendous increase of selectivity, 
or sharpness of tuning, and at the 
same time increases the signal strength. 

Now, for the second point, lack of 
power. There is only one feasible way 
to overcome this: Use tubes with 
greater amplification. For our first 
stage, we must continue to use the 
type 32 tube since there is no tube 
available at the present time in. the 
two volt line with a greater mu, or 
amplification factor. But, for our out- 
put stage, we can use a much better 
tube, the type 33, which has a mu of 
70, against 3.8 for the type 31, and a 
power output of 700 milliwatts, against 
185. Of course, the tube requires 
somewhat more plate current, but its 
efficiency in this regard is much great - 

(Continned on page 47) 
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READERS' DEPARTMENT 
A department in which the reader may convey his thoughts to other readers. Included 
in this department are letters, kinks, short cuts, and experiments. Send in your ideas. 

A "SPEED" POWER PACK CHECKER 
Editor, RADIO -CRAFT: 

I have a rather large radio service 
clientele and complete meter equipment, 
but still I find that the little device il- 
lustrated pictorially in Fig. A and by 
diagram in Fig. 1 is about the handiest 
thing in my bag of tricks for quickly 
locating trouble in power packs. 

(The general idea involved is that 
of the "Speed Tester" described in the 
November, 1931, issue of RADIO- CRAFT, 

Fig. A 
Photograph of the "speed" power pack checker. 

in the article, "A Speed Tester for 
Radio Service," by R. Douglas Clerk. 
However, Mr. Cover's idea of using an 
inexpensive lamp as the indicating de- 
vice is novel. Further, he advises that 
the entire device was developed by him 
without knowledge of any previous 
work in this direction. -Technical 
Editor.) 

To use the device, insert the regular 
rectifier tube in the socket, place a 6 
V. lamp (a regular 6 V. dial light is 
ideal for this) in the miniature socket, 
and insert the device in the regular 
rectifier socket of the radio set, as 
shown at 1B. Turn on the receiver and 
observe the brilliancy of the 6 V. lamp. 
If the set is working properly, the lamp 
will barely light. This is assuming 
use of an average receiver; if an un- 
usually large set is used, the lamp will 
be brighter. If it lights at more than 
half brillancy, it shows an overload on 
the rectifier tube which can usually be 
traced to one of the bypass condensers. 
In case of a severe overload, such as is 
usually caused by one of the filter con- 
densers shorting, the lamp will, in all 
probability, burn out. If the rectifier 
tube has no load, the lamp will, of 
course, not light at all. In using the 
method outlined above, no meters are 
endangered by measuring current which 
may be excessive. 

If the current is found to be under 
the limit which the rectifier tube can 
handle, the 6 V. lamp may be discon- 
nected, and the leads which are in 
parallel with the 6 V. lamp connected to 
a suitable (0 -150 ma.) milliammeter. 
After noting the current, all the tubes 
may be given a qualitative test by re- 
moving each of them, one at a time, and 

.. SMITIIY S _ lj , in' 
If ITS ANYT11I116 ELECTRIC -- KID¡' 

noting the difference as measured on 
the milliammeter. 

Of course, if the trouble is found 
to be caused by a shorted condenser or 
an open circuit, it is necessary to re- 
move the chassis for repair. Here, 
again, this little device proves its 
worth. If the trouble is due to a 
shorted filter condenser -or some other 
short-which overloads the rectifier 
tube, the trouble may be located easily 
by using the following procedure. 

Remove the chassis and connect the 
speaker in the regular manner. Con- 
nect the two leads from the device to 
a 250 V., 50 W. clear lamp. This lamp 
requires approximately 250 ma. to light 
it at 250 V., so that there is little 
danger of burning it out. Turn on the 
set. The 250 V. lamp will burn at 
about one -half brilliancy in case of a 
direct short, and at increasing brilli- 
ancy, depending upon the severity of 
the short. Do not leave the set turned 
on more than a few seconds at a time, 
under these conditions, as all the power 
is going through the rectifier tube and 
associated equipment and may cause 
damage if left on too long. The pro- 
cedure recommended is to disconnect 
some suspected part and turn on the 
receiver. If there is no change in the 
brilliancy of the lamp, this particular 
part may be considered as normal. 
Each suspected part is checked in this 
manner until the short or other trouble 
is discovered. 

C. WILLIAM COVER, 
1618 Hoge Ave., Zanesville, Ohio. 

(Continued on page 43) 
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The real -estate office radio shop of Mr. George Smith of Los Angeles, Calif. 
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THE DX LISTENER'S FORUM 
This department is devoted exclusively to the DX radio listener of the broadcast band. In this 
department are letters from those listeners who achieve unusual results in long- distant reception. 
We invite all readers of this magazine to forward their list to us for publication. Only the best 

lists will be published. 

TOPPING, EH, WHAT? 
If you Atlantic seaboard residents can't "get 

California on the loudspeaker," you better chase 
right on across "the pond" and listen -in to the 
reception of which your English cousins may well 
boast! As proof. we submit to the DX -fan read- 
ers of RADIO -CRAFT the following two letters, by 
Messrs. "Chestnut" and R. T. Coales, respectively, 
reprinted from the April 21, 1933 issue of that 
well -known English publication, WORLD- RADto. 

To the Editor of WORLD -RADIO: 
In reply to Mr. Rhodes, may I submit a pos- 

sible non -technical explanation? 
I have a similar receiver and no 'phones. I 

tried for America early in February and got 
little between 12 and 1 A. M. About February 9 

I tried in the early morning and received twenty - 
six stations, and on February 12, between 2:30 
and 7 A. M., I received fifty -four, including 
KVX, Hollywood. 

I naturally decided that conditions were better 
after. say, 2 A. M.; but a fortnight later little 
could be heard, and on one occasion six stations 
at R7.8 at 3 A. M. faded quite suddenly to 
nothing at all about 4 A. M. Little has been 
heard since the middle of March. 

The fact that conditions are extremely critical 
is further evidenced by the fact that, although 
over sixty stations have been heard, and fifty - 
two identified in twelve attempts, 
the twenty or so heard on a fair 
night are never all the same. KDKA 
has been received only twice at R3; 
even WTIC only three times, but 
then at R8-9! WFAA, WCCO. 
WHO. KOA, and WEEI have not 
been heard, nor has any Chicago 
station, yet WJJO has been heard 
from just beyond Chicago. Once, 
when fifteen stations were hard. 
they included a 100 -watt (on L':o 
kc.) station, loud enough to recog- 
nice dance tunes, also coming front 
WNAC, and again WHK, Cleveland 
(1 kw.). and WDRC. Hartford 
(0.5 -kw.), have been fair signal: 
when neither WTAM, Cleveland. n"r 
WTIC, Hartford, both 50 kw. sta- 

tions. was even audible. 
Altogether, it seems quite possible 

that little should be heard, even 
after several attempts, purely by 
coincidence. 

Finally, can any of your readers 
identify American stations on 236 
and 238 meters, and Spanish- speak- 
ing stations on 274 and 234. all of 
which have been heard at least twice? 

CIIESTNUT, Sudbury, Wembley, 
April 7. 1933. 

Miami Beach. 2: WLW, Cincinnati. 2. Also 
(once only) : WJAX. Jacksonville; WLAC, Nash- 
ville; WJSV, Alexandria: XEAW, Reynosa. 

WCAU has been the most consistent station 
and has been heard on every occasion that the 
Atlantic has been "bridged." So well was this 
transmitter coming over on February 12, that 
when I retired at 4 A. M. it was easily picked 
up on an ordinary little one -valuer, which I have 
in my bedroom. The strength was R5, and it 
was 100 per cent intelligible on speech -a severe 
test. The set used is a 6 -valve superhet. (S.C., 
Osc., S.G., D., 2 L.F.) : 'phones were worn, but 
most of the above stations have provided fair 
L.S. reception. 

R. T. COAU:S, 
Soulhaca, Hanta, 
April 11, 193.1. 

OK, AMERICA! 
Editor. RADIO- CRAFT: 

While looking over my past issues of your 
wonderful magazine, I ran across your "want 
ad" for DX records. 

I got my "Midwest 16" about the 12th of De- 
cember, but until about January 25, I did no 
DX-ing on the broadcast band, confining my 
efforts to the short waves almost entirely. 

very much to hear from your readers ab, 
aerials and ground. 

I use the Radex and Newark Evening Ne 
to get unheard stations. 

All my best catches I report to the stati 
heard and request verifications. On all forei 
countries enclose a reply coupon. 

I have raised 83 frequencies at noon ab 
Christmas time. 

ALLAN E. KNAIN, 
Northwood, N. Dak. 

"DX AS IS DX" 
Editor, RADIO -CRAFT: 

I will give you a little of my experiences 
reception. 

One afternoon in January last, on 23 met. 
heard calling Tokio, then through this stat 
came a voice which I would have wagered 
Floyd Gibbons, having heard him the winter 
fore, through the N.B.C. It was him all rig 
relating his experiences in the battle area: 
must have been speaking from Mukden. 

In the same month from RW15, Khaharot 
70.65 meters, heard the most perfect English. 
she is spoke." It "as a lady, and believe it 
not, she was talking of the five year plan 
the "profligate idle rich." Those were 

words: and, oh, a lot more w 
male me think that that coun 
will have to be reckoned with son 
or later. By the way, I had R 
all last winter and that was the a 

time I heard the English langu 
spoken. On 25.20 meters FYA, 
Rue de Grenelle. Paris. the 

th or six weeks is coming 
fine, but, here's the bugbear, 
I am sure most DX -ers will feel 
sane. As there is absolutely 
sense in a code station sending 
letter V, 26 times. then his call o 
it got so monotonously regular 
kept it up for ten minutes th 
know of), I quit and tuned 
C5SW, where I found pretty ne 

the aaenc situation; both these e 

stations are owned by RCA 
Bolinas, Calif. VK2ME, Sydney 
meters, up to July 3 last, used 
come in between 10 and 12 P. 
every Saturday very fine -since t 
he changed to nine to eleven P. 
up to 10 o'clock it is poor but a 
that he is ok, signing off with 
eerie sound of the laughing jack 
several persons having heard it t 
my phone. 

On the 25 meter band, code smothers F 
C5SW, 1280 and VE9JR. The 31 and 49 nil 
hands are ok. There is an amateur in Aube 
Mich., WSJR, who must have power to bur 
comes in here around three P. M. with a ba 

Just what is DX these days? 
My idea is, to be able to listen in without 1 

ing to stay out of bed, for that is the only 
a B.C.L. can reach out -or is it? Take tl 
stations in the order as received here: KD 
W2XAF, W1XAZ, W3XAL (am only quo 
these four, as a child could tune them in 
day) -so much wallop behind them that 
control has to be cut down considerably. 
time between one and nine P. M. People lis 
ing won't believe it until the call is announ 

JAS. HF.DLEV, 
111 33_W.. 
North Vancouver. 
R. C.. Canada. 
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In our issue of November, 1932, we asked our readers to 
contribute letters giving the results of their DX experiments. 
This department is to further efforts in this direction. 

There has been an increasing interest of late in long dis- 
tance reception, particularly in the broadcast field, and there 
seems to be a race at the present time between owners of 
broadcast sets and short wave sets to outdo each other in 

DX performance. 

Many people probably do not realize that thousands of 
broadcast listeners are making records almost daily, and even 

broadcast reception from Australian stations received in the 
United States is not impossible today. 

In this department, we will publish monthly letters from 
DX listeners relating to their experiences. 

We shall try to publish as many of the letters as we can; 
but it may be impossible to publish all of them. 

We would be glad to have your comment on this new 

department. 

It is unlikely that much more will be heard of 
the trans -Atlantic stations until the autumn, and 
it would be interesting if correspondents from 
different parts of the British Isles would send 
you their complete logs for last winter. This 
should give an idea as to how locality affects 
the reception of certain stations. At this house, 

for instance, it has been impossible to log KDKA 
or any of the Chicago stations. My list of sta- 
tions identified is as under, the figures giving 
the number of different nights on which each 
station was heard: 

WCAU, Philadelphia. 41; Wß7., Boston, 28: 
WJZ, Bound Brook, 26; WABC, New York, 24; 
WPG, Atlantic City, 20 ; WTIC, Hartford, 19; 
WGY, Schenectady, 16; LR6, Buenos Aires, 16; 

LR3, Buenos Aires, 15; LR4, Buenos Aires, 10; 

WEAF, New York, 12; WAAB, Boston, 11: 
WNAC, Boston, 10: WOR, Newark, 9: WTAM, 
Cleveland, 9: WRVA, Richmond, 6: WKAQ, 
San Juan, 6: WOAI, San Antonio, 5: WWL. 
New Orleans. 4; WOWO. Fort Wayne, 4; 
KMOX, St. Louis, 3; WAPI, Birmingham. 3; 
WLWL. New York City. 3; CKAK, 2; WBT. 
Charlotte, 2: WCCO, Minneapolis, 2: W1013, 

lint, since January 25 to April S. I have 
logged 39.1 stations of which 30 are in Canada; 
7 are in British Columbia. and includes I of 
25 watts, 1 of 50 watts, 4 of 100, and 1 of 500 

watts. I have heard 11 Cubans, and 11 Mexicans 
of 50 watts and up. I also have recorded 8 in 
Australia. 1 in New Zealand, 1 in Venezuela, 
S. A., and I in Honolulu! 

Of those in Australia. the two weakest came 
in best, 4BH, 200 watts and 4ßC, 600 watts, 
both in Brisbane. 

2YA in Wellington, N. Z., is the easiest to get 
and the most consistent performer from the 
"under side." I get them every night, or morn- 
ing rather, between approximately three A. M. 
to 4:30 or so, if the station isn't too bad. 

I've had 500 watters from both coasts, Canada, 
and Mexico. 

I must say that 100 wafters and 50 watters on 
the east coast come in lots better than the west 
coasters, of the same power. On the morning 
of April 2, WJEJ. Hagerstown, Md., 1.210 kc. 
completely blocked out all other stations on that 
frequency. 

I would like very much to say that I have a 
very poor antenna. as 1 put et up when et was 
-I8a and I wanted to get through. I would like 

F. 
ter 
rn. 

n- 
ng 

HERE YA BE, CHARLIE! 
Editor. RADIO- CI'AFT: 

For the DX -ing fool from Long Island: if 
,..lu nata "_:n lintm,.,.n unii an P M. 

( Continued on page 52) 
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RADIO -CRAFT'S INFORMATION BUREAU 
SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS: Ask as many questions as you like, but please observe these rules: 

Furnish sufficient information, and draw a careful diagram when 
needed, to explain your meaning; use only one side of the paper. 
List each question. 

Those questions which are found to represent the greatest general 
interest will be published here, to the extent that space permits. 
At least five weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question 

and the appearance of its answer here. 
Replies, magazines, etc., cannot be sent C. O. D. 
Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by 

25 cents (stamps) for each separate question. 
Other inquiries should be marked "For Publication," to avoid 

misunderstanding. 

COPPER -OXIDE DETECTOR - 
ADAPTER FOR TYPE 80 TUBES 

(200) Mr. Lester Grey, Chetek, Wis. 
(Q.) Is it possible to use a copper -oxide rec- 

tifier as a radio detector? These rectifiers are 
used in conjunction with D.C. meter movements 
to make an A.C. meter. 

(A.) Meter -type copper -oxide rectifiers are 
not suitable for use in detecting the minute cur- 
rents used in radio broadcast reception, since the 
efficiency of such rectifiers in this service would 
only be a very small fraction of one percent. 
due to the very great bypass, or condenser ac- 
tion which the large, parallel surfaces present. 

However, by following special design. it is 
possible to produce a "radio" detector of good 
efficiency. Such a device, known as the Westec- 
tor. is commercially available in England. A 
technical description of the design character- 
istics of copper-oxide rectifiers for use in radio 
receivers appears in the October. 
1932 issue of the PROCEEDINGS of 
THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGI- 
NEERS. 

A schematic circuit, recommended 
by AMATEUR WIasa,Ess, for the 
use of the Westector as a diode -type 
rectifier. is shown at A in Fig. 
Q 200; a circuit, for the domestic 
design, full -wave type, recommended 
in the Pixie., I.R.E., is shown at B. 

PHILCO 6F "B" UNIT - 
SHURE 99 RADIO -MOD- 

ULATOR 
(201) Mr. Henry Parnab, Wood. 

stock, Va. 
(Q. 1) What is the difference be- 

tween the Philco model 6 automo- 
tive radio receiver, and the model 6F? 

(A. 1) The former uses a dynamotor type 
of "B" supply, as illustrated and described in 
the June, 1933 issue of RADIO- CRAFT, the 
latter uses a vibrator -type "B" unit, the circuit 
of which appears in Fig. Q.201A. 

(Q. 2) Is it possible connect a microphone 
directly to the antenna and ground posts of a 
radio set, talk into the mike, and have the 
sound come out of the loudspeaker? If not, 
please explain. 

(A. 2) Since R.F. transformera act as a 

short circuit across the microphone matching 
transformer, this circuit is not practical. How- 
ever, by connecting the microphone so as to 
modulate the output of a tube oscillator, the 
output of which feeds into the antenna and 
ground posts of the set, good results may be 
obtained. In fact, this arrangement is sub- 
stantially a variation of the modern, A.F. mod- 
ulated R.F. service oscillator. 

A refinement of this idea is now available 
as a commercial unit, the Shure model 99 
Radio -Modulator; the schematic circuit is shown 
in Fig. Q.20113. This instrument is designed 
to make any radio set part of a "P.A." system. 
(This radio-modulator and an A.C. -D.C. ultra - 
midget receiver would make a good portable 
combination for public address work of light - 
duty type, such as addressing show -window 
crowds, etc. --a combination which could be op- 
ended on A.C., D.C., or batteries. by using a 
battery -operated radio -modulator with self -con- 
tained power supply.) 

This highly -perfected circuit is essentially that 
of a Hartley oscillator with Heising modulation. 
To prevent radiation, particularly where the an- 
tenna system is multiplexed for the operation 
of several radio broadcast receivers, the an- 
tenna connection is removed from its connec- 
tion post on the set, only one lead being connect- 
ed to the set antenna post, (The shielded an- 

shop power is A.C.. and the set to be tested 
is designed for D.C.? 

(A. II That's an easy one; the hard part is to 
work it the other way 'round -to test, for in- 
stance, an A.C. phono -radio combination in a 
shop equipped only with a D.C. power system. 

To solve the first problem, use either a motor - 
generator, or some form of converter. Practi- 
cal converters are of two types, the rotary and 
the vibrator. 

To obtain an A.C. supply in a D.C. district 
for testing A.C. equipment is not quite so easy; 
the success of the attempt is partially dependent 
upon the demands of the A.C. equipment. 
Thus. it is a fairly simple matter to test a radio 
receiver designed to operate on a 60 cycle sup- 
ply, through the use of a mot, -r- generator, or 
some form of "inverter "; but., to obtain ex- 
oclly, and contiauoualy, the A.C. supply required 
for good operation of a phonograph unit will 
require the careful selection of a motor- gener- 

ator unit. 
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Fig. Q. 201A. Schematic circuit of the model 6F "B" unit. 
of full -wave rectification, 

Note the use 

tonna and ground lead cable furnished with this 
radio- modulator is 50 ft. long.) 

The main advantage of this system is that 
there becomes available, not only the gain of 
the A.F. system of the radio set, but also, the 
gain of all the R.F. stages. (Of course, in 
superheterodyne receivers, the gain in the I.F. 
circuit is also obtained.) 

SOURCES OF D.C. AND A.C. 
POWER 

(202) Mr. Wilbert L. Milner, Vintondale, Pa. 
(Q. 1) There are times when it is necessary 

to take a radio set to the shop in order to re- 
pair it most efficiently. Now, this is all right 
when a fellow has A.C. in his shop and brings 
in an A.C. set, but, what is he to do when his 
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CLASS B TRANSFORMERS 
IN CLASS A' 

1203) Mr. J. Gregorka, Little 
Falls, N. Y. 

(Q. I I Please advise whether class 
B, A. F. transformers can be used 
in a class A prime circuit 

(A. L Class B, A.F. transformers 
may be used in class A prime cir- 
cuits. 

(Q. 2) Has any real, simple ma- 
terial on class B amplification been 
published in RADIO -CRAFT? If so, 
when and what information was 
contained in the article? 

(A. 2) One of the first articles to 
appear in this magazine on class B 
amplifiers appeared in the July, 

1932, issue of RADto -CRAFT in an article by Mc- 
Murdo Silver entitled, "Pentode, Class B, or 
Triode Audio Systems- Which ?" This article 
treated in detail the advantages to be gained by 
the use of these three methods of amplification. 
Statistics were given to show the relative sensi- 
tivities of the methods when distortion is con- 
sidered. 

The interesting conclusion drawn by Mr. Sil. 
Ver is the fact that by using a new proportion 
of voltages applied to an output tube, a type of 
amplification akin to class A prime may be 
secured that gives large gain with small signals. 
Now, it should be remembered that in the mod- 
ern class A prime systems, such as used by 
Zenith, the grid current is excessive, so that class 
B input units must be used if distortion is to 
be Avoided. 

(Continued on page 40) 

Fig. Q. 00, above: Diagramatic illustiiafion of the 
manner in which a copper -oxide rectifier may be 

used as a detector in a radio receiver. 
Fig. Q. 2011, left: Shure model 99 radio modulator. 
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SERVICING AUTOMOTIVE 
RADIO SETS 

(204) Mr. H. J. Overcame, Paterson, N. J. 
(Q. 1) Are there any data available on the 

servicing of auto -radio sets? I know that much 
material has appeared in past issues of this 
magazine, but is there sonic sort of compendi- 
um? 

(A.1) "Automobile Radio and Servicing." by 
Louis Martin. is, as the sub -title of this 64- 
page book published by Gernsback Publications, 
Inc., states, "A complete treatise on the sub- 
ject covering all phases from installing to serv- 
icing and maintenance." However. several ear 
radio set manufacturers are now offering recom- 
mendations which, although they are intended 
for the specific use of technicians who may be 
called upon to install their particular receiver 
models, are directly applicable to equipment of 
different manufacture. Consequently. the writ- 
er has compiled some of the more interesting of 
this useful data, and presents the information 
with due credit to the individual source. 

Thousands and thousands of "A.C: D.C." sets 
have been sold. many of them with the recom- 
mendation that, through the use of an adapter 
they could be installed in automobiles and oper- 
ated directly from a set of "B" batteries or a 

"B" eliminator, and the car "A" battery. and 
others without any such additional sales in 
centive. Into the first class falls the Sentinel 
model 561 receiver described ad illusrated in 
this issue. The manner of conveniently install- 
ing this ultra- midget set is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Additional data is given below. 
The receiver may be mounted in any conveni- 

ent place in the automobile such as: (a) the 
robe rail in back of the front seat: (b) between 
the dashboard and windshield frame, or (c) on 
the underside of the dashboard head. It is well 
to remember that the further the set is from 
the motor the less the ignition noise is likely 
to be. The receiver should be so mounted that 
it does not strike the body through bouncing or 
road jars as the cabinet may be damaged if the 
set is permitted to swing freely. The mount- 
ing brackets, shown at B, have lugs on both 
ends which should be hooked between the wind- 
shield frame or robe rail or wherever the set is 
to be mounted, and the bottom lug hooked to 
some part of the body or body bolts and the 
slack in the straps taken up by adjusting the 
adjusting- buckle so that the set is held rigidly 
in position. The four studs provided should be 
screwed into the four threaded holes in the 
back of the chassis. Each of the strap mount- 
ing brackets has two holes into which the stud 
should be inserted and by pulling upward on the 
straps the stud will be locked into position. 
Pushing the strap downward will unlock the 
studs and permit removal of the brackets. 

It is very important that a good aerial system 
be used with these diminutive sets as a small or 
ineffective aerial will result in poor reception. 
A simple aerial installation that will give good 
results can be had by using about 50 ft. of 
stranded, insulated wire and running the wire 
under the car, back and forth between the two 
running boards, using care not to stretch the 
wire too tightly as the bouncing of the car will 
break the wire. An aerial in the top of the 
car and insulated from the body will in most 
instances be an excellent one. Many of the 
latest model automobiles are factory equipped 
with this type aerial. A strap -type or plate - 
type antenna mounted beneath the automobile 
will generally be effective. The closer to the 
ground this type of aerial is permitted to ex- 
tend the greater its efficiency. 

Interference can be minimized to a point where 
radio reception is not materially impaired but 
do not expect to absolutely eliminate every noise, 
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or in terftre floc from .spark plugs. a Iiis and gen- 
erator. The location of the aerial trill greatly 
effect the amount of motor interference picked 
up. The further away from the motor the aerial 
is located the less the ignition noise will be. 
If after correct installation of noise suppression 
accessories, ignition interference is encountered, 
the following may be of benefit. If the motor 
interference comes in together with a rather 
loud station program, insufficient grounding of 
the motor may be the cause. Bonding the mo- 
tor to the chassis at several places and shielding 
the ignition lead from the high -tension coil to 
the ignition switch may help. A faulty ignition 
coil and dirty or corroded terminals in the dis- 
tributor will cause noise. A condenser con- 
nected between the hot side of the ammeter and 
car chassis will in some cases help in reducing 
the ignition interference. Ignition noises should 
be distinguished from that of other types of 
interference. Ignition noises will only be heard 
when the motor is running. Noises that are 
apparent only when the car is in motion may be 
caused by loose connections in headlights, dome 
lights. or "A" battery or "B" eliminator, or 
nearby electrical interference such as power lines, 
street cars, etc. As the "peewee" receiver does 
not have automatic volume control, more or 
less fading of the signal will be noticed when 
the car is in motion, particularly in cities, due 
to the continual changes of the signal strength 
caused by shielding from street cars. street car 
lines, telephone and telegraph lines. steel bridges. 
trees, geological formations, etc., or when passing 
under bridges and viaducts. This lack of A.V.C. 
is a thought to bear in mind when installing 
the receiver chassis, since placing it in a posi- 
tion conveniently reached by the person who 
most frequently uses the car, the driver, renders 
it a simple matter to compensate for major 
changes in volume by a simple twist of the 
manual volume control. 

While it is possible to use "B" batteries in- 
stead of a "B" eliminator, it is not recommended 
that these be used as the life of the "B" battery 
will be very limited. However. if "B" bat- 
teries are used. it is recommended that only 90 
volts of battery be connected to the receiver. (In 
this instance it may be well to note that special. 
heavy -duty "B" batteries, especially designed for 
use in cars. are now available. One manufac- 
turer's product is illustrated and described in 
this issue. Author.) A further consideration of 
which the Service Man should take particular 
note is that neither the "B" batteries or the 
set should be placed in a position where the 
heat of the motor (or, when used in the win- 
ter. the car heater) can affect these components 
the former would have short life due to the in; 
creased corrosive effect of the acid and the 
evaporation of moisture, and the latter would 
tend to break down due to faults developing in 
the electrolytic and paper condensers, and the 
reproducer. 

If a "B" eliminator is used, it should be de- 
signed to deliver 125 volts at (for the Sentinel 
set) 60 nra. The eliminator should include a 
relay; a separate hot "A" lead should be run 
direct from the "A" battery to the hot "A" lead 
of the eliminator and a second, separate lead 
from the hot "A" lead to the receiver. If, in. 
stead, a single common "A" lead is used for both 
the "B" eliminator and set. there is a possibility 
of noise interference from the eliminator, due to 
coupling in the lead. 

For those universal- current sets not equipped 
with 6 -volt adapters, and which therefore fall 
into the second class, 6-to-110 volt converter 
will be required. 

At A in Fig. 2 is shown the method of mount- 
ing the Pierce Airo DeWald auto -radio remote 
control unit with respect to the receiver, for best 
operation of the control: the procedure is ap- 

Fig. 2 

plieald° to most sets incorporating a meehan:c:iI 
control cable. 

The receiver should lie mounted on the rear 
dash under the cowl, preferably on the right - 
hand side. Using the template furnished, drill 
four holes into the rear dash for the receiver 
mounting. Insert four bolts for the housing 
and. with the aid of spacers (if required), at- 
tach the receiver to this panel. Prior to mount- 
ing the remote control to the steering post, re- 
move the screws from the face of the housing 
and loosen the hexagonal nut on the key switch. 
permitting the housing to slip off. Slip the 
drive cable sheath back over the cable, permit- 
ting the cable to enter the drive shaft. Tighten 
the two set screws on the drive shaft coupling 
only. Now. insert the cable sheath into the 
coupling on the rear frame, tighten the set 
screw and replace the housing. 

Next. insert each half of the clamp through 
slots on the left side of the housing. at the 
same time placing these in position around the 
steering column. Fasten the clamps by means 
of a screw. lockwacher and nut. and adjust the 
drive to the desired position. Turn the coupling. 
located between the receiver housing and "U" 
bracket on the left side of the set, clockwise 
as far as possible: also, set the dial on the 
remote control at 100. 

Then, insert the drive cable and sheath through 
the bracket -bearing on the receiver housing. The 
drive cable which extends beyond the sheath 
should enter the coupling and be locked in posi- 
tion by the set screws. Care must be taken when 
assembling not to change the setting of the re- 
mote control or the tuning condenser. Finally. 
insert the 5 -prong plug. extending from the re- 
mote control cable. into the socket on the left - 
hand side of the housing. The yellow lead is 
connected to the hot "A" battery terminal: the 
black lead is connected to any, low -resistance. 
grounded part of the chassis or, preferably, di- 
rectly to the grounded terminal of the car bat- 
tery. 

At B in Fig. 2 is illustrated a new automo- 
tive -radio tool. After deciding on the location 
of the "B" supply and radio chassis container 
cans, for the Ford -Majestic model 114 receiver. 
it is necessary to cut a hole 6 1/32x9 9/32 in. 
long, with a 11 /16 -in. radius at each corner. 
To make these cutouts, drill a hole in each 
corner of each layout and cut out the center. 
A chisel sharpened as shown at B has been 
found to be very effective in making these cut- 
out in cars having a metal floor. This chisel 
should be approximately 1 /16 -in. thick at the 
cutting edge and should be sharpened as indi- 
cated. By following the layout exactly the re- 
sultant hole will be slightly larger than the 
layout. (This makes a better job than does the 
usual cold -chisel and hammer procedure.) This 
is desirable, as it permits an easy installation of 
the containers. If the fluor of the car is con- 
structed of wood, the cutouts are easily effected 

- by using a keyhole saw. 
A 'B" battery container is furnished with the 

Franklin model 200 receiver. In mounting this 
can, be sure tht you check underneath the floor- 

boards to see that there are no brake -rods, 
mufflers. storage batteries or other parts of the 
car located directly below the space in the floor 
boards. The correct method for locating the 
position for the container is to hold it against 
the floorboards from underneath the car. drilling 
four small holes up through the floorboards at 
the four cornera of the box. to serve as exact 
cutting guides. In some cases it will be neces- 
sary to fasten braces underneath the floorboards. 
at the edge of the can, to strengthen the floor 
of the car, due to the fact that sometimes the 
location for the battery container necessitates 
cutting through the whole width of one floor board. 
Scour, -111 urdu, or sh ifI the batteries into place. 
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AT LAST! 
WORLD- FAMOUS COYNE TRAINING IN 

- R 

NOT The Ordinary 
Correspondence 

Course 
The 1,000 page COYNE 

Standard Reference Set, with 
its more than 1500 illustra- 
tions, is NOT the usual cor- 
respondence course. It is so 
arranged that, instead of get- 
ting one or two lessons a 
month from which to answer a 
few simple questions, you get 
the whole complete volume at 
once, so that you can refer to 
advanced sections and different 
branches of electrical work at 
will, going ahead as fast or 
slow as you please. And the 
book itself is always valuable 
for constant reference and re- 
view. 

No Previous Experi- 
ence Needed To 

Succeed 
Advanced education or pre- 

vious experience is not needed 
to make a success of COYNE 
Electrical Training. Every- 
thing is given in simple, easily 
understood language, illus- 
trated thoroughly by photo- 
graphs and diagrams. If you 
can read and understand simple 
English you can learn all about 
the operation, care, service, 
repair, etc., of practical elec- 
trical equipment from this 
great book. 

Immediate Profits 
From This Book! 
You will find it possible to 

learn to do real electrical jobs 
almost immediately upon re- 
ceiving your COYNE Standard 
Reference Set book. There are 
many excellent opportunities to 
earn good money from spare 
time electrical work right in 
your own neighborhood while 
you are studying. This is not 
idle talk -but the actual expe- 
rience of others no brighter or 
more able than you. If you 
have pep and initiative, you 
ought to be able to make this 
set pay for itself many times. 

ELECTA I CITY 
A.oílob /e For 

HOME STUDY 
The practical, simple, easily understood instruction material that has made 

COYNE famous for 34 years is NOW -for the first time in history -available for 
YOU to study AT HOME! Never before has this instruction material been avail- 
able for any but regularly enrolled resident students and graduates of COYNE. 
But now, compiled by the entire COYNE staff assisted by many of the world's 
outstanding electrical firms, this rich store of electrical knowledge is available for 
you in convenient book form -to study at home. 

FREE CONSULTATION SERVICE INCLUDED 
Every owner of this wonderful book -The Standard COYNE Reference Set -will be entitled 

to the privilege of freely consulting with COYNE Expert Instructors in the solution of any 
electrical problems that may arise in studying and using this home training set during an 
entire year's time. This feature alone is worth many times the small price of the book ... 
as testified by hundreds of working electricians- who have made use of this unique service. 

Here's WhylAm Taking This Step! 
It means n great deal to me to break a tradition and change a well- estab- 
li.hed policy after 34 years. That's what I am doing when I offer COYNE 
Training to you AT HOME. instead of ONLY here in our great shops. But 

, 
unusual Clines. and have created unusual condition. Many ambitious men who 

null be here at COYNE now-preparing themselves for a useful. profitable life work 
o elcrtrlrhy -cannot mine because of financial dlfilrult lea. It 14 no thought that, he 
ids ring this COYNE Training to them for home study at ridleulously low price. they will 

able to earn from what they learn. and soon be financially able to come to COYNE 
'sler if they decide they still want this superior electrical training that Is known the 
orld over for its practicalness and thoroughness. Not that getting this book means 
he buyer has In come to COYNE . it is simply no hope that the knowledge and 
rnine power gained from this book will Inspire you to went the complete training amt c,m Iona 1,111 from attendance at COYNE. 

Ii. C. Lewis, President. 
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Thi, big book of more than a thou- 
and pages- crammed full of practical 

,electrical knowledge illustrated by more 
than 1500 photographs, diagrams, etc., 
allows you how to do real electrical 
jobs of every kind from installing 
switches and wiring houses to connect- 
ing, testing. operating and repairing 
A. C. and D. C. motors, controllers, 
generators, and switchboards. Get it 
AT ONCE-you'll be delighted with the 
ease and quickness with which you 
learn and can get to making real money 
out of spare time electrical work. Send 
your order on the coupon NOW! 
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Static 
ELIMINATOR 

Illustration 
shows elim- 
inator with 
leads and plug at- 
tachments 

Here at la -t. 
a 

r i device made to eliminate rmrnpleteiv r - 
adc static, the type of u . that . r often ,. . dinruorfrn't 

to radio li.te, (thickly edur to di:- 
turba col by electrical 

r 
appliance, : ndrìr aerial, of all 

ties er-intl.n- a and bring, reception aith clear, and excellent 
results. ('an he connected in live Minn« s. Supplied with 75 
feet of shielded lend -in wire. 
Service Men and Uealers add (Iris a - making nadir, 
dev a to your line- ittdall the Dumont Eliminator in ery 
home where you call to s the s . A lifetime of service 
r o guar-ant r I for every Ummmt ICGm n,nu.r. 

SERVICEMEN AND DEALERS! 

Clip -Mail Coupon Today! 

DUMONT ELECTRIC CO.. loc.. Drat. RC -7 
453 Broome Street, New York, N. Y. 

Neu, LYNCH 
RESISTOMETER 

FREE 
with 8 Handipaks 

The New LYNCH flesh:to:nete, the handiest serv- 
ice unit ever devlae 1, can now be bad FREE with 
LYNCH Ilandtpaks. This la the most popular and 
practical service package ever offered. 

Sow -In jiffy -you can measure accurately the 
resistance value you are to replace -with the new 
LYNCH Resi ammeter. 

Any value is obtained by the handy combinations 
made possible by LYNCH Nandi oaks. Each 
Ilandipak contains ten assorted One or Two Watt 
Iles istors of the Metallized Type. 

Complete Resistometer and four No. 1; 
three No. 2 and one No. 3 Handipaks. to 
Dealers and Servicemen: (List Price 
$21.00) Your Cost $10.00 Net. 

Free Descriptive Folder Upon Request 

LYNCH MANUFACTURING CO., Inc. 

51 Vesey Street, New York, N.Y. 
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A 9 -TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE 
(Continued front page 23) 

is operated on D.C. one of the voltage- doubling One Remington filter choke, 200 ohms, 125 ma., condensers, C13, is shorted out of the circuit, 30 hy., Ch; 
and all the tubes from V1 up to V7, indu- One band -pass antenna coil and shield. LI: 
s i ee, as well as the speaker tell. are placed One even -gain interstage. R.F. coil and shield. 1.2: 
across the 110 V. line: thus. the rectifiers can One 175 kt'., I.N. transformer and oscillator coil 
be used to filter out D.C. commutator ripple, et .mpos it e unit, with shield. L3; 
etc. One k.c., I.l' transformer unit, tloselycou Pled, For 110 V. operation the filaments are wired L4: 
in the alphabetical sequence of A tu K, and One Remington push -pull input transformer, 
connected to the power line at the-se lettered type 6153, T: 
Points. as shown in Fig. 1. One 11 in. electrodynamic speaker with 4.000 

Since t he total power consumption of this ohm field coil and push -pull pentode output 
receiver ait 110 volts is about 55 W. on D.C. transformer: 
and about GO W. on A.C.. for 220 V., A.C. or One mica condenser, .006 -mf., Cl: 
U.C. operation. it is but necessary to plaice One Coast -To -Coast 1 mf.. 200 -V. 
a 75 W. resistor of 260 ohms in series with the denser, type 4227A, C2: 
line cord. Five ('oast-T-Coast .1 -nif.. 200.V. paper eo n 

For 6 V. operation, all the filaments should densers. type 1227. C3, C4. C5, ('10, C11; 
be connected in parallel and type 41 or 42 tubes One mica condenser. 3(10 orna f.. CO: 
should be employed instead of the type 1$. For One mica condenser..001 -nif.. C7: 
32 V. operation. tubes VI to V5 should all be One Coast -Tu -Coast cartridge condenser, .02 -elf, left connected in series, and paralleled with the 200 V.. type 4225a, ('S; 
second group of tubes in series, consisting of the One dry electrolytic condenser, 5 mf., 35 V., CO: 
two type 18 and one type 37 (V5). Of course One dry electrolytic triple condenser unit having "11 batteries should be employed to obtain the a special dual 16 mf., 175 V. section and an ri remaining voltages. when the filaments are bat- mf.. 400 V. stetinn, C12. C13. C11: 
le ry operated. One Coast-To -Coast cartridge condenser. .05-mf., 

As a final check on the completed receiver 200 V., type 4225a. C15; 
the following tabulation is furnished. These One ('oast -To -Coast multiple -condenser tune con - 
tuhe operating voltage values will vary slightly trot, type 5515a. CI7; 
with individual conditions of line voltage, tubes One Cla rust at 10.000 -ohm paten t iometer with 
and apparatus used. Values are for RI at special taper, 400 ohm minimum rt- nistance and minimum, and with no signal. . switch Svl., RI; 

Line Potential, 110 V., A.C. Three Lynch resistors, 250,000 ohms, 1-W., R0, 
'rube Plate Cath. S -C. Pinte R7. R2: 
Type Volts Volts Volts Ma. One- Lynch resistor, 300 ohms, 1 - -W., R3; 
VI 115 90 3 3 One Lynch resistor. 10.000 ohms, i_ -W., R4; 
V2e 115 60 2 5 Two Lynch resistors, 500,000 ohms, !_. -W., R5, 
V3. 115 90 3 3 RO: 
V4 15 3 .. One Lynch resistor, 2.700 ohms. 1_. -W., RS; 
V5 110 4 6 One Lynch resistor, 10.000 ohms, 2 -W., RIO: 
V6, V7 210 220 30 15 One Lynch resistor, 3,000 ohms, 1 -W., R11: 

Line Potential, 110 \'., D.C. One Lynch resistor, 210 ohms, 2 -W., R12; VI 100 3 75 2.5 One Coast -To -Coast resistor, 20 ohms, 2 -W., V2e 100 4 GO 1.5 R13; 
V3 100 3 75 2.5 One twin -post connecter block for phonograph V4 14 .... 2.5 pickup. etc., .11: V5 95 5.5 3 Two miniature 5 -prong wafer sockets, S5, S10: V6. V7 95 9 100 20 

palper tun 

Seven miniature 6 -prong wafer sockets, SI, 83, 
'Anode-grid potential, 115 V. on A.C. and S4, SG, S7, SS, SO: 

100 V. on D.C. The control -grid voltage of all One miniature Special 7 -prong wafer socket, S2; tubes is zero. The voltage of one set of cathodes One Coast -To -Coast combination D.P.D.T, and of V8, V9 is 120, and the other is 240, on A.C.; D.P.S.T. jack switch, Sw2; 
on D.C. both sets measure 110 V. One ghost -light tuning dial and 6 V. pilot light; 

One Coast -To -Coast drilled metal chassis, type 
E20: 

One 4 -gang condenser, superheterodyne type, 350 Miscellaneous hardware, knobs, wire, cables and mmf., Cgl, g2. g3, g4; plugs, 1 A. fuse, etc. 

List of Parts 

COPPER -OXIDE RECTIFIERS 
(Contiruted front page 19) 

and, also, by the absolute value of current flow- 
ing. Fig. 5 shows this characteristic. This again 
results in a complex situation involving tem- 
perature, current, and efficiency; and a si- 
multaneous study of all of these variables is 
the only means by which errors from temper- 
ature variations can be minimized. For ex- 
ample, with certain values of current flow- 
ing, the efficiency of an uncompensated recti- 
fier instrument may drop from 80% to 75% 
during a 40° C. temperature rise. This would 
result in lowering the calibration of the in- 
strument 6% at the higher temperature if 
no steps were taken to secure temperature 
compensation. 

Summary 

The majority of the above discussed errors, 
characteristic of rectifier instruments, can 
be minimized by careful design and by tak- 
ing advantage of the opposite effects of cer- 
tain errors. However, it is important that 
the instrument be properly designed to oper- 
ate with the copper -oxide rectifier- It is 
therefore, not advisable to try to apply a cop - 
peroxide rectifier to an existing d'Arsonval 
instrument which has not been designed for 
this application unless changea are made to 
provide proper moving coil resistance, tem- 
t,erature compensation, and swamping resist- 
ance. If the errors are properly cared for in 

the design of a complete rectifier instrument, 
reasonable accuracy can be obtained. 

The chief advantage of a rectifier instru- 
ment is in its high sensitivity. By use of 
the rectifier principle, alternating- current 
voltmeters may be made with a very high 
resistance per volt. Standard voltmeters are 
available in ratings as low as 4 volts with a 
sensitivity of 1.000 ohms per volt, 1.6 volts 
with 2,000 ohms per volt, and even .5 -volt with 5,000 ohms per volt. Below four volts, 
rectifier voltmeters should have a resistance 
of 2,000 ohms and, better still, 6,000 ohms 
per volt. in order to properly compensate for 
the errors discussed above. Milliammetera 
and microammeters of low ratings are also 
available. 

Rectifier instruments are rapidly finding 
their place in the radio field for the measure- 
ment of such quantities as output of ampli- 
fiers and oscillators and power level indicators. 
The user of these instruments should bear their 
characteristics in mind, particularly their ac- 
curacy, when used under various conditions. 
Rectifier instruments are a valuable contri- 
bution to the science of radio and they are 
continually finding new uses in this rapidly 
advancing art. Possibly the further develop- 
ments in research and engineering on these 
instruments will tend to minimize their pres- 
ent errors and make them still more useful. 
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READERS DEPARTMENT 
(Continued from page 37) 

A "REAL ESTATE" RADIO SHOP 
Editor, RADIO- CRAFT: 

In your November issue, you show a photo 
of a taxi -stand radio shop. Well, for your 
Western readers, I am enclosing a view, Fig. B. 
of my "Real Estate" office radio shop. Tell the 
boys to come on and let's see what their shops 
look like. 

GEORGE SMITH, 
Smithy's Radio Shop, 

11124 S. Main St.. Los Angeles, Calif. 
(First it was the taxi -stand radio shop: now, 

it's the real estate office radio shop; what 
next ? -Technical Editor.) 

FROM WYOMING 
Editor, RADIO- CRAFT: 

it seems as though every state in the Union 
gets a word in for RADIO -CRAFT except Wyoming. 
Well here's one from the little town of Lusk, 
Wyo. 

I operate an independent service shop and do 
real well. I'm always looking for service short 
cuts and many items in the columns of RADIO. 
CRAFT fill the bill. I have a tip that con- 
tains a real surprise for any one who tries it. 
Remodeling old set is in order these days, 
especially converting old sets for the 2 V. tubes. 

Recently, I converted an Atwater Kent model 
67. As every Service Man knows, this is a 
7 -tube set utilizing a speaker whose voice coil 
connects to an output transformer. Of course, 
for 2 V. operation we discard this speaker for 
x magnetic unit. However, the ordinary mag- 
netic speaker will not have enough volume when 
connected to the voice -coil -matching winding of 
the output transformer (the two large prongs in 
the speaker socket connect to this secondary). 

('lip the two wires leading from the output 
transformer to the two large prongs near the 
transformer, splice a piece of wire on each 
lead, and connect one lead directly to the plate 
of one lower tube and the other lead directly 
to the plate of the other power tube. Leave 
the primary of the output transformer con- 
nected to the plates fas it was) in order to 
furnish a load in the output circuit of the 
power tubes. 

I used 31's in the output stage, and 135 volts 
of "R" battery. 

We get enough daytime volume to spare, and 
the tone is as clear as a bell. The only other 
changes were to short out the filament resistors 
to the screen -grid tubes. The "B" battery drain 
is 12 to 14 ma.: "A" battery drain, .63 -amp. 

I ll fe for air -cell). 
RAY L. WONDERLY. 
Box ::.D1. Lusk. fl'o,.. 

1933 SERVICE IN THE "STICKS" 
RADIO- Ca.1FT: 

Received my first issue of RADIO-CRAFT O. K. 
Now conies the important question: What will 
the rural radio Service Man have to buy to bent 
the many modern and different types of radie 
equipment found throughout the country? 

Some of the leading manufacturers no longer 
furnish voltage charts, but add the following 
to their manuals: "Voltage socket readings are 
not to be relied upon." What will we do? 
The radio Service Man is called upon to fix 
a 1933, 7 -tube midget with his 1932 tester and 
:lout ten adapters hanging out of his pockets: 
the owner expects modern service in these mod- 
ern tinges and the coming year will see many 

a rural Service Man "stuck." Last year we 
could use a set of tubes from our kit of "stand - 
ards." fill out a voltage reading chart, and then 
decide if we had to take the chassis home; 
but now, the owner looks at you if you tell 
him you will have to take his modern radio 
to the shop, and you are lucky if a kick does 
not land on your- frequency! There are not 
many rural Service Men of good standing who 
can afford a 3250 test kit to carry around on 
the rough country roads. 

I ana sure that a good article Written by an 
authority, on radio servicing and its problems 
presented to the rural Service Man would be 
welcomed by many of your readers. 

RUIwaT ROGERS. 
Arundel, Que., Canada. 

(O. K. Rogers- you've sold us the id.a.) 

The New 

Westinghouse Instruments 
meet all radio o requirements 

In the new line of 
panel instruments, 
types MX and NX, are 
ratings to meet every 
need of the radio ex- 
perimenter, engineer, 
or service man. Rec- 
tifier voltmeters with 
resistances from 1000 
up to 10,000 ohms 
per volt are standard. 
Rectifier milliam- 
meters and micro-am. 
meters are included -also many rat - 
ings of radio frequency ammeters and 
milliammeters. 

New ideas in design and construc- 
tion are used. Permanent magnets 
of high grade tungsten or cobalt 
steel are welded to the soft iron 
pole pieces in accurately aligned 

fixtures- This results 
in permanent accuracy 
and uniform scale 
spacing. 

The iron core, 
movement, and jew- 
eled bearings are 
mounted on a die -cast 
single frame for easy 
removal of the moving 
element as a unit. 

The matte silver fin- 
ish dials are made 

of metal in order to prevent warping. 
The 2% -inch type MX is mounted 

in the panel with a clamp, and the 3¡<- 
inch type NX with three bolts through 
the flange- Moldarta cases are used. 

A new catalog on MX and NX 
instruments is now available. 
Request your copy from- 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO. 
ROOM 2 -N T 79546 EAST PITTSBURGH, PA. 
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SUPERHETERODYNEACDC UNIVERSAL RECEIVERS 
OPERATE from 6. 32. I10.ond 220 VOLTS ACorDC 

EMPLOY DYNAMIC SPEAKERSend VOLTAGE DOUBLING RECTIFIERS 

9 TUBE MODEL 5 TIME MODEL ASSEMBLED MT FORM 

of FACTORY WIRED 

I 

TUBES R£QU /RED: 
/-6A7,/-78,/-77,/-13,/-2575 

rE. ,,,.e,,.c ee.,,nr,ro and 

/rI s / t ,, 

AUTOMOB /LE$ 
OTOPBOATS, 

OSPITALS, 
MOONS, 

Ere CAMPS' 
DENS 

BWÑpjSfORTEO 

poWERO 
EMPLOYS//itch. 
WR/6/fEDECOs 

9 DYASiYKSPEIIYE: 

35ÑVUF¡ 
[Aal 

SPRING- 
tSUMMER" 
E DLTION 

114 r' 
a-sÂl ;! 

$ 
vLErE K/ TUBES REQUIRED: 

2-78, /-6017, /-85, h37. 
2-/8. 2-252 5 

FttRmEltI.LSS 
RUMFREE POWER 

MISSION 
VALVE MODULATOR. 

HICHGAIN N. AMPLI- 
FIER. PENTAGRIOF 1.t DE- 
TFi, TOR 

FULL - 

SrFD DYNAMIC SPEAKER 

CABINET 
ALONE 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1913 

TRANS 

H WATTS 

THRtt STA. S 

Olt Di Coster DyV.Iii'l"ie 

TO-DAY FOR 
THIS VALUABLE 
RADIO TREATISE 

Ihen Rn,.Inr. 1`,.-l;l 

te°sDu enzicb 
Speaker 

II 
M. 

Factory Wired --Ready for Immediate Use I2.75 
Set Five Matched 3.95 

:iuát Cabinet t I. - 1.95 

R- CHANNEL 5015E SUP- 
PRESSION 

.:li H,-c i, I Si,. 
A rt,REJECTOR' 

na 
ftIU r.I 

STATIC 

EMISSION 
J VALVE MODULATOR 

HIGH CAIN I F. AMPLIFIER. 
DUPLEX. 

DIODE AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL 
TUBE .8S, 

Two NTOE POWER OUTPUT 
.w. 

P 
E' 'DI 

Assembled Rit 950 .I.... al.ea)., 
Tube., beta Dynamic Speaker). 
Wired, Ready for Use 0126.50 
Dynamic 

Wright 
eDeeosler 735 

Matched Set of 9 Tubes $7.58 

COAST-TO-COAST- RADIO -CORPORATION . 
123R-WEST 17TH STREET NEW YORK. N.Y. 
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The new autenna 
will positively increase the 

pickup and performance of any auto 
radio. 

Easily installed in any automobile either sedan -coupe -roadster -or 
cabriolet. 

TWO TYPES TO 
RUNNING BOARD 
151x5%) $1.95 List 

LOTS- 1 $1.15 Net 
10 1.95 Net 
25 .95 Net 

CHOOSE FROM 
ROOF TYPE 

(30x291 $4.50 List 
LOTS- I $2.7o Net 

10 2.In Ni 
2.25 Net 

CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS 
WIRE OR AIRMAIL ORDER TODAY 

Agents and Distributors W'anlcd 

M & H MANUFACTURING CO. 
1i2 Canal St. Boston. Mass. 

P 
O R T A B L E 

Public -1 ddress 
S Y S T E M S 

Profits thin s 
o 

r to be de from o installation 
of Portable Public Addreu Systems. They are 
needed in churches, itudi toriums, restaurnnts, stores. 
outdoor picnic [rounds. ete. For every need. MILES 
can supply Power Amplifying Equipment. o omi,Iete 
e quipment for automobile.. A. C. or I). P. line. "R" 
current supply awl Universal A. C.-1). C. receivers. 
Out -put in watts from 1 

ly to 500. 
SPECIAL- Coutplete AC- ie Junior Portable Public 
Ad.lrema System -Net price to dealer. and service may 
$21.00 complete. 
Send us your specifications for Power Amplifier 
Systems for antuu.o Odle,. Every re,. uremcnt can he 
satisfactorily filled. 
Miler nufsr 

,-Par 

fna4 
P hie Addr tu r : Eg a n i.l Herr Tru 

- n. 
. 

I 

e.; L.pel "d aro.ir. Mika. 
Power Amplifier Ce 

rr , Pho ArT r,.i i .1 "pe 
nhon i S Ì : 3lliho Stood.: ; Photo du, .. r>. m e Pound field 

MILES REPRODUCER COMPANY 
244 W. 23 St. Dept. RC New York. N. Y. 

USE OHIOHM 
SPARK SUPPRESSOR SETS 
for eliminating Ignition Inter- 
ference on Automobile Radios 
Fur 4, 6 und S cylinder cars. Furnished 
complete with condenser and necessary 
spark suppressors. Lasts the life of the 
car. Special non -shorting, and temper- 
ature and vibration resisting features. 
Cash in on this growing market. 

THE OHIO CARBON CO. 
Cleveland, Ohio 

RADIO SERVICE MEN 
Be sure to read the announcement on Page 48 
of this issue, which tells about the new 
ORSMA BULLETIN. It is the mos+ up- to -the- 
minute news tabloid for all radio Service Men. 
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LOCATING AND CORRECTING PICKUP FAULTS 
(Continued from page 31) 

the needle on the record scitl be taken into con- loss of magneto- motive force which will impair sideration while the revolutions are being the sensitivity of the pickup unit. Loosen the 
counted. The standard records turn at 78 two round -headed screws in the armature ad- 
revolutions per minute. On later phonograph justing plate with a small screw driver. The 
combinations, there are two speeds provided: one small piece of metal, holding the damping block, 
for the standard record speed, and a slower should now be moved until the armature is 
speed of 33% revolutions per minute for the properly centered between the pole pieces. The 
long-playing records. The speed control mech- armature should be held in the exact center of 
anism is provided with a control lever to give the magnetic field -exactly halfway between 
either of these two speeds. It might be well to the magnet blocks. Judging the center by eye 
mention the fact that the needles for the long- is, in many cases, sufficiently accurate for this 
playing records- are specially designed for use adjustment. When certain that the armature 
only on these records and cannot be used on the is properly centered, replace all parts of the standard records. pickup assembly. It should be noted here that, 

Quite often the speed adjustment alone will in a good many cases, on certain models, it 
not remedy the distortion. It is then generally will not be necessary to remove the magnet and 
possible, by listening carefully to the sound pole pieces to make this adjustment. 
coming from the speaker. to localize the source 
of the distortion. First, ascertain whether or 
not the high and the low notes are being heard, 
if conspicuous by their absence, it is generally 
due to the armature being off center. 

If there is n rattle on certain notes and 
blasting on the low notes, the trouble may be 
generally traced to worn out, or deteriorated, 
rubber damping blocks. 

If a vibrating and crackling noise is heard 
while the record is being played, it may be 
mainly due to the fact that the base of the 
pickup. near where the needle is inserted, is 
magnetic, and attracts small particles of iron. 

Sharp, cracking sounds, not unlike static dis- 
charges, very often may be traced to loose con- 
nections in the pickup unit. 

Weak magnets will also cause low reception 
and distortion; although it is not probable that 
you wilt meet with this condition. It is merely 
mention vl here for the simple reason that we 
have haul cases where some of our customers 
had been tampering with the pickup unit, and 
in removing tile magnet, did not place a keeper 
across the poles. 

Before going into details concerning the 
proper adjustment of the armature, replace- 
ment of the rubber dampers. and removal of 
iron particles. a brief discussion of the arma- 
ture and the rubber damping blocks is in order. 
In all present -day pickup units it has been 
found necessary to use some sort of damping 
on the vibrating armature. Naturally. every- 
thing has a natural, or inherent, period of vi- 
bration, and if this vibration of the armature 
is not stopped, or damped, in some way, it 
would hit the pole pieces and thus cause dis- 
tortion. The exact methods used to overcome 
this tendency to vibrate varies. to some extent, 
in the different makes of pickup units. In gen- 
eral, this damping is accomplished by mount- 
ing pieces of soft rubber tightly between the 
pivot supports, as well as placing n rubber 
damping block between the pole pieces. Thus, 
the armature is left free to vibrate between the 
pole pieces, but is clamped by the rubber mount- 
ing at its pivot. As with all rubber appliances 
the best service is obtained when used fre- 
quently. If the pickup is used infrequently, 
the rubber damping blocks and rubber pivot 
supports becomes hard and unpliable, and this 
fact usually causes the armature to move to 
one side, where it does not move freely. There 
may be other reasons, of course, such as hav- 
ing the pickup unit repeatedly left to rest on 
the needle or on top of the. record, instead of 
letting it hang free on its proper support after 
each record has been played. 

It might be of interest to know that there is a 
method which does not use rubber for damping. 
In this particular model a specially compounded 
oil is used instead of rubber, for damping pur- 
poses. However, it is safe to state that most 
of the present -day receivers employ the rubber 
damping method in their pickup units. 

Now let us check up on our results obtained armature and tighten up the screws in the ad- 
from testing the pickup unit by the sound meth- justing plate. The next step requires some sort 
od If the test indicated that the armature of a clamping device, such as a small vice or a 
was improperly centered, then this part must be "Cr' clamp. After the assembly has been re- 
adjusted. The sequence of disassembling the placed on the pickup arm, and you are sure that 
necessary parts for making this adjustment will the magnet poles are against the proper pole 
differ according to the various types and mod- pieces, the assembly should be placed in the 
els. However, certain general requisites apply clamping device for the proper tightening of 
to all pickup units. Remove the outer cover the pole pieces. The proper amount of pres- 

ce by removing the cover screws and the nee- sure to be applied depends on the type of unit 
die holder screw. Mark the magnet pole pieces you are working on. When working on RCA, 
and for magnet with a red crayon pencil, so that G. E. and RCA Victor pickup uzAts, the use 
when they are replaced, they will be in their of clearance tool will aid greatly in making 
original position. Remove the magnet, and proper adjustments of the pole pieces. This 
place a piece of soft iron across the poles. Fail- gauge may be constructed of metal by making 
ure to observe this precaution will result in a one as per the detail shown in Fig. 1C. The 

If the armature is found to be rusty, a re- 
placement is recommended; but if a new part 
cannot be obtained quickly, a temporary repair 
can be performed by scraping off all the rust 
and rubbing all surfaces with very fine emery 
cloth. (Do not coat the surfaces with oil to 
keep it from rusting again, as oil has a deteri- 
orating effect on the rubber dampers.) 

To test the armature for centering, the cover 
plate should be replaced and the instrument 
turned on; then, while playing a record with the 
volume control turned on full, lift the pickup 
unit from the record and move the finger across 
the needle point, both to the right and to the 
left. The same sound should now be heard in 
the speaker, regardless of the direction in 
which the finger is moved. If the sound is not 
the same. but weak on one side and strong 
on the other, then determine which side gives 
you the weakest reception. If the sound is 
weakest when moving the finger to the right. 
the left adjustment screw should be loosened 
and the rubber pivot support. or adjusting plate, 
forced over nearer to the armature. If the sound 
is weaker when moving the finger to the left, 
the right -hand screw should be loosened and 
the rubber pivot support, or the adjusting plate, 
forced nearer the armature. It is advisable 
always to make the above- mentioned test first, 
after the turntable speed has been checked and 
adjusted, before any attempts are made to re- 
place the rubber padding, as in n good many 
cases this is the only adjustment necessary. 

If our test indicates that the trouble is due 
to faults in the rubber dampers, then these 
pads should be carefully inspected. 

If badly deteriorated or hard, they should be 
replaced. The old rubber should first be com- 
pletely removed by scraping the parts clean with 
a knife. Specially made rubber pads may be 
procured from the manufacturer of the particu- 
lar pickup unit that you are working on. If 
such a set of rubber pads are hard to obtain, 
any first -class, good, live rubber -such as part 
of an automobile inner tube- -will do very nice- 
ly for the damping block between the pole 
pieces. and the thin portion of a baby's rubber 
nipple may be used by cutting out two strips to 
act as rubber pivot support;. The exact size of 
the rubber pads required may easily be de- 
termined by carefully noting the size of the 
old rubber pads and then you can make exact 
duplicates. 

The same general rules for disassembling the 
pickup unit, as previously described for the 
armature adjustment. should be followed when 
replacing the rubber dampers. After the mag- 
net, pole pieces, coil, and the armature have 
been disassembled, all metal parts should be 
cleaned free from all accumulations of dust and 
grit; place the new rubber pivot supports in 
their proper place; and reassemble the pole 
pieces. the coil, and the new rubber damping 
block between the pole pieces. Now center the 
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cut out portion slips over the coil, and the 
two legs slip in between the pole pieces. After 
the pole pieces have been clamped together, the 
bolts holding these pieces should be tightened 
up. Then remove the pickup arm from the 
clamping device and take out the gauge. The 
pickup is now real- embled and the cover plate 
replaced. Before this is done, make sure that 
the magnet clamp is in its proper place. If the 
clamp is not in its proper place, it may force 
the front cover to one side. If this should 
happen, it will, in all probability, touch the 
needle -holder screw, and this, in turn, will pro- 
duce a rattling noise in the speaker. 

In removing the pickup assembly from the 
motorboard. you may be tempted to loosen the 
two pivoted set screws which are located on 
each side of the pickup arm just above the 
top of the base. The advice is: "Don't do it!" 
The proper method is to disconnect the two 
output wires under the motor board, then re- 
move the wood screw holding the base in place, 
and lift the whole assembly off the board. The 
reason for doing it this way is to avoid tarn- 

peeing with the set screws which are held in 
place inside of the arm with lock nuts. While 
working on this part of the unit, the lubrica- 
tion between the pickup arm and the base 
should bé checked over. If the bearing surfaces 
appear to be dry, a small amount of vaselin 
should be applied so as to insure free motion 
of the arm. 

Particles of iron found at the base of the 
pickup unit can be removed with a toothpick, 
or still better with a vacuum cleaner. 

The radio phonograph transfer switch should 
always be inspected, and the contacts kept clean, 
although there is nothing to be gained by ex- 
cesive filing and cleaning. In some cases, it 
might lie found necessary to bend the spring 
contacts to insure better rrumpressiun, since 
any imperfect contact will materially inter- 
fere with good record reproduction. 

Very little trouble has been encountered with 
the motors. In most cases when the motor has 
a tendency to stall or luise power. all that it 
necessary is to apply a little oil to the bear- 
ings. 

THE "FIND -ALL" AUTO RECEIVER 
(Continued from page 25) 

Two Truvolt wire -wound 350 -ohm pigtail re- 
sistors, type PG350. (7). (18) 

One Truvolt 1,000 -ohm flexible resistor, type 
2G81000. (31) 

One Truvolt 2.000 -ohm flexible resistor, type 
2GB2000. (24) 

One Aerovox .0005 -mf. mica condenser, type 
1467. (23) 

Two Aerovox .01 -mf. 
281, (25). (28) 

Five Aerovox .1 -mf. 
281 (4). (8). (14 

One Aerovox .25 -mf 
281. (3) ; 

One Aerovox .5 -mf. 
281. (32); 

One I.R.C. 30,000 -ohm, % watt, metallized re- 
sistor, type F -'_, (6) : 

Three I.R.C. 250,000 -ohm. !_ watt, metallized re- 
sistors, type F -t,, (25A). (27), (29) : 

Two I.R.C. 500.000 ohm, t watt, metallized re. 
sistor, type F -1/2, (2), (21): 

One Amperite, No. 16A, (39) : 

Two Acratest 5-prong wafer -type sockets, type 
4063. (9), (17) ; 

Three Acratest 6 -prong wafer -type sockets, type 
6934. (26), (30), (34): 

One Acratest 5 -inch dynamic speaker with push - 
pull output transformer, having primary of 

cartridge condensers, type 

cartridge condensers, type 
1, (15), (19) 

. cartridge condenser, type 

cartridge condenser, type 

7,000 ohms, total impedance to match plate -to- 
plate impedance of 79 tube. six volt speaker 
field for operation from car storage battery. 
(35). (36); 

One Aerates4 push -pull input transformer, 1 to 
ratio, -primary to secondary, (33) ; 

Five Acratest screen -grid clips, with leads, type 
3892; 

One %- ampere automobile type fuse in spt.:ial 
retainer, (37) 

One roll of solid core hook -up wire; 
One shielded auto radio "A" cable. 
One shielded auto radio "B" cable. 
One metal chassis, 9t/, inches long x 4% inches 

deep x 1 74, inches high: 
One piece of No. 114 D.C.C. wire, Ile.- inches long, 

wound over with about 13 turns of No. 18 

D.C.C. wire. closely wound, (11) 
One I.R.C. motor radio suppressor kit, type M -4, 

6, or 8; 
One metal cabinet 9t inches long x 4% inches 

wide x 6% inches high; 
Two type 44 super control R. F. pentode tubes, 

(9). (17) ; 

One type 85, duplex -dinde triode, (26) 
One type 89 tube. (30) 
One type 79 twin amplifier tube, (34) : 

Three 45 -volt "B" batteries, No. 6905, or Acra- 
test auto "B" eliminator No. 498. 

HOW TO MAKE A CUTTING HEAD 
(Continued from page 29) 

The pivots of the pivot arm must be sharp 
and in perfect line. Unless you are experienced, 
the pivots and the vee groove in which they rest 
had best be fitted by a jeweler. I was charged 
thirty -five cents by a local watchmaker for this 
job. 

The two screws with the soft rubber washers 
under their heads. shown at D, are now drawn 
up so as to hold the armature in the exact cen- 
ter of the space between the pole shoes. I have 
found that the best way to make this adjustment 
is to connect the cutting head to the radio set in 
place of the speaker voice coil and tune in a 

loud station. To adjust the armature place the 
unit on a board or on top of the radio cabinet, 
which will act as a sounding board. Now ad- 
just the two screws until the voice and music 
come in clearly. 

When used as a cutting head, considerable 
weight is required to properly record on the 
blanks. I have found that the proportions 
shown at I are best suited. Also, of all the 
blanks which I have tried, the composition pre - 
grooved ones give, by far, the best results. The 
regular needles supplied with them are the best 
to use. 

The sketches at K and J show a type of 
support that may be used to mount the unit, 
although other types may be used. The only 
vital thing is to see that the unit moves with 
perfect freedom and with no lost motion. The 
cutting head should be set at an angle of about 
fifteen degrees to the plane of the record. 

The support arm is of brass fixture tube 
-shown at F -and is split the full length on 
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the bottom side. The arm, shown at H. join- 
ing the head to the support arm is made of 
soft aluminum, one- quarter inch thick. The 
counter weight, shown at G. is of soft lead and 
is placed flush with the back end of the sup- 
port arm. This not only acts as a counter 
weight. but also damps out vibration, which 
otherwise might induce resonance. 

The yoke, at A. supporting the pivot arm, is 
made from a soft brass piste one -eighth inch 
thick. The slots in the ends fit under the screws 
which hold the pole shoes to the magnet. 

The vee slot in the bottom of the yoke must 
be in the exact center and parallel to the sides 
of the yoke. It must be small, sharp and clean. 
It is advisable to have a watchmaker cut this 
slot. 

The pivot arm at C is approximately the 
shape shown. It also is made of soft brass and 
as light as consistent with strength. It is the 
only hard part to make and requires consider- 
able patience. At D, I silver soldered the staff 
to the base, at B. thus saving considerable filing. 
that would be necessary when making it from 
a solid piece. 

The soft rubber washers, shown at D, which 
go under the screw heads holding the pivot 
arm were cut from a piece of automobile tire 
tread. 

One may save a lot of work in making the 
knife edge on the pivot arm by threading 
through two, six -thirty two screws and dress- 
ing to a sharp edge, care being taken to keep 
the edges in line. This is clearly shown at E. 
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TESTER 
No. 711 

Only 52250 
Net to Dealers 
(List á37.50) 

"A Remarkable Instrument At a 
Remarkable Price" 

No matter how many triers you now hare, you 
can afford to put No. ;II on r our Payroll because 
It brines in more money with lees effort . 
enables you to do a quicker. better testing job! 

New, Improved Features 
Readrlte Tester No. 711 lo rimilar to the (amour 
lteodrite No. Ho, but better. It I. equinPed 
it it It the new Triplett IV'.1rsunre] Voltmeter, 
hat tug Inno ohms per volt re. ¡stance. 

it Is equipped with a practical selector snitch 
for cheek Ina all part: of the tube I irettit by n - 

+lut to the rat imbet t. 'rie actin 
Il-t ;- bill- :mLnml toll: which verra umlrle 
ran, for (citing nett rol gril. grid. 
ath,al^ nil plate voltage:. Plate eurrem, fila- 

ment cults, lute and honer supply `Mils are alto 
measured. 

Conte ins new wiring and toaket for taking r 
of mill ;-prone tube veti 

are 

7 -prune nube. It it equipped with a Arnett diem - 

eter plug adapter for ...tine in new s sett. Try 
MI tzint fetter Inv and r,ou'Il sun ber 
how you rttr cot :dnua11er Ir bout fit. 

Your Jobber Can Supply You 

READRITE METER WORKS 
62 College Ave. Bluffton, Ohio 

r 
,OUPO_T Now 

Readrite I.latier Works, 
62 College Ase., Bluffton, Ohio 
Gentlemen: 
Please send nue information about Readrite 
No. 711 Tester. Also catalog of other 
servicing instruments. 

Street Address..__ 

State 

L 
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Test All the NEW Tubes 
with This New and 

IMPROVED Instrument 
The E 34 TUBE CHECKER 

f ul ore type tube? -troll- 
1,180atIon 911-1311 

toll. -top with handle 
pnr ide,L 

SOLD ON TEN DAYS 
TRIAL -MONEY RE. 
FUNDED IF NOT 
SATISFACTORY. 

E:al suc] U.cr 
a.ne:d \Iri,v'- 521.50 

E :13 A. same but 
e ill. vane type 
meter $17.80 

I^1 
» 

11111 

:-O tr e 
=An., ti 

: r) 

.. 

Circular on request 

L & L ELECTRIC COMPANY 
336 Madison Ave. Dept. 2.A Memphis. Tenn. 

-CONCOURSE- 
CONDENSERS 

highest quality for lowest cost 
Every Type of 

Dry Electrolytic 
and 

Wax Paper 
Condenser 

All Capacities 
and Voltages 

To fill every Serviceman's 
requirements 

Send in your request for our complete 
descriptive catalogue 

CONCOURSE 
ELECTRIC CO. INC. 

389 -409 Wales Ave., N. Y. City 

O 
sur two 108 pa e Cal - 

al g is Just AT the 
press. Use It s your 
tilde for buyln' every 

radio part you toot at 
she LOWEST PRICE 
OBTAINABLE a it y- 
o here. SERVICEMEN 
AND DEALERS still 
laid this catalog a 
priceless dirertory for 
their every need. Every 
item advertised Is car- 
ried In stork, thu. a-- 

you 1RU)D'f DELIVERY. 
SEND FOR TOUR COPT TODAY 

TRY -MO RADIO CO., INC. 
DEPT. Cl, 85 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK 

Radio Operating -Radio Servicing 
Pi, pare for the new Government Radio Operating 
license examination,: Radio Operator. Marine and 
Rroadrasting. Also radio Amateur Telegraph and 
Telephone. Ito, litent r Write for booklet. 

"Opportunities In Radio" 
WEST SIDE YMCA TRADE Js 

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
7 West 63rd Street Nee York City 
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A SET -TESTER ADAPTER 
i'ntinacel front page 21) 

the external meter into the voltcnete r binding 
pasts of the analyzer, binding post V, and 
insert the other two ends into the 250 V., D.C., 
range of the meter. 

We are now ready to measure the tube volt- 
ages. This procedure will best be illustrated 
by relating the results obtained with a type 
58 tube. This example will also explain the 

use of the Socket Connection Chart. which tells 
which tube elements are connected to the 
standard socket numbers un the selector 
switch for each given. tube g van. 

Turn the selector switch, Sw.1, to the No. 1 

position, reference switch, Sw.1A. tu K. and 
press button Sw.IB to read voltage. This test 
gives 100 V. for position No. I. which is the 
screen -grid voltage. Proceeding. to No. 2 
(I') and pressing button Sw.l li for each time 
that we read voltage, we ,«t 245 V. for the 
plate voltage. For 3 I catis, we get an almost 
imperceptible backward mov ,ment until we 
rorerse with Sw.4, and change to the next 
lower voltage range on the meter. This gives 
us 6V. for the control -grid voltage. For posi- 
tion 4 (CH), we read -6V. giving us chassis - 
to- cathode voltage. For position No. . , we 
get no reading, since this is K to K voltage. 
For position No. 6, we read -6V.. which i the 
voltage from suppressor -grid to cathode (in 
this particular set). And finally, since this is 

l rib a 6 -prong tube, we get no reading for 
position Nn. 7, and nu reading for No. 8, which 

reserved for an 8 -prong tube. 
Having finished the voltage readings, we re- 

,.ve the leads and conne-et them from the 
3I .A terminals of the unit to the 25 ma. range 

t the meter. When reading current, the 
lector switch and all the other voltage switches 

Sw.1, Sw.1A. Sw.1B, and Sw.4) are auto- 
. tics lly disconnected from the circuit, thus 
;lowing no chance for cross connections. To 
ad the plate current. now, all that is neces- 
ny is to press the current button (Sw.21. In 
ur example we get a reading of 7 ma. Since 

this tube has a cap, we press the grid -shift 
button. Sw.3A, keeping the current button 
down. and we read 6 ma., giving us a plate - 
current change of 1 ma. This completes the 
voltage and current readings for this tube, and 
the same procedure is repeated for the other 
tubes in the set. 

The meanings for the numbers on the se- 
lector switch are given below in the sample 
Socket Connection Chart. For the most fre- 
quently used tubes, these meanings will be 
mastered very quickly with use. 

CONDENSED SOCKET CONNECTION CHART 

Tua+' ,.r Tubes 

Pomo Sumac Tube 

Position of cu.. I 

4-prong 45, 2A3, etc 
5 -prong 27, 56, etc. 
5 -prong 35, 36, etc. ... 
5 -prong 47. 33, etc. 
6-prong 41, 2A5, etc 
6 -prong 55, 75, etc. 
6 -prong 58, 6136, etc.... 
7 -prong 50 
7 -prong 2B7, 6B7. etc. 

G 
G 
S 
G 
S 

S 
8 
S 

t 

P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 

4 

CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
('H 
CH 
CH 

a 7 a 

K 
S 
K 
K 
K 
K 

G 
D1 
13 
S3 
DI 1)2 

æo 

F 
K 
K 
F 
K 
K 
K 
K 
K 

Note: G, grid; P, plate S,screen grid; 83, suppressor grid; 
DI, first diode pis e; D2. second diode pia e; CH, 
chassis; position 8, spare. 

A complete chart, such as this, will serve 
as a handy reference for the newer type tubes 
with their many different socket connections. 
It can be prepared from the information given 
in Tube Characteristic Charts furnished by the 
various tube companies ; or, better yet, from 
the "Handy Reference Index" which was pub- 
lished in the March issue of RADIO-CRAFT, 
and which gives the socket connection for al- 
most all tubes. A chart. compiled from the 
latest data for all the new tubes is also 
furnished with the kit of parts for those who 
wish this information in convenient form. 

(B) A.C. Measurements: 
If A.C. ranges are available on the external 

meter. the following measurements may be 
made; 

Use the other two binding posts. H -H. to 
get the heater voltages. 

For the SO ittits tube. the A.C. voltage 
per platte may be measured at settings Nos. 1 

and 2 of the selector switch, with the reference 
switch, Sw.1A, set to F. 

For output meter work, the voltmeter bind- 
ing posts, V, will furnish the plate and cathode 
connections with Sw.1 set to No. 2 and Sw1A 
set to K. 

(C ) Rectifier rests 
The plate current of one plate of the recti- 

fier is obtained in the regular way by pressing 
the current button Sw.2. However, the best 
test for the rectifier is to substitute a goal tube 
in its place and to contpare results (comparing, 
for instance, the plate current of the power 
tube before and after the substitution is made). 
Substitution is the best service method passible, 
if used with discretion, especially for the rec- 
tifier tube. 

(D) Resistance Measurements: 
To measure the resistance between any socket 

prong and cathode the voltmeter binding posts 
of the unit are connected to the ohmmeter 
range of the meter and manipulated in the same 
way as for voltage. This allows measurements, 
like chassis -to- cathode, to be made through the 
socket without resorting tu test prods. 

A word about the 7 -prong socket situation 
would be in order here. ns there are two sizes 
of 7 -prong sockets un the market, namely the 
large 7 to fit the S9 tube only. and the small 
7 for the newer tube: like the 2A7 and the 
2117. From reliable sources we learn that the 
policy for the future 7 -prong tubes will be to 
use the small 7 -prong socket exclusively. For 
this reason the analyzer plug used here fits the 
small 7 socket, and uses a 7 -7 adapter for the 
59 toise, to make it useful for the present and 
future 7 -prong tubes. Al -o, the plugs and 
adapters are of the small kind to fit the new 
type of close fitting shields. The 7 -prong 
socket used on the anutly::er unit itself is a 
7-7 combination socket and takes both large 
and small 7 prong tub, without any adapter.:. 

In conclusion, it is to be noted that the use 
of the unit idea for the analyzer and meter 
sections offers a very flexible arrangement 
that may be used in many different ways. For 
those starting from scratch. both units may be 
built on panels of the same size to take ad- 
vantage of using a carrying case to fit both. 
Others may be built to fit the cover of the 
meter unit they already have, by merely using 
a slightly deeper cover. For those who own 
volt-ohmmeters without any milliammeter 
ranges, we suggest that it will be well worth 
the ceint to add 0 -10 ma. and 0 -100 ma. ranges 
by installing two shunts, two pin jacks. and 
a toggle switch. The effectiveness of any com- 
bination chosen will naturally depend on the 
merit of the companion meter job and. al- 
though the cost of building the analyzer units 
is comparatively small (about $12 or $13. this 
unit can rightfully take its place beside the best 
of meter outfits. 

List of Parts 
One 8 -point tap switch, non -shorting type, Sw.1: 
One S- position switch, Sw.1A: 
Two Leeds push -button switches, type SC. Sw.1B, 

Sw.2 : 
Two D.P.D.T. push- button switches, Sw.3, Sw.9A; 
One D.P.D.T. toggle switch, Sw.4; 
One NaAld 4 -prong socket, type 424, V1: 
One NaAld 5 -prong socket. type 425, V2: 
One NaAld 6-prong socket, type 436, V3: 
One NaAld combination 7 -prong socket, type 

477, V4; 
One NaAld 7 -prong analyzer plug. type 907 

WLCA: 
Three NaAld analyzer plug adapters, type DSA, 

7 -4, 7 -5. 7-6; 
Four Tri -Leeds binding posts, two red and two 

black, V, MA.; 
Two plug binding posts, 11.11; 
One pin jack and control -grid clip, G -C; 
One push -type binding post. CH; 
One spring clip: 
One Leeds panel, 5 %x8 , inches; 
One complete tube chart. 
The accessories are 
One 4.5 -volt "C" battery; 
One Leeds portable case cover (optional) 
One Leeds case. 8 %%x8%x3 ins. (inside di- 

mensions) ; 

One NaAld analyser plug adapter, type DSA. 
7 to 7 for type 59 tube only (optional). 
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A POWER CRYSTAL SET 
(Continued from page J5j 

er. Furthermore, the 33 requires a control - 
grid potential of only 13 V., as against 22 V. 
for the 31, to obtain the rated power output. 

For the last point, that of uneven wear 
on the batteries, we can use series resistors 
to drop the total battery voltage to that nec- 
essary for the screen -grids of V1 and V2; and 
an additional resistor to supply grid -bias for 
the power tube, V2, thus eliminating the "C" 
or grid -bias battery: quite a considerable 
advantage. Screen -grid and "C" bias volt- 
ages are now obtained "automatically," and 
drop in "W' voltage is automatically compen- 
sated in the screen- and control -grid circuits. 

Construction 
The position of the parts is very well shown 

in the photograph, Fig. A. and is almost ex- 
actly similar to the original layout. A "3- 
circuit tuner ", takes the place of the antenna 
coil at the left, and a 5 -prong socket is sub- 
stituted for the 4 -prong at the extreme right. 
For ease of control and shorter leads in the 
present model, the tuning condenser has been 
moved to the extreme left and the 3- circuit 
tuner mounted on a small panel just beside 
it; but these are the only changes from the 
original layout. About the only other point 
of importance to watch is the connection of 
the electrolytic bypass condenser C6 across 

the V2 grid -bias resistor R5 This condenser 
must he connected with the positive end to 
the filament post of the socket. The positive 
end will be found marked in red. If this 
condenser is connected in backwards. it will 
be ruined rapidly; which observation holds 
true for most types of electrolytic condensers. 
The resistors and condensers specified are all 
of the pigtail type, and these pigtails. if prop- 
erly soldered, will supply all the mechanical 
support required. But be sure that these pig- 
tails, and all other wires, are properly soldered 
to good. clean surfaces, using a hot iron and 
rosin flux. An improperly soldered joint. 
either loose or held only with rosin, can sup- 
ply the builder of a radio set with a greater 
assortment of rattles, scratches. and noises 
than any other single cause. And in addi- 
tion. they are mighty hard to locate: s, play 
safe, take a little more time in construction 
and be sure that each joint, as you make it, 
is right -then if trouble develops later the 
joints will be one place that you will not 
have to suspect. And screw everything down 
tight to the baseboard; if necessary, use in- 
sulated staples to hold down long runs of 
wire, and you will not he troubled with 
shorted batteries or get 135 volts across the 
filaments of the tubes -which doesn't do them 
a hit of good! 

Use a definite system in your work. First 
assemble all the tools, wire, and parts you 
require; then do all the mechanical work. 
Mount some sort of a pointer on the tuning 
condenser as shown in Fig. A, and mount the 
tuning coil on its little panel. Screw each 
piece of apparatus to the baseboard, following 
the layout in the photograph. Next wire the 
filament circuit and test it by putting a tube 
in each socket with the "A" battery connected. 
In daytime the filament will show only a 
slight glow. Do sot permit the filament po- 
tential at the tube to exceed J colts. 

Next wire all the plate and screen -grid cir- 
cuits; and finally, the control -grid circuits. As 
you put in each wire mark it out on the 
diagram with a red pencil because one wire 
left out will prevent operation of the set, and 
it is usually quite difficult to locate the miss- 
ing wire, especially for the beginner. 

Fahnestack clips are used for antenna and 
ground connection. A couple of leads are 
used for connecting to the - and + terminals 
of the "B" batteries; two more are used for 
the - and -f- terminals of the "A" cell. These 
four leads are conveniently identified by means 
of tags. Be sure not to reverse one of the 
"It" batteries when connecting the three in 
series; connect the - terminal of one cell 
to the of the next, etc.: there will remain 
only one - and one + terminal for connec- 
tion to the two "II" leads from the power 
crystal "breadboard" set. 

The most difficult job will be the tapping 
of the coil for the police signals; but if care 
is exercised in pushing out the thirtieth turn 
(from the tickler end) and scraping it clean 
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before the small wire is soldered fast, it can 
be dune. Be sure to place a piece of fiber 
or bakelite under the wire before attempting 
to solder it, or else the celluloid form may 
take fire, even if the wires are only charred. 
the coil will he rendered useless. 

The jack Jt shown in the control grid cir- 
cuit of the first tube. VI, is intended for a 
phonograph pickup and may be left out if no 
pickup is available. A microphone transform- 
er may be connected to the plug. in place of 
the pickup. and used in conjunction with a 
microphone and battery for "home broadcast- 
ing.' 

A 2 mf. condenser will be required at C 
if the "B" batteries get too weak. or if a 
"B" eliminator is used for the "B" supply, 

Operation 
When the last wire is marked out on the 

diagram, the set is ready, presumably, for 
operation. Place the tubes in the sockets. con- 
nect antenna and ground, and plug in the 
headphones or speaker if you have no phones. 
Then connect the "A" battery and check the 
filaments to see that they light properly. Con- 
nect one wire to the "B" battery and flip the 
other on the other "B" contact ; a loud click 
indicates that the circuit is free from shorts 
and grounds. Make a permanent connection 
with this wire. A loud buzz in the speaker 
indicates that the little wire in the crystal 
detector is not making contact with the roller, 
and should cease when this contact is made. 
Plug in the phonograph pickup. if you have 
one, and start the record. If everything is 
correctly wired you should he rewarded with 
clear, undistorted music of comfortable room 
volume. If you have no phonograph pickup, 
a good way of checking the audio system is 
to put a moistened finger on the control -grid 
(the cap) of the first tube: the result will be 
it loud hum or buzz if everything is normal. 
Another test is to bring a wire carrying al- 
ternating current dose to this first control - 
grid lead: a loud 60 -cycle hum from the speak- 
er indicates correct operation. 

NOW pull out the plug which connects to 
the phonograph pickup and get your patience 
all primed up, because you're going o need 
it. On one end of the crystal detector is a 
little knob. moving this knob back and forth 
and in and out makes it possible to adjust 
the contact between the little wire inside the 
detector and' any part of the crystal cylinder 
in order to find the most sensitive point and 
to allow the continued use of the crystn: 
should a burst of static burn out one point, a 

it sometimes does. With headphones on 
move the tuning dial slowly from one end 
of the scale to the other and at the sent. 
time "fish" for a sensitive spot on the crystal. 

A light contact. with the wire just bar.Jy 
touching the crystal will be found to be best. 
This operation will result in considerable rat- 
tling and scratching in the phones, but you 
will eventually hear music or speech. When 
you time in a station. leave the crystal at 
that point and bring it in as loudly as pos- 
sible with the tuning dial, then leave the dial 
set and experiment with different contact 
points and pressures on the crystal until the 
best results are .secured. When this point 
is found you can search for more stations 
with the tuning dial and regeneration control. 

A word about this regeneration control may 
not be amiss. It will not cause loud squeals 
in the phones, nor will it radiate from the 
antenna to cause interference in all the neigh- 
bors' sets (except, possibly at the very short- 
est wavelengths). It is not strongly regen- 
erative -the energy feedback is only enough 
to sharpen up the tuning slightly without in- 
terfering with the "crystal tone quality." It 
can be used. also, as a volume control, since 
in one position the feed back is in phase and 
will aid the incoming signal, and in the op- 
posite position it will buck the incoming sig- 
nal. 

The direction of the signal path through 
the crystal will affect the regeneration, and. 
therefore, the two wires leading to the mount- 
ing jacks for the crystal must be tried two 
ways and left in the one that gives the best 
results. An off -on switch may be connected 
at X, in Fig. I, if desired. 

(Continued on following page) 
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SAUIE 
a 
IN TEN 

WITH CENTRALAB 
MOTOR RADIO 
SUPPRESSORS 

An automobile distributor re- 
ports 11.8 miles per gallon with 
his car equipped with ordi- 
nary suppressors. The mileage 
jumped to 15.8 m.p. gal. an in- 
crease of 34% with CENTRA- 
LAB, 

Sell Centralab Suppressors for 
complete customer satisfaction. 
Insist upon them for original 
equipment. Retail price 40c 
each in all styles. 

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES 
930 E. Keefe Ave. 0,-pt. C Milwaukee, Wis. 

I:,.. X11 

accomplishments of the ,Photo- electric 
cell must inspire you, but only by experi- 
ence with the actual device can you get 
the FEEL of a Photo -cell; only by own- 
ing and working with the tools of Photo- 
electricity (a complete kit) can this sci- 
ence become a powerful reality rather 
than the intriguing mystery that it must 
he to you note. 

Years of experience manufacturing 
Photo -cells and allied instrumen-s have 
placed us in a position to supply the 
most dependable apparatus known. The 
Kit we offer consists of only the highest 
quality merchandise: a Photo -electric 
cell, amplifying tube, magnetic relay, 
condenser, resistors, socket: everything 
that is essential for the ideal unit. 
though your problem is to control illumi- 
nation, detect burglars, count articles in 
production, guard machinery or accom- 
plish any of the innumerable feats which 
are practical for Photo -cell control. 

Our price is an achievement in itself. 
$8.00 the complete kit. 

The Clark Instrument Company 
Camden, N. J. 
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AC- ROYAL -DC 

Universal 
t-,Iv1. I1i4T+i t, 

r.°..,......, 

$9.95 
t.c.L. N.Y. 

4 -tube set -uses 78- 77- 43 -25Z5 -$9.95 
complete. 
5 -tube set -uses 78 -77 -43 -two 25Z5- 
$10.95 complete. 
8 -1b. model -has full dynamic speaker 
-hand rubbed walnut cabinet- automo- 
bile outlet -self -contained aerial -can 
be used on 110 V. AC and DC -all 
cycles, 6 and 32 volt farm systems. 
These fast moving values have earned 
quick profits for live dealers. Sell two 
to a customer at this low price. Di- 
rect-to- dealer policy insures full dealer 
profits. Order sample now. 

ROYAL RADIO, INC., 
215 W. 125th St., New York City 

MAILING LISTS 
Pave the way to more rades with actual 
names and addresses of Live prospects. 

Get them from the original compilers 
of basic list information -up to date - 
accurate- guaranteed. 

Tell us shout your business. We'll help 
you find the prospects. No ob- 
ligntion for consultation service. 

Gives counts and prices on 
8,000 lines of business. 

Shows you how to get special lists by ter- 
ritories and line of business. Auto lists of 
all kinds. 
Shows you how to use the mails to sell 
your products and services. Write today. 

R. L. POLK & CO. 
Polk Bldg.- Detroit, Mich. 

Branches in Principal Cities 
World's Largest City Directory Publishers 
Mailing List Compilers. Business Stacie. 
tics. Producers of Direct Mail Advertising. 

TO ALL RADIO MEN! 
The advertisement which appears on 

page 56 of this issue is extremely im- 
portant. Everyone should turn to this 
page NOW and read it carefully. 

SERVICEMEN! 
THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF CONDENSERS 

AND RESISTORS FOR EVERY RADIO USE 
Write for our new e.page Catalog folder free of charge 

76 wasning :on Street 
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Bruklyn, N. Y 

Troubles 
For t L, L' r:etit of the novice we give be- 

.. w it short tabulation of the most common 
:roubles and suggested remedies. 
No Signal or Noia, 

Filaments not lit. Check. 
"B" battery polarity reversed. 
Speaker jack making Poor contact. 
"ii" battery line open somewhere. 
Bias resistor R5 defective. 
Tubes making poor contact in sockets. 

Load. Rough Razz: 
Control grid line open somewhere, perhaps 

at crystal detector. 
Motorbootin0 (the term is exactly descriptive 
of the sound): 

Worn -out batteries. a 2 to 4 mt. condenser 
(C. in Fig. 1) across them will sometimes stop 
it. 

Bypass condenser open somewhere. 
ll'cok Signets: 

Incorrect screen -grid voltage on the first 
tube. Try different values for R4 as com- 
mercial resistors have not always the value 
marked on them. 

Open bypass condenser, either C2 or C6. 
Poor set location: poor antenna or ground. 
Poor detector, 1), or incorrect adjustment. 
'Pubes below par. 
Batteries low. 
Defective headphones or reproducer. 
Leaky condensers (particularly. C3), or off - 

value resistors. 
Reversed "A" connections. 
Tickler reversed. 
Shorted turns at tap S on coil Ll. 
In the List of Parts several items are listed 

for specific reasons: substitutions may be 
made at the discretion of the constructor. For 
instance, the crystal detector was selected for 
its flexibility of adjustment -the cat -whisker 
may be adjusted to touch any part of the 
crystal's surface, and then the pressure ad- 
justed "to a T " -an important factor in ob- 
taining maximum sensitivity. The 3- circuit 
tuner is of small -space type; however, it was 
selected for the design of its tickler coil which 
may be rotated 1)0° either side of zero coupl- 
ing, thus permitting in -phase or out -of -phase 
feedback. The specified batteries fit on the 
baseboard. 

List of Parts 
One Gen -Win type 301, air -wound, 3- circuit 

tuner for 350 mmf. tuning condenser. LI: 
One variable condenser, 350 mmf. (tuning uits), 

CI: 
'I \vo Concourse fixed condensers. 200 V., 0.5- 

mf. I screen -grid bypasses), C2, C4; 
One pigtail type mica -dielectric fixed condenser. 

.01-mf. (coupling unit), Cl; 
One pig -tail type mica -dielectric fixed condenser. 

350 mmf. (plate load resistor bypass). C5; 
fine Concourse dry electrolytic fixed condens- 

er, 25 V., 20 mf. (grid -bias bypass), Cf,; 
One crystal detector. D: 
One closed, single- circuit jack (for phonograph 

pickup), JI; 
une open- circuit jack (for headphones or mag- 

netic reproducer), J2: 
une porcelain base, S. P. D. T. knife switch, 

Far. 1: 
One type 32 screen -grid tube (first A.F. , VI: 
One type 33 pentode tube (second A.F.). V2: 
Two clips, Ant., Gnd.; 
One dial for Cl ; 

One knob for LI (tickler): 
One baseboard (a "breadboard "), 10xI4x 

in. thick; 
One Lynch resistor. lmeg. 0.5 -W. grid voltage. 

dropping unit), Rl; 
One Lynch resistor. 0.25 -meg., 0.5 -W. (plate 

load resistor), R2; 
One Lynch resistor, 1 meg. 0.5 -W. (leak), R3; 
One Lynch resistor. 5.000 ohms, 0.5 -W. (screen 

grid voltage dropping unit), R4; 
One Lynch resistor. 750 ohms, 0.5 -W. (grid 

bias unit), R5; 
One Amperite filament ballast resistor, with 

mounting, type 3 -1, or a 10 -ohm. rheostat, 
116; 

One roll solid push -back hookup wire; 
One No. 6. 2 V. storage cell, "A "; 
Three No. 762, 45 V. batteries, "B "; 
One phone plug. 

THE 

ORSMA 
°>"'"_`. 

U 
FI4,. 
,,.. 

PAM( TIN 
THE BIGGEST NEWS - MAGAZINE IN 

THE RADIO INDUSTRY 
Issued Monthly for Radio 

Service Men 
This new magazine is filled with inter- 
esting service information; plans of 
the Association; Service Men's expe- 
riences; answers to inquiries about 
servicing; hints on making extra 
money in the servicing field, in short, 
it is a magazine written for and by 
members of the O R S M A. It is 
the voice of the Association in which 
the problems and suggestions of the 
individual members are presented for 
review and discussion among the fra- 
ternity. It is a magazine for, of and 
by the Service Man, edited by the staff 
of RADIO -CRAFT Magazine, sponsors 
of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE 
MEN'S ASSOCIATION. 
In appearance this BULLETIN is 
made up in the style and size of a 
tabloid newspaper. It contains up -to- 
the- minute service information. A 
partial contents of the average issue is 
found below: 

EDITORIAL:- Advice to the young Service Man - 
How to get ed. 

SERVICING EXPERIENCES: -The method. used 
to overcome unusuI and difficult service jobs. 

SERVICE MEN'S EQUIPMENT: -Favorite test- 
ing units of " n" Service Men. 

EXPOSING THE SERVICE "GYPS ": -A continu- 
ation of the war against dishonest s work. 

THE SERVICE MEN'S OWN FORUM :-There There the 
and problems of the members may be 

red." 
ELECTRIFYING AND MODERNIZING OLD RE- 

CEIVERS:-As source of income for the Serv- 
ice Man. 

MAKING MONEY AT SERVICING:- Methods of 
advertising and extending business employed 
by successful Service Men. 

THE RADIO SERVICE MEN'S BUYING GUIDE: -A classified directory of radio manufacturers 
and supply companies which allow special dis- c to Members. 

THE QUESTION BOX:- Question asked by 
Service Men and the answers. 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE Ads i dbycom- 
panies in need of Service Men and Members 
looking for employment. 

Subscription Rates for the 
ORSMA BULLETIN 

o R S M A 
Members 

50c one year 

Non- yleu,- 
hers 
$I.o0 

$1.00 two years $1.75 
$1.50 three years $2.50 
$2.00 four years $3.00 
$2.50 five years $3.75 

Price of Single Copy l0c 

Subscript' Blank 

Executive Secretary O. R. S. M. A., 
98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Enrlocd tied my rem it lance of $ for which 
pleas enter my subscription tu your BULLETIN for 

years. 
I tun a member of The Assoriatiun and my Member- 
ship Certificate number Is 

D 1 am not a member. but would like to receive your 
a'opticat ion blank to join the O. R. S. M. A. tao 
fee: -no dues to bo paid by me). 

Name..._...._...._...._...._.........._...._.........._.._..........._..._...._.- 

Address..._...._....._.... ....._...._..._...._......_.._. 

City Bute 
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OPERATING NOTES 
(Continued from page 33) 

A new .05 -mf. condenser -the correct value - 
was installed, and the chassis replaced in its 
cabinet. This unit is riveted to the chassis and 
located to the left of the volume control. The 
schematic cf this receiver is shown in Fig. 2. 

Fading in over twenty of these models has 
been eliminated by replacement of this con- 
denser, or similar units connected in the same 
manner in the R.F. and I.F. stage; the R.F. 
condenser is located on top of the chassis near 
the antenna coil, and the other near the second 
I.F. transformer. 

RCA Victor 79 

The automatic phonograph control mechanism. 
phonograph volume control, and the remote cable 
have been the subjects of numerous service corn - 
plaints in this set. The automatic phonograph 
has been the chief offender because of the many 
required delicate adjustments, some of which 
will be described. 

This instrument utilizes remote control, com- 
prising two motors, located at the receiver 
proper that are actuated by conveniently ar- 
ranged push -button switches; one motor is used 
for tuning and control of volume for both radio 
and phono, and the other for driving the multi - 
contact change -over switch for radio, phono. 
and for home- or radio -recording. The remote- 
control box performs the following functions: 
switches the receiver "on" or "off," controls 
volume, selects any one of four pre -determined 
stations, and causes phono-radio change -over. 

When depressing the radio or phono buttons 
either at the remote -control box or at the re- 
ceiver to change over from radio to phono opera. 
tion, or vice -versa, fails to produce any re- 
sponse it is likely that the 2.5 -volt pilot light 
under the indicating lens on the left side of the 
phono board is defective. This pilot light or- 
dinarily lights up when either of these two 
buttons or the radio or home -recording buttons 
are depressed until the changeover switch has 
reached the desired position. 

The phonograph volume control is part of a 
dual unit : one section of this control is used for 
radio. This unit has given much trouble be- 
cause of noisy operation. The connection to 
the movable arm of the control is made by a 
wiping contact which rests against a lug in the 
center of the cover, and which is insulated from 
this lug. It is very simple to pry off this cover 
and clean both the lug and wiping contact. A 
better repair. and one that will last indefinitely, 
is to install a pigtail between these two points. 

Several cases have been reported where the 
buttons on the remote -control box have failed 
to respond when pressed unless the box is held 
in certain positions. This has been traced to 
aI break in one or more wires in the flat remote - 
control cable. This break is usually found within 
two feet of the control box and more often 
than not, just at the point of entry. To dis- 
card the whole cable because Of this defect is 
ridiculous and unnecessary. but it has been done. 
The cable may he cut away at the break after 
the insulation has been slit down from the lugs 
and each lead marked, so that the proper con- 
nections may again be made. 

The automatic phonograph mechanism used in 
the RCA Victor model RAE 79 is the same as 
that used in models RAE 26 and RAE 59. Al 
though the difficulties experienced with this 
mechanism are varied and numerous, they may 
be classified under five headings, but only those 
causing the most trouble will be discussed. 

(A.) When the record magazine swings 
across into position, the record is not deposited 
upon the turntable, hut is carried back with the 
magazine. This condition is usually caused by 
the incorrect position of the record transfer 
lever. which may be adjusted by loosening the 
two screws at its base and shifting the lever so 
that when a record is placed against the two 
pins on the lever, with the latter in a horizontal 
position, the record hole is above the spindle. 
Finally, it should be ascertained whether the 
I, vee will clear the record when the latter is 
deposited upon the turntable. 

A weak spring in the top of the spindle may 
also cause the same complaint. 

(B.) As the record magazine returns to posi- 
tion after having deposited a record upon the 
turntable, the bottom record or records are 
dislodged. Invariably, this complaint is due 
to an incorrect adjustment of the magazine 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 

/// U ni VERSO L AC- D. - BATTER 

GO 
éw - .. - ..., 

For Farms -Ships AUTOMOBILE. 
Build Your Own Auto Superhet 

Get ' tube pert:.. lf111 
A.C. -Ill - cry Ruperheo;,. .tlrst 

a.t; l'. errer us anti ,;...I tons a 
Sal 

I.,r a 
us.dul ;x intermediate, inlet 7 I I or { :- 

a paler amplifier. and the nett I, cave Volt- 
age tell R,iIiofe. Der. Un nl Cross- 
ley. dell -known radio engineer. l'ncuwlil iuunlly Guaranteed. 

Note Special Features 
Dynamic. speaker -Tone euntrol -plum inated Vernier Dial- 

Auto-Battery. anti 32-volt outlet contained. Genuine Inlaid 
Walnut I':d,in,l. Police ücnal. -K pound, In x 6ya x 4%" 
deep. No groom] or outside aerial I111ensan'. Set narks on 

1in cult -1:10 volt -221) volt, all fre,uenc less D.C., Bat- 
tery or Delro .wIroo. I 'ali he used i all auto -motor hoat- 

onL,- lenno- cauli- hospital- bedroom -den- -hotel -seashore. 

And Ideal Auto Receiver 
Can nil, l.. ,.,Iles Ail. Will Ida, i,l ,I . ,..1. «i in n 

rnWill,. ef. 'Ìe45- vti,.' Ir. . l'.r:.l Awe 9 "Elie ::u,.,5r. Each kit supplied jilts. 
iith complete. ,a, nod, pictorial and schematic rams dies,,,,,.. 

COMPLETE KIT $11.95 
SI :,r. bed ,nr of 5 R.f'. :t.. Areruru.. 495 

2 ,M 

Bicolor Price 91,30 
SPECIAL OFFER: The ala.e Ki (..,,,rl. 915.v5 
COMPLETE SET es li.,ed also, to -elk ,. elm role . ... SIG 95 
Postel Auto "K',Kir . SM 40 r '.In 

tn. a R - I. .. nt".r:,Ie ... ... . . . . . . . . .. 910.15 
1 NAEteI.ITE DELI t'Eky: All orders.t4,p.d airLlu r.e holies a..., n.. ne,l. .a, t'. u. U.. or-remit 
an full tr.. 2... 

POSTAL RADIO CORP. 
135k Liberty SL, New Yon, N. Y. Cable Address "POSTALRAD," N. Y. 

4 -TUBE UNIVERSAL AC -DC 
OR BATTERY RECEIVER 

Gnnpi 
LeTui;.. 

1.1 1 .nD 

('o511'LETEi IU_V,1 
oiT:ItATE a13.90 

roller. The locknut of the roller should be 

loosened and the roller adjusted so that It is 
not only at right angles to the record magazine 
shaft, but it should be raised so that it will just 
touch the magazine when it is empty and pass- 
ing through its cycle. 

(C.) Occasionally the record is rejected and 
the mechanism repeats its cycle as soon as the 
pickup lowers unto the record. Stating only 
one major reason for this complaint is diffi- 
cult because of the many contributing causes. 
At any rate, main causes are listed. The four - 
finger lever is mounted and operated on a riv- 
eted joint. This rivet works loose, making the 
lever shaky and often dislodging the long finger 
of the lever so it swings into position against 
the flat side of the clutch pawl, starting an- 
other cycle. The lever must be made steady by 
hammering doten the rivet, but not so much as 
to cause the lever to stick. At other times, it 
has been found that the four -finger lever spring. 
which is about an inch long and one end of 
which is fastened to a stationary post, has in- 
sufficient. tension to hold the long lever in place 
against the clutch pawl. Part of the spring 
may be cut off to increase the tension. Usually, 
however, the mechanism may be closely ob- 
served in operation without records or turntable. 
and the long finger of the four -finger lever may 
be bent slightly up or down so that it engages 
properly with the clutch pawl without slipping. 

(D.) The mechanism continually trips and 
cannot be stopped even though the 'off" button 
has been pressed and the line plug has to I. 

removed to stop it. This state of affairs is 

caused mostly either by improper adjustment 
of the switch actuated by the bracket attached 
to the rear of the slide or incorrect timing. As 
soon as the mechanism has finished its cycle. 
the contacts of this switch should open, and 
close only when the mechanism has tripped. 
If this switch is found at fault. it may be 
shifted into position by loosening the two mount- 
ing screw's, one of which rides in a slotted hole. 
In the event the setting of this switch is cor- 
rect, it is most likely that the gears are im- 
properly timed, a correction for which is simply 
described in the RCA Victor manual. 

(F:.) Pickup lowers onto outer smooth rim 
of record, but either dues not slip into the first 
groove or slides across several grooves. This 
condition is almost always caused by insuffi- 
cient or too much tension of the flat spring 
which presses against the tone -arm locating 
lever. The spring may be bent slightly one way 
or the other to secure the necessary tension 
adjustment. 

1933 

WANTED! 

Jobbers -Mail Or- 
der Houses and 
Representatives in 
all territories. 

TWO FAST 
MOVERS 

Free Edge Cone 
and Voice Coil As- 
semblies. 
And - 
Field Coils for all 
Dynamic Speakers. 

We can supply and remedy your Speaker 
needs. 

Speak,. -r Mitrs, Since 19?! 

Leotone Radio Co. 
63 Dey St. New York, N. Y. 

A 
GREAT 
1100K 

a year 122 pages 
of live serv- 

ice data, kept 
up-to-date by 

three supplements l )ear. Mail your dol- 
lar now to Dept. SRC -7. Tea days' trial. 
Money bark if not satisfied. 

175 Yarick St" New York. MIA 

ELEC3TRAD 
KLEK SOCKETS 

FOR AMPLIFIER. RECTIFIER, 
%NO TRANSMITTER PANELS 

Will put your tubes in front 
where t hey can be seen and eas- 
ily changed. 

-4,5,6,7 Prong PO. timid $2.00 
KLEK-SOUND-EQUIPMENT 

3923 Montrose Ave CMCaao, 19. 
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SERVICEMEN 
YOU NEED THE 950TR ADAPTER 

What are e You going to do when you get one of 
the 2525.43, 414, etc., etc.. high filament voltage 
tuber to heck" Here's how. Just use the brand 
new Ns -Aid 95OTR adapter in the 24 socket of your 
present tube checker. The sell- contained trans- 
former and switch in the 950'l'It is designed for 
testing ALL 10. 12.6. 14. IS, 25 and 30 volt tubes. 
At last. just what you were waiting for. 950TIt 
Transformer Tube Checking Adapter. l.i.t ,'rice 
tki.00 

907WLA 

011 
974DSA 975DSA 

976138A 9flUSA \s 

r á 

EQUIP YOUR ANALYZER WITH THIS 
PLUG AND BRING IT UP TO DATE. 
DIAGRAMS AND DIRECTIONS SENT 

FREE WITH ALL ORDERS. 

907WLCA New Small Sim Seven Front 
Ns-Ald Lath, Loek Analyser Plug with Tv in 
C. G. Handle and five feet of EIGHT wire 
cable attached. 
9O7WLCA I.ut prion..55.50 
907WL same without cable Lint 

price 33.50 
This plug lit. the l' tes 

r 
h,: HH/on. c 

For 4 -bee wickets the 974D3Á rig te 
is 

r 
i um the plug: for Ur 5 3hale .ckel 

the 97505A is 
u 

s el: for 6-cont net ,es -kets 
the 976D3Á and for the 59 wren contact 

the 977D3Á it required. Each of 
thew four nes SMALL SIZED nowarinte 
ndatoers. 97405A. 875D6a, 976DSA 
and 977115A Li., a l is rr i...,,1 $1.25 each. 

REPLACE YOUR OBSOLETE 
SOCKETS WITH THESE LATEST 

COMPOSITE SOCKETS 
456 replanw aneketn requiring a 1 3/16" 
panel 15.,b n,A 1 1.5 32' 

,. 
m.mo, a [ h,4. 

rßÌ. 
Its. I 4. ,,1 6 

Filament 
, -all 

uthere Is,laled -hue I,I11e eu 
tr List price t S.50 

458E epl,r .eckete 
,el bale et 1 1 mount- 

ing hale a . far a Illa4. 5 
and e p ube Lot 5 .60 

' 477 m tnhe. tm 456 hu all 
- of M,tht to e1i`eü 

flu 3 

1S6É 
game u 477 but mates. , 

-- 457 rv.nc. the 47 r.-prnng pentode 

war .sat a.le..l tram h neil 551 pc ua.,u 
Cn, socket I.i, 

amuAUr. 
S .50 

457E wpm. u 457 1, I,aa ¡,1'" I.isl .60 
567 r, all : erl ,.II I,a ,e. Ila. wren 

, 

.50 
567E - ,. - "E:' I.is .60 
437E the W ne eI,- 

h 

-a r Lia .40 
LI. .35 

437EA II ...... Tin, I, .40 
437A 437EA 144 .35 
436 .25 
425 .2S 

.25 
H3RES THE QUICKEST. LOWEST 
COST METHOD AOqMZDERRNIZING 

6 
9650W 

965 DS 
9650W 

975Dw 

ki 9750w 
975135W ' 9750WA I 

9139W 
97505WÁ too 
TREAT YOUR OUTPUT METE E TO 

THIS ADAPTER 

3.2 50 

3 00 

Sift, - 

915L s .50 

GET THIS ADAPTER CTOEMODERNIZE YOUR TUBE 

306 
307 
307A 

9340 , 

'MAhE,YOl1R-OWN" ADAPTERS 

ai_ 
423 
426 

11)A 

9378 - 
9350 937HA 

3,3 00 

-hi 25 

71 00 

Send for free catalog sheets showing all kinds 
of sockets, plugs. connectors. cod form. etc. 

Send a dime for the Na Aid Adapter Data Sheets show- 
ing diagrams of over 300 different adapters for every 

adapteers for pickups.smicr 
uses hones. directions are given 

aIcontrols, 
host wave converters, tube checkers. set a 

yzen, etc.. directions for modernirinobsolete set 
w tube -prong connections, etc. analyzers, 

Ask for information on how ton test the 25 and 30 volt 
tubes with any tube checker. 
Servicemen's Discount 
On orders amounting to $10.00 List - 

40% 

ALDEN PRODUCTS CO. 
CA -Á20l Dept. R -7 715 Center St. 

11 BROCKTON. MASS. 
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CAPACITY TESTING 
(Continued from page 28) 

Range 2 of the chart, a 1 mf. condenser will 
give a meter reading of 280, while a 70.000-ohm 
resistor will read infinity. It is clearly seen that 
this condenser may be measured on Range 2 as 
follows. 

Rotate the switch on the point -to -point unit 
to the G2 position, Fig. 1B. Remove the meter 
lead from the L position to the H -M position. 
Throw the T.P.D.T. switch. Sw. 3, to the M 
position, close the adjusting and line switches, 
adjust the meter to full -scale deflection using 
the H -M knob. open the adjusting switch, Sw. 
2. and a meter reading of 280 will be ob- 
tained, which corresponds to a 1 mf. condenser. 
Again, looking at the schematic with regard to 
this circuit, it will be noted that resistor 50 
of 25,000 ohms. is in aeries with any further 
path leading to the chassis, and as this test is 
made on Range 2, showing a meter reading of 
infinity from 20.000 ohms up, it is plain that no 
current will pass through this 25,000 -ohm re- 
sistor; therefore. condenser 30 iv measured for 
its actual capacity. 

There are other condensers in this chassis that 
may be tested using the same methods described. 

To test the first A.F., the analyzer plug is 
inserted in this socket. The test is to be made 
on condenser 30 (note: there are two condensers 
in one can both numbered C30), which has a 
capacity of .25 -mf. and is located between the 
P socket terminal and chassis. See Fig. 3. Ex- 
amining this circuit. we find that there are two 
different circuits to chassis. (The speaker plug 
is pulled out. One circuit is from the P con- 
nection through a resistor of 2.í.O00 ohms, R26. 
through u .25 -mf. condenser, C30, to chassis: 
the second circuit is through resistors R26 and 
R27 -a total of 50.000 ohms and continues on 
through condenser 57 of 6 mf. to chassis. Not- 
ing the values involved, it is plain to see that 
Range 1 mu st be u .seil. 

Therefore the refer to Rance 1 of the chart 
and note that a resistor of 25,000 ohms will give 
:t meter reading of 790, a resistor of 50.000 
ohms will give a meter reading of 650, and a 
25 -mf. condenser, a full -scale reading. As 
stated before. a condenser that will read full 
scale on Range 1 will pass whatever current 
flows to it through the resistor with which it is 
in series. This being the case then, the path 

least resistance will be from P through 1t26 
and C30 to chassis. The meter reading is 
790, which is the reading of a 25,000 ohm re 
+istor. R26. If this condenser were open, the 
current would then flow from P through R26. 
L27. C57 to chassis, and a reading of 650 would 
he had on meter, which is the reading of a 
50.000 ohm resistor, R'26 -R27. 

The next test is made on condenser C23, of 
.01 -mf. Condensers so connected in a radio 
set are the cause of considerable cutting off, 
and it is very useful to have sonic means of 
testing them quickly. However, test leads 
will have to be brought into use here. 'them 
are connected to the capacity pin jacks of the 
tester. See Fig. IC. The test is mack be- 
tween the I' socket terminal of "Det. Amp. and 
the Cl terminal of the first A.F. stage. It is 
important here that there be sufficient resist- 
ance between GI and chassis. and chassis to P, 
to make sure that the current doesn't travel 
by either of these paths. Consulting Fig. 3, we 

e that between GI and chassis there is R25 
and C21, a total resistance of 240,000 ohms, the 
resist :Lace of 1225. From chassis back to the I' 
terminal of the "Det. Amp." socket the circuit 
Is through C24 (note there are 4 condensers in 
one can all marked C24 in schematic) and R21. 
The total resistance is 51,000 ohms, the resist- 
ance of R21. Therefore. the total resistance of 
the circuit Cl to chassis, and chassis to It 
would be 291,000 ohms. 

The capacity of C23 is .01 -mf. this being the 
capacity under test. The resistance in the test 
is 291,000 ohms- -call it 300,000 ohms. 

To determine the path of least resistance. we 
again refer to Range 1 and find the following 
readings : a .01mf. condenser, 390; and a 
:300.000 -ohm resistor, 275. Therefore. condenser 
C25 may be tested for open. If a reading of 

75 is obtained, it will sho.v C23 open, as 275 
is the resistor circuit reading. 

The next tests are made in the second A.F. 
tube socket, the first of which will be the tone - 
control condensers. C31. The speaker plug is 

disconnected. The test is very simple, as these 
three condensers are alone between P tcriiinall 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENTS 
Advertisement: In this section 

, 
inverted at the ail of ten cent.. per cord for ca h i 

` 

ertion -name. 
initials and address arti count ai rte wad Cash 
should ccompany all classified advert bpnienti un- 
less placed by a recognized advertising agen, y. No 
let, than ten words are accepted. Advertising for 
the August 1933 Issue should be received not later 
than Jure 901. 

DOGS 

BEAUTIFUL Registered bull pupa, $15. Bull- 
dogs. 501 -RC, Rockwood, Dallas, Texas. 

INSTRUCTION 

CANADA'S Oldest and best equipped radio 
school offers complete course covering Radio. 
Television, Sound Amplification, etc. Approved 
by leading radio manufacturers. No duty or 
exchange to pay. Radio College of Canada, 
Limited, 310 Yonge St., Toronto. 

RADIO 

MAGNETIC Speakers rewound and adjusted, 
$1.25. Radio Service, Flora, Indiana. 

GUARANTEED "Pocket Radio," $2.00. Cata- 
log, 10c. Neil Tasker, Shamokin, Pa. 

TRANSFORMERS REWOUND. varnished, 
baked, guaranteed. reasonable cost. SPEAKER 
REPAIRING, magnetic $2.00- $2.50; dynamic. 
voice coils, fields, etc., reasonable charges. Clark 
Iiros. Radio Co., Albia, Iowa. 

ATWATER KENT Power packs with shorted 
condenser banks repaired cheap. Build a con - 
denser tester, complete with plans 25c. Tests 
to 50 mmf. S. J. Lyon, 2039 So. Lawrence, 
Wichita, Kansas. 

CRYSTAL Set -something new. Separates all 
stations. Operates speaker. Blueprint. 6 oth- 
ers, 25c coin. Modern Radiolabs, 1508 23rd 
Avenue, Oakland, Calif. 

CRYSTAL Radio fans. "Melomite" crystal 
improves reception. 25e. Set making in- 
structions included. "Selective" crystal set 
81.00, with phone $1.85 postpaid. Melomite, 
7723 Fairmount Station. Kansas City, Mo. 

SCHUMACHER Fixed crystal ultra sensi- 
tive. Extra loud. Adjusted for distance. 
Permanent. $2.00_ Schumacher, 5454 Forbes 
St., Pittsburgh. Penna. 

BLUEPRINTS Of new superheterodyne cir- 
cuit. 5 tube A. C. operated receivers. Latest 
developed model. Newest tubes. lung range. 
fine tone value and selectivity. 25e. Barret. 
Radio Laboratories, 13 Peck Slip, New York 
City. 
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Build 
the New Electrified 
A. C. "DOERLE" 
2 -Tube Receiver described 
completely in the 
July issue of 

L.Illrl Wave Craft 

J.es/f/to./)! 
ue Slalcon u! ÿ!/le 7f Old 

When hem- 
the 

Foreign 
Stalioru 

e 
_ 

At All 
Large 
Newsstands 

4 -Color Cover 
9 "x12" In Size 

Over 200 Illustrations 

x ACIDLY increasing each day are the number of ex- 
periments in the Short -Wave deld- developments 

which are bringing to this branch of radio thousands of 
new "thrill seekers." Experimenters, as in the early 
days of Radio, again have the opportunity to bring about 
stirring new inventions. Read, In SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT, the Experimenter's Magazine, how you can build 
your own Short-Wave Sets, both transmitters and receiv- 
ers. SHORT WAVE CRAFT is exclusively a short -wave 
magazine -the kind you have wished for so long. 

Feature Articles in the July Issue 
The "Ace High" Band -Spread 3, by Howard Mc- 

Entee. 
The Electrified A. C. "Doerle" 2 -Tube Receiver. 
Ultra Short Waves Guide Airplanes in "Blind 

Landings." 
Latest European S -W Circuits. 
Plenty of 2 and 3 -Tube S -W Sets for the "Begin- 

The "Air Rover" 2 -Tube Receiver -Uses 2 -volt 
tubes of the screen -grid and pentode types. 

2 -Tube Combination Regenerative -Oscillodyne Re- 
ceiver, by J. A. Worcester, Jr. 

SPECIAL OFFER COUPON 

SNORT WAVE CRAFT RC -7 
S8 Park Plate, New York, N. Y. 

GET ACQUAINTED OFFER 
D As per your Special Offer, I enclose $1.00 (Canada 
and foreign $1.201 for which enter my subscription to 
SHORT-WAVE CRAFT for s months. II understand 
that your regular rate for a year's subscription Is $2.50.) 
O Mall me a sample copy of SHORT WAVE CRAFT for 
which I enclose 15e (U. S. Stamps or coin accepted). 

Name..y._ 
Address -- 
City State 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY. 

aid chassis. The point -to -point unit is set on 
the P contact, Range 1 is used, and the tone - 
control knob located in the lower ]eft -hand 
corner of the radio set i rotated to its respec- 
tive positions. The following meter readings are 
registered: 390, 640, and 780, which correspond 
to capacities of .01 -.02- and -03 mf. One of the 
filter condensers, C57, is tested next. The 
capacity being 6 mf., Range 3 is used. The 
tester is set for Range 3 by throwing the T. P. 
D. T. switch Sw. 3 to the H position, and the 
meter is connected to -I- and H.M pin jacks. 
The point-to-point unit is net on the K contact. 
which is the screen grid of a-47 tube. The test 
is made between K and chassis; the speaker plug 
is disconnected. Close the line switch, Sw. 1, 
and the adjusting switch, Sw, 2, then adjust the 
meter to full scale. Open the adjusting switch 
and the test is complete. A meter reading of 
315 should be obtained, which is the reading of 
a 6 mf. condenser. 

This completes the test. By using the meth - 
ods described, it is surprising to note the num- 
ber of condensers that may be tested for opens 
and for their actual capacity between the tube 
socket terminals and chassis- It is beyond the 
scope of this article to take in every combin- 
ation of resistor and condenser encountered: 
however, sufficient combinations were covered 
for the average Service Man to fully grasp the 
idea. 

The Tester 
Figure 4 is the schematic circuit of the 

capacity tester used in these tests. Switch Sw. I 
is the line switch: Sw. 2 is the adjusting switch: 
and Sw. 3 controls the three test positions; that 
is, when in the O position. the L range is 
being used with meter connected to pin jacks 
" and L," and R8 is the adjusting rheostat 
for full -scale deflection. When in the M posi- 
tion, the M range is being used : the meter is 
connected to " - and H -M" pinjacks, and R9 
is the adjusting rheostat: also, R4 is shunted 
across the meter, as may be seen. When Sw- 3 is 
in the H position, the H range is being used: 
the meter is connected the same as for posi- 
tion M, and R9 is also the adjusting rheostat. 
Resistor R5 is now connected across the meter 
and Rl is shunted across R9. These three 
ranges, L -M -H, represent Low, Medium, and 
High capacity, and correspond to Ranges 1, 2, 
and 3. 

Resistor Rl is shunted across R9 on range H 
to protect R9, which its not capable of handling 
the heavy current of this range. Resistor R7 
is a limiting resistor used to protect the meter 
from full line voltage being accidentally applied. 
Resistors R4 and R5 shunt the meter on Ranges 
M and H. 

The circuit is very simple and no difficulties 
should be encountered in constructing it. It has 
no meter built in with it. This was omitted 
purposely, for it may be used with any 1 M.A. 
meter of the rectified type; and, as most Service 
Men have such a meter already connected up 
as a combination output, volt, ohm and mil - 
liammeter, they may make use of this capacity 
tester by simply connecting it to the 1 ma. A.C. 
movement of the meter. 

If no provision is included in your combina- 
tion meter for this connection, it may be done 
by bringing two leads from the A.C. side of 
rectifier to pinjacks. The capacity tester is then 
connected to these pinjacks as shown in Fig, 
ID. 

Attention might be called to Rl, R2, and R3. 
These resistors handle heavy currents and, there- 
fore, must have a rating of 20 watts, When 
using the H range, or Range 3, make your full - 
scale adjustments quickly, and don't leave Sw. 2 
closed for long periods of time with the switch 
Sw. I closed. This range uses considerable 
current, and resistors Rl, R2. and R9 may be 
damaged. A momentary switch may be used for 
Sw. 2, but this type of switch requires the use 
of both hands to make the full -scale adjustment -a toggle switch requires only one. 

One 100 -ohm resistor, 20 watts, RI; one 150. 
ohm resistor, 20 watts, R2; one 750 -ohm re- 
sistor, 20 watts, R3; one Weston or Van 100 
ma. shunt, A.C., R4 ; one Weston or Van 500 ma. 
shunt, A.C., 115 ; one 4,500 -ohm resistor, 1 

watt, R6; one 75.000 -ohm carbon resistor, 1 

watt. R7; one Electrad 50,000 -ohm rheostat, RS; 
one Electrad, or equal, 400 -ohm rheostat, R3: 
two S. P. S. T. toggle switches, Sw. 1, Sw. 2; 
One T.P.T.T. 3- position key switch, Sw. 3; five 
pinjacks; one bakelite panel, 6x3%xi'e inches: 
one bakelite wall receptacle, single screw mount- 
ing. 
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SUPREME 
Ounces 

The Greatest 
ADVANCE IN TESTING IN- 

STRUMENT DESIGN SINCE 

1929 
A radical departure from the conven- 
tional-a new era of radio servicing as 

pir,snnr-nr, ,S 

PRICES 600/o LOWER 

* 
WdITF TCfAY- FOLDER 333 

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP. 

465 Scprer^c I'dg., Greenwood, Miss. 

AMANUFACTURER can have no 
greater faith in his products than 

to guarantee their faithful operation, . 

and with such a guarantee Tobe con- 
densers are sold. 

Tobe condensers are 
plainly branded with our 
trade -mark. We db not 
manufacture any con- 
denser which does not 
bear the TOBE label. 
Accept no condenser as 
a TOBE or made by 
TOBE if it does not bear 
our trade -mark. 

The replacement by -pass condenser, 
shown above, is only one of our com- 
plete line of Sparton replacement 
by -pass condensers available in 14, 
2, and 1 mfd. sizes. All Tobe Sparton 
replacement condensers are inter- 
changeable with the units originally 
supplied by the receiver manufacturer. 
They embody the famous Surgproof 
construction and are impervious to 
moisture. 

If your jobber cannot supply you, write 

Tobe Deutschmann Corp. 
Canton, Mass. 
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New! New!! New!!! 
Two New 25e Short Wave Books 

HERE IS GREAT NEWS 
These m intenter.. 
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THERE IS NO DUPLICATION WHATSOEVER BETWEEN THIS 
BOOK AND OUR OTHER VOLUME -MOW TO BUILD AND 
OPERATE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS. ALL THE MATERIAL 
PUBLISH.D IN THE NEW BOOK HAS NEVER APPEARED IN ANY BOOK BEFORE. 

A Short Wave Beginners Book 
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Each book contains 40 pages -over 75 illustrations -25e each 
Not Bold on newaetends -Mail Coupon Today! 

SNORT WAVE CRAFT 
t6 -98 Park Place, New York City. ltl ,.t3 

Gent temen: 
I VIII herewith 25e, for 55111,11 please send me preps id, a only of your Iwo hook "Ten Most Popular Short Wave Receivers. New to Make and Work Them." 

O I enclose berms ill, 21c for n this plea., -end me prepaid, a copy of your new hook "The Short Wave Beginners 

I enclose 50 for which pltasr semi me. prepaid. sour two books. "Ten Most Popular Short Wave Receivers. te Make and Work Them." and "The Short We Beginner's Book." 
(Send money order. check, nr rash nr new U. S. stain's. Iteclster letter if It contain. currency fir stamp,.) 

Name ..... -....v .Wdre.s...._ 

State 

New 

lioSERVICE LECTRIC 
Re r /gera ors. 

In your community there are .1, 
electric refrigerators to lie 

Many need immediate repair. 
be made quirkty. with little 

which you can repair with the aid of Ili. nw.:n tali" Refrigeration Service Manual. Make t .uiy 
, -atra dollars. together with other repair work. Elec. 
trie refrigeration servicing is tell -patina husl- 

d-etart in your spare lime-befit, long you wIIl 
evote full time to it. one or two jolis trays the 

small cost of the OFFICI.At. hiEtehthI; Fit 0'1 nN 
SERVICE 51 ANT' . \L. 

96 Pages of New Data 
Have Been Added to the 

OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION 
SERVICE MANUAL 

To brin tul nervier. rol r . L. E. 
Wright. :, r.,f the OFFICIAI, ..ilk-, Isiah., '` SERF. 
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Mere Ars Some of The Important Chapters: 
Inleeduttion te the Itnfriaernuon 

fier of Re`Irirrntion. 
Fundamental. of Reni.erntinn. 
I)erripp ian of All 
Moto.. 
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Trouble Shooting. 
Unit 
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Valve. anal . n....e.r en 
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war and A Ora 
sardefSloth other tlrere,rtant 

(OVER 1.200 DIAGRAMS 
450 Pages 

Complete Servlicef 
Binder 

Mail Coupon Today! 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc. RC -733 
96 -98 Park Place. New York. N. Y. 

I enclose herewith my 
.. 

mluanee for 95.00 
(check, stamps Cr Money Order ...vented) for 

e» hieh you are to send I . postier prep:dd. r 

copy of ont OFFICI'ii, it EFltlf; ER TIIuN 
SERVICE M.INI'.SI.. together with the extra 
96 angel of new material at no extra cost. 

Name 

+dress ........ ... .. 

ITC 

Here's a book 
every Radio Man will 
refer to dozens of times 

every day- 

A Valuable RADIO BOOK! 
HERE is one radio book that answers every 

conceivable question on interference. It 
contains 76 pages, 81_x11 inches, chock full 
with wiring diagrams. drawings and Photo- 
graphs showing where interference originates 
-how it is distributed, and how to eliminate 
it. This is a wealth of information needed by 
every radio listener, dealer and Service Man. 

Send fifty cents in stamps 
or check for this book. 

RADIO -CRAFT MAGAZINE 
96 -98 Park Place New York, N. Y. 

THE DX FORUM 
(Continued front page 38) 

night, between CKGW and WWL, you will hear 
G2LD on 842 kc., if your set is very good: or 
try for the 60kw., Stuttgart, Germany, station 
on 533 kc., after KOA signs off about 2 A. M.. 
R.S.T. You should not have a hard time to find 
them with your set. I had them twice in a week 
on a 6 -tube superheterodyne with a 75 foot 
aerial! Let's hear from you. 

I'. J. AUBIN. (W1EAP and WIFGJI, 
3 {Your SL, 
MI( t o Conn. 

A SUPERHET BAGS NEW ZEALAND 
Editor. RA PM-CRAFT: 

Do not DX on U. S. stations (these ran be 
picked up here in central U. S. from coast to 
coast on any common receiver) ; however, for- 
eigners of any kind will give you difficulty on 
either .short or lung wave. 

I do not log or ask for vertifications from 
Mexicans as there are from 4 to S heard nightly; 
XEW. though. is one nice station. 

A few of my catches are Y V IBC, 960 kc.; 
RUS, San Salvador, 665 kc.: HJN, Bogota. 
Colombia 690 kc.: and one reception of Poste 
Parisien. Paris. on the morning of December 2. 
at or n,ar 1:30 C.S.T. This is a 60,000 watt 
transmitter. 

A few Cubans, CMCN, CMCD. CMK and 
CMAF. were heard almost nightly until their 
power was reduced from 1,000 watts to 600 
watts. 

KGU. Honolulu, 750 kc.. also has been heard. 
Also have picked up Canadians CKY, CKOC, 
CFCO. IOAB, CKWX, and CKPR. Additional 
stations heard: WKAQ San Juan, Porto Rico, 
1,240 kc.; 2YA, New Zealand, 720 kc.; 
Melbourne, 800 kc. ; 2BL, Sidney, 855 kc., 4RK. 
Rockhampton. 910 kc.; 4ßC, Brisbane. 1.145 kc.; 
3DB, Melbourne, 1,180 kc. 

These stations were received on loud speaker. 
using a Lincoln type S.W. 33 De Luxe receiver. 
and were received only after the U. S. stations 
were off the air on these channels. If I can be 
of any help to the readers of RADIo- CRAFT, drop 
me a self -addressed. stamped envelope. and I 
Will be glad to reply. 

C. R. ANDERSON, 
1026 tat N. E., 
Mason City. loon. 

AN A.C.- OPERATED V.T. 
VOLTMETER 

(Continued from page J0) 
also mounted on a metal brace arrangement 
which carries the pilot light. The filter con- 
densers are mounted at the rear with a metal 
clip. The filter choke is mounted in the cen- 
ter, on the subpanel, and is arranged to just 
clear the voltmeter. The tube sockets are also. 
mounted on the subpanel. It will be necessary 
to bend the lusts on the 80 socket and mount 
the socket flat with a piece of cardboard un- 
derneath to prevent shorting to the galvan- 
ized subpanel. The 56 socket is mounted on 
standoffs made from copper tubing. 

The box is made up from light pine and 
covered with auto top material. This makes 
a light durable case which looks like a manu- 
factured product. The best system of fasten- 
ing it to the box will be found to tack it to the 
Inside edges with small tacks which will not 
:elite go through the wood. 

When the instrument is wired and ready to 
(CO, it may be tested as follows: 

Set the voltmeter switch on the highest scale 
available. Turn the balancing resistance. R2. 
clockwise. as far as it will go and turn on 
the 110 -volt line switch, Sw. 4. Then depress 
the push -button switch, PB, and set the plate 
current to a value chute to zero by means of 
the resistance R2. It will be a good idea to 
mark the position of the pointer of the tuning 
meter with a heavy line for future reference. 
Now release PB. Connect the pin jacks to the 
potential to be measured, and reduce Rl until the 
tuning meter just reaches the original setting 
mark. At this point, the voltmeter's reading 
is just balancing the external potential being 
measured. In any case, the voltmeter selector 
switch, Sw. 3. can be placed so as to use the 
most accurate scale. Depress PB from time to 
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LIERIMINemilme- 

FOR SALE, BARTER 
AND EXCHANGE 

As an aid to o 
h 

m r readers, all a,kertisernts SO be 
inserted in titis q partpu nt are arrepled at 2c a word; 
naine. address. s, ri't ntimher. etc., rash ...outing for 
one 

s 

gd. No advertisement for less than fifteen 
t1.5) words ar,euted. 

Tho l'uni hoer are not responsible for d i Miaula ies 
arising out of Ile tractes. in Ails department. only 
advertisements for private individuals can be ac- 
cepted. 

RADIO -CRAFT re :,rtes the right to reject any 
advertisement 1114 compels with the pudic; of this 
magazine. ul all "Swap" advertisements to 
RADIO-CHAFF. 96-b8 Park Platt, New York, N. T. 

Used rtorntprtnd trllnlpelo and units. Mast be 
reasonable and in good condition. Itarun preferred. 
Slate full descr lit ion and lmec.t price In first reply. 
Charles Armbruster, 433 South ('elder, Pottsville, 

will exchange new Peerless Signagraph with six 
of tape for Analyzer. Aliwave Superhet or rash. 

u Longo, $22 Mountain St., Philadelphia, Pencha. 

.,11 Analyzer. Model 411 with adapters for new 
and lobes; Jewell 560 Oscillator and Jewell 209 

'l'une Tester. Write for details -will give you a real 
bargain on or all. L. D. Kelly, 505 Hamilton 
Street, Ottumwa, Iowa. Phone 2091. 

Have 72 -inch R.C.A. Victor exponential horn. with 
elei trie and avouait tone -arec pick -ups. First check .', a0 takes 11. Crossmmn air gun_ 22 calibre shoots 

h regular bulot title. eost $17.50-will sell for 
. 

,0. H. Acker.on, island ltoad, Ramsey, N. J. 

Stewart - Warner x -Othe broad. ast set. table motel 
No. Sill IS. oicinal price 9,9.50. Will sell for $12.00. I..Jiert Short Wave Comet-ter. 3 tubes, with power 

; pip and automatic switching arrangement. 10 Io 
peters. bran I new. never used. rosa $25.00. will 

, for $7.50. Zenith. model 7E220 chassis. 36 in. 
long. 10 tubes, TILE.. slightly used. Including 
tubes, equipped with two horns. cours with model 
ZEl battery eliminator. with Raytheon tube. also welinghouse It..trt !tickle charger. original price 

1 110. n 111 ll for $10.00. A. Itlbareky, Igo ¡(Iv- 
ch. Drive, New York City. 

One television scanner nnnprl ing synchronous mo- 

r60 bole s rning disc. Ilr- , 

s 

trst served. 
7n0. Ellis Ackerson. North Central Ave., Ramsey. 

'l'lIA- MODERN 31'1611. All parts for this fa- 
set mounted on cadmium -plate) chassis and 

-. It wired. for sale. Only manufactured parts used; 
-,thing in excellent shape. Set de:erihed In Or- 

r issue of this magazine. Price. $211.00. A real 
Z. Martin, 915 Lefferts Ave., Brooklyn, New 

1. ak. 

Complete sound adsrrtl -ing system. for automobile. 
E t..lient conflit b it. il. C. Eels, 1910 South Wayne 

Auburn. Du:. r. 

The Best 
NEWS 
of the Year 

will be found 
on the 
Inside 
Back 
Cover 
of this issue 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 

time to check the original setting, making any 
changes necessary with resistor R2 to main- 
iaún this setting. 

The tuning meter is rapid in action and the 
nriusion of the checking switch. Pli, obviates 

the necessity for shorting the pin jack ter- 
minals as in many designs. The rapidity with 
which the voltage scales can be changed makes 
it exceptionally handy, and since it is com- 
pletely self -contained, it may be plugged into 
a 110 -volt 60 -cycle line anywhere. This makes 
a very compact instrument for the measure- 
ment of any voltage, A.C. or D.C., from 0.1- to 
200 volts. 

It must be remembered that this meter reads 
the peak voltage, and when used on A.C., the 
result must be multiplied by .707 to obtain the 
ems voltage which is generally specified. 

Because of its compactness and ease of oper- 
ation, this V.T. voltmeter has a great many 
uses. It may be arranged with a double pole, 
double throw switch to read both the input and 
output voltages of an audio amplifier. The 
characteristics of the amplifier can then be ob- 
tained by feeding a few tenths of a volt input 
from a variable audio oscillator and checking 
the output voltage. This is only une of the 
many uses to which such an instrument may 
be put, and the author leaves it to the ex- 
perimenter to find others. 

(The May, June, and August, 1932, and the 
January, 1933, issues of RADIO -CRAFT con- 
tain a series of articles on the uses of the 
V.T. voltmeter. This series covers most of the 
applications that are to be found in routine 
laboratory and service work. Editor.) 

List of Parts 
One Clarostat 7,500 -ohm tapered potentiometer, 

Rl; 
One Clarostat 1,000 -ohm volume control, R2; 
One I.R.C. 4,000 -ohm, 2 watt resistor, RS; 
One LR.C. 100 to 1,000, 2 watt resistor (to be 

adjusted until the plate -voltage equals 90, R4) ; 

One I.R.C. 1 megohm grid leak, 1 watt, R5; 
One Lynch 2,000 -ohm resistor, R6; 
One Lynch 10,000 -ohm resistor, R7; 
One Lynch 100,000 -ohm resistor, RS; 
One Lynch 300,000 -ohm resistor, R9; 
One .25 -mf. tubular condenser, Cl: 
One .5 -mf. tubular condenser, C2; 
Three 4 mf. dry electrolytic condensers with 

cardboard cases, C3, C4, C5; 
Two I.C.A. S.P.S.T. toggle switches, Swl, Sw4; 
One push button, type 2003L, S.P.D.T. locking 

type, Sw.2; 
One rotary tap switch, 4 positions, type 1614, 

Sw.3; 
One push button switch, type 2003, S.P.D.T., 

PII; 

One power transformer, 600 volts with center 
tap. 40 ma., with one 5 and one 2.5 volt wind- 
ings, T; 

One filter choke, 30 henries, 50 ma., CH; 
One 5 -prong socket, type 85, VI: 
One 4 -prong socket, type 84, V2; 
Three tip jacks, two red and one black; 
One Readrite type TM -108. 0 to 5 ma. tuning 

meter with pilot light, TM; 
One 0 to 1 ma. 1,000 -ohm- per -volt milliammeter, 

V; 
One type 56 tube; 
One type 80 tube. 

50 CENTS A CALL 
We received an interesting comment from one 

Service Man who claimed that so much varied 
test equipment must be used these days that a 
trailer is necessary. 

Perhaps we had better get after our adver- 
tising department for trailer advertising. 

RADOLEK CO.. 127 Canal Station, Chieapo. 
Gentlemen: Please send me the Profit Guide. 
I am a Dealer 1 Seirl. ernan 
I operate from Shop or Store C; from Home 
I own the following Test Equipment 

,ty training and experience is 

RADO LE K 
RCA INSTITUTES 

Raoognired Standard in Radio Instruction Since 1909 

Technical Training Courses 
in Radio and Associated 

Electronic Arts 
Practical Radio Engineering 
Sound Engineering 
Broadcast Transmission 
Radio Servicing 
Commercial Radio Operating 

Resident Schools at NewYork and Chicago 
EXTENSION COURSES for HOME 

STUDY under new "no obligation" plan, 
with privilege upon graduation of 2 weeks' 
intensive practical training without charge 
at either Resident School. 

Mail Coupon for Illustrated Catalog 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC., 
Dept. RT -7 

75 Varick Street, New York, N. Y. 
1154 Merchandise Mart, Chieago.111. 

Please send with no obligation to me: 
( I Illustrated catalog and information about resi- 

dent school courses. 
( I Information about extension courses for Mud,' 

at home. together with illustrated catalog. 

Name 

Address 

CRY 

Age__ 

State .. _. ..... - J 

Neu'! 
UNIVERSAL MODEL 'Ear 
Condenser Type Microphone 
Am 

° Ì aaJ . 
w 

n.ay low 
900 wt A r Fias 

r 
e Ad - 

, 
Amplifier Non-Nlicrophonie 

Tul ,,-V1ì4 i,, t;r ni:.plu. 1`r.tee 
Alum 

ins 
Chrome 

m 
Plated! 

dealer n of $54.00. this, i r 

all odd. the 
greatest .alise in microphone I,i r.. 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd. 
424 Warren Lane 

INGLEWOOD, CALIF., U. S. A. 
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FILTERIZERS 
lick your worst enemy 

MAN -MADE 
S TA T 1C 

The TOBE FILTERIZER KIT, as shown above, and easily 
installed, as shown below, STOPS ALL RADIO NOISES 

r-,.. r'- -a ". ti r- -k' n. ̀  - , -i..» 
, .!V%* f, - 

_ 
, 

r^.: r 
. .. 

ANTENNO 

--., '-. 4110 
`u" -.- j' -+ iL . 7 

R£. 

T TE 
RF-! ,.- r , f ..Z.".. t. , 

r 
. .j 

. . ' FSTERETTE 

LEAD-IN 

:--, q --'2; 14 .. - 
%..,...,....:;;;;.::.. Af[//.%...... ,..ì . ' UNE ¡ 1- FILT£RETTE 

- ,,! T Z RF-2 
, / .r- //j`/'] r CONNECTED --E. - TO A GOOD GROUND - 

OBE 

SHIELD 
CONNECTED 
TO GROUND 

Special Offer to Dealers and 
S rvice Men 

Your sample Filterizer Kit is now ready at an in- 
troductory price of 82.75. Just attach this coupon 
to your letterhead with your check or money order, 
including 15 cts. for postage, and we will send one 
only Filterizer Kit, complete with one antenna 
Filterette RFI, 75 feet of Filterized lead -in wire, 
and one RF4. This offer expires July .31, 1933. 
Positively no orders filled at that price after expira- 
tion date. (Regular list price $4.65.) 

NEWARK ELECTRIC COMPANY. 
226 West Madison St.. Chicago, Illinois. 
Enclosed find $2.75 (plus t5e for postage) for which send me 
at once one SAMPLE FILTERIZER KIT, as per your adver- 
tisement. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

54 

Here IT is ! The "Something to 
put on the radio set" that dealers 
and Service Men have been looking 
for ever since eruptions of man- 
made static began spoiling receiver 
sales. 

The Tobe Filterizer Kit keeps ra- 
dio noises out of the receiver by the 
simple method of filtering the pow- 
er input to the set, providing an 
aerial outside the field of radio 
noise, and carrying broadcast sig- 
nals to the receiver thru a Filter - 
ized lead -in system. 

To any receiver - anywhere - 
add the Tobe Filterizer. The re- 
sult- instant relief from man- 
made static. 

Everyone wants relief from ra- 
dio noise. The Filterizer provides 
this relief. Tobe's greatly increased 
appropriations for consumer ad- 
vertisement give you additional as- 
surance of a tremendous demand 
for this sensational new develop- 
ment. Don't be caught napping. 
Place your sample order today for 
immediate delivery. 

NEWARK ELECTRIC Co. 
DISTRIBUTORS of TOBE PRODUCTS 

226 WEST MADISON STREET, 
CHICAGO, 
ILLINOIS 
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Complete Dependable Tube Tester sip Ws I 
Model 303 Wired and Assembled 

BOOK REVIEW 
HIGH -FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS, 

by August Hund. Published by the McGraw - 
Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y. First 
Edition, Gx9 inches, 491 pages, 373 illustra- 
tions, cloth. Price, $5.00. 
A very excellent book for any one interested in 

obtaining data on high -frequency measurements. 
The book starts with a discussion of the funda- 
mental relations in electrical circuits, followed by 
a résumé of high- frequency sources. Following 
this preliminary discussion, there is a complete 
and authoritative discussion of measurements. 
An interesting chapter is the one dealing with 
vacuum -tube measurements; this chapter brings 
out the methods agreed upon by the Standard- 
ization Committee of the I.R.E. 

To any one interested in obtaining a com- 
prehensive treatment of high -frequency phe- 
nomena, this book is recommended. 

RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK, by 
Keith Henney, Editor in Chief. Published by 
the McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 
N. Y. First Edition, 4',-x7 inches, 583 pages, 
482 illustrations, flexible Keratol cover. Price, 
$5.00. 
In all the years of broadcast radio many, many 

books have appeared which attempted to con- 
dense all of the various sections of radio be- 
tween two covers. Invariably they have failed; 
they have failed simply because it is almost an 
impossibility for one man to have at his finger 
tips all the kinks that enter into each phase of 
radio. Keith Henney has solved this problem 
admirably by editing the numerous sections of the 
book; each section being written by an expert. 
Thus, the book is a compilation of the knowledge 
and experience of many experts and specialists. 

The book is exactly what the name implies -a 
handbook. It is replete with curves, tables, for- 
mulas, all in condensed form for easy reference. 
The discussions are short, vital, and clear. In 
short, the book is intended for the man who 
needs information quickly, and who is not will- 
ing to wade through a maze of reference ma- 
terial. 

No doubt this handbook will go far toward 
helping the practical man in a practical way. 

STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR ELEC- 
TRICAL ENGINEERS, by Frank F. Fowle, 
Editor in Chief. Published by the McGraw - 
Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y. Sixth 
Edition, 444x7 inches, 2816 pages, numerous 
tables, graphs, etc. Price, $7.00. 
Any one who has even glanced at the previous 

editions of the Handbook will appreciate the 
enormous amount of material that is covered. 

The Last Word in TEST Equipment 
ANALYZKR UNIT 

May be Used with the Malin eeeee or any 
volt -ohm -mllllammeter 

Complete Knock - Down Kit with s10s. I 
Diagram and Instructions 

NEW TUBE TESTER 

Complete Knack -Down Kit with s13se 
Diagram and Instructions 

FE.tT'l'11ES: 
9- 5- n -7 -s -9 prong sockets. Selector su liches -11 points 

o:ir-h -fur re.idanee alai collage measurements. froc isles 
spares for fui un -55 dia tirent toitage readings and 55 

d Merritt re :1st:uu e readings available at one socket. 
(trii shift lest for all tubes. Aulnnlatir current selector 
sw Six momentary lot h buron .ei Wu. l'or c iirrcht 
tues- errmrul -id poleo hod. r. Teo , 

55 hill, and InVL I.- -1 l ri ad.[l,i 
i wool ami ri, lailiue Ito. -b i :i .. 

FEATITIES: 
9- 5- 6-7 -8-9 prong s ckets. Tests Ell new tubes with- 

out adapter. U' ARSONVAI. TYPE \LOCI NO-POIL 
METER. trysts 11i diITIrrat types of tubes. GAS 
TEST. SHORT TEST with pilot light. 2nd plate teat 
an all Dal i tiers. (l ltl il BIAS TEST. Simple to uper- 

t a and read. Brant if tit eteluit panel with all tubo 
Mond., marked. l'Urtabl, leatherette earning lase. 

Complete Super Test Unit. Model f113e 
500. Wired and Assembled 

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO. 48 West Broadway New York, N. T. 

It is impossible to do justice to this book in a 
book review : it must be used to be appreciated. 

The latest, sixth edition, is more than 30 per- 
cent larger than the fifth edition, every section 
is fully revised, -many are entirely rewritten - 
there are several chapters on thermionic vacuum 
tubes and circuits, and the book is more spe- 
cialized. A thoroughly comprehensive treatment 
of electrical engineering. 

THEORY OR THERMIONIC VACUUM 
TUBES, by E. Leon Chaffee. Published by 
the McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 
N. Y. First Edition, 6x9 inches, 652 pages, 
357 illustrations, cloth. Price, $6.00. 
Since the appearance of Van der Bijl's Thcrmi- 

onic Vacuum Tubes some ten years ago, there 
has been no text that covered the vacuum -tube 
field. During the past ten years the changes in 
this field have been so rapid that any book that 
could be put out would have become obsolete be- 
fore it came off the press. This field, now, is 
constant. True, new tubes are continually being 
announced, but the point is that the fudamental 
theory of operation is constant: a triode is still 
a triode, the screen -grid tube will always be a 
screen -grid tube, and the pentode will always 
have three grids -provided, of course, that the 
system of numbering used now is retained. 

Chaffee's new book is easily one of the most 
comprehensive texts on thermionic vacuum tubes 
suitable for radio purposes that has ever been 
printed. It starts with a complete analysis of 
the electron theory as applied to vacuum tubes, 
and then leads into a detailed account of the 
action of tubes in radio. Detailed consideration 

(Continued on page 57) 

THE POSTAL KIT SET 
( Continued from pope 11) 

are in a decorative walnut-finished cabinet 
measuring 12 inches long. 7 inches Mph, and 
5 inches deep. 

This outfit is available in both assembled and 

1025.,45 

ri 
I 

EA? 

aá 

7a 

f- 

kit form. The chassis is supplied already formed 
and drilled, and the parts may be mounted and 
wired with little trouble. Ignition suppressors 
and protective condensers are included. 

.0005- .01- 0.6. NIP 3444.0. - 
MF. Mf ((ACN) 43.4 VOICE 

7) 41 wT1 

epeflduble 
Sfitl0flGl Ó 

p" ...BUD 
LOUD SPEAKERS 

NORMAL efficiency e -t% to 25 watts 
-peak rapacity 50 watt.: BID'S 

bly b- dialdlr:lglll all.: voire coil assem- 
assure higher eaiciency and far 

Kraaler drpendabil.ty! Write for lit- 
erature on BUD units. all alumi- 
num. 

yy 

weatherproof "NATURAL- 
TONE- trumpets. mlerophonaa, ex- 
ritar.. air rnlunul horns. Get de- 
Iaa, of FI \'f: -1/.11' FREE i: 'rltl.tl.' 

BUD SPEAKER CO. 
DORR 5T. 

TOLEDO. OHIO -U.S.A. 
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AUTOCRAT AUTO RADIO 
6 TUBE 

Quality- Tone- Selee- 
tivity and Hewer 

I ;v Mira Complete 129.40 - nelndee net. re con- 
trol. , r kit. tab,. 

la 
bracket. dynam- 

ic .ker. Set only 
$IO.7a. Ali.. 4 -5-0 Tube 
Midget. with lute,t tube. 
d low prices. Buy three 
ins nufacturer. save 
un to Me. 

. utocrat Univere.t 3.C.-D.C. 110 '..It 25.0 cycle. with latest 
Tube l -604. t-60ì. 1 -42. 1 -2s a. uns Vol..e Doubler Reed- 

. Sensitive. Selective. Dynamic pkr. Walnut Cab. Cemal. 
10.75 

Weite today for our free eataler 

AUTOCRAT RADIO CO. 
3855 N. Hamilton Ave. Chicane. Ill. 

FOB.DSON'S 
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SLACK i( 
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ONM6 

SPKA. FIELD 

Sarno' 
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MF 
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CONTROL 

FRONT Vt(W 
/- OF SOCKET Mf , 
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Schematic circuit of the Postal receiver. 

NEW 
OW COST 

SIREN 
EIX TUBE 

goIbcntone 
TRADE -MARA 

Superheterodyne 
6995 

Sia Tube 

Damsons 
Speaker 

Wbe and ,, eb Clnusu A <norernl 
oeil` th*s ewh< 

ne..elven-prona typt 59 
Inntode tubes. SEND FOR eFREË CIRCULAR r FORDSON RADIO MAO. CORPORATION 

11700 Llvernole Avenue. Detroit. MlclNpn. 
Fend me FREE circular giving complete dataDa sad PONE M aba 
GOLDENTUNE radia I 
Nam. 

I Add"m 
L Ckr stet. J 

EASY WAY TORAD 
I O MAKE MONEY IN 

New training method and service equipment offer starts 
YOU earning quickly. Covers all the latest developments 
in radio science. preparing you quickly and thorough! 
for good positions or Independent buslnees career. Sena 
NOW for all part Rulers he 

Radio Training Association of America 
Dept. RCA 7, 4513 Ravenswood Av Chicago, Ili. 
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Service Men's Essentials OR5/s,4/ for All M¢mbers of the 
SERVICE MEN'S ESSENTIALS 

tmbrrship 
rlifiralr 

this Phi/rids lhel 

3oscpb f.11lai t 
k.. 

F. 

"..; 4. `,..` 
a rt. 

toffirinl liaJlo Gnhl Olrni Os+aialion 
It- 2.J.j...L L. 

..Ielt..5.te5t +te. `ri rW,re: 

f 

L 

4 

No. 14-S0c each 
(Plus 10c for Po.taxel 

u 

a.... 

e r 
r. _ 

t.. 

r 
e-. 

M1r....r. wOt.diSr.. 
s+. . .... 

No. 3 -60c per pad of 50 
$3.00 per ten pads, each of 50 

No. 5-SOc each 

Mail This Coupon Today! 

Application for 
Membership ORSMA Memmbershi hip in 
Executive Secretary. ORSMA 
98 Park Place, New York. N. Y. 
Kindly send an application blank for 

Full Membership 
Associate Membership 

Name..-..-..-...._ ..............- 

Street or Box ..- ..- ..- ..- ..- ..- .. -... 

City. - --- -keep ---- State. 
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No. I ORSMA LETTERHEADS 
Thew. letterheads. 

l 

shown 

u 
th right. 

re 
furnished with t v telephoto. : mb red excellent rhev .l Iaf Itp n n r li 

,e .,f ih..i. 
Ì 

gfar ..I r 
r 

of IMO or 5. ,uld ha 
t ilt.0. ioriyou ordered small lie soar Weal prroterler 01. ,. 

Per MOO. $3.00. 

No. 2 ORSMA ENVELOPES 
Then re hrrnisl,ed r, march the letterhead.. p o-d sir,. y .nd adI -- nitn.lof,heA.. r'l'he o1 d nItor,i., the letterhead. mu,i ,.. and 

it the me yu.vuat. 
They 

1.0. hlO por i00Ó. $3.000 

No. 3 ORSMA SERVICE RECORD CARDS 
They a Ie,ol1le wire ,le, oi, r fill hill and i r,d ' .rip :xi : 

L, .i,,.,derr . . 'M 

like 
1. tier 

.I n 
°rnsle 

to 'l'1 el furbished r. lent stmt. 
nod telephone . n 

pod of .50 04k; per 10 grid.. each r So 33 00. - , 

No. 4 ORSMA INSPECTION LABELS 
Th I bel' 1 Ill l' ' 1 th n g 1 1 I' 'J 1 h' 

wb h will pee 1 . reminder ,him tha ali 
is 

en 
needed. he sane call you again 

It 
advantage r apparent. e,t. I rr 100. 50.: per err,. 

No. 5 ORSMA LAPEL BUTTON 
At the .rege.tinn of many members a handsome lapel button hearing the name and 

emblem of the A,.aeiat inn has Tern designed. It pies v fellow m .bat 
u belong to he pone A.wei.tinn: -and in addition Ii gives your customers Ireton 

appreciation of e , Ir..nnnl nature of tour w.,r . 50e r.eh. 

No. 6 ORSMA BUSINESS CARDS 
These nee furnished on angarie of n woe .lors with n blotter har. Thus 

,1.e rre ylel 1 in r c o r e , 1 then in prominent 
w here Irtulr willld the w1. They printed with y, hd ail tete- 
Phone and 1 the nth,i l goal of he Association. P 1100. r75. 

name. address. 
$4.00. 

No. 7 ORSMA EMBOSSED STICKERS 
LI I b,. 

r .xlin x,.ag 
r: 

envelopes. 
ri 

,r for dd.Ìarela. They gi ve 
.In Iw t T xre sold , ,f 00 or more. e IXI. hIsi mr Posh $,o 1r0 

No. 8 ORSMA RUBBER STAMP 
A handy 

11'li. 

addition 
r Tho. 

, 

r lin .1 the 
V r 

p 
.1In. 

ö n,p 1, ne m r., ïar Ile 
fi 

d 
are . 

}lan.ratPá r..h. ,. 

Nos. 9 8 10 ORSMA EMBLEM CUTS 
Th I nting. adve e fur ished i , I... o The 

h.. used f:rr n Ì.yhne-Inmh mir, .n of 
hind. I .xrc, .tten lÿ.15{ in.rtt75. r..?.; all si.rrtiltt t 

No. I I ORSMA MEMBERSHIP SIGN 
A K eJ three of the nted n hen v y ,rd., nd . 

orrler t, hx , net ..1,l t 
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Our Readers Say- 
"The RADIO -CRAFT INDEX makes it easy to 
find the exact location of any article or topic 
which appeared in RADIO- CRAFT. Without 
any loss of time. you can locate quickly, the ar. 
tide needed. This book is a big help to every 
radio man." 

Jibe 
RADIO -CRAFT 

INDEX 
It con tains a thorough. alphabet ical and topical 
arrangement of EVERY article and subject 
which has been published in all the issues of 

from July, 1929 to June, 1932 

Radio Men hove rd 0 lusivrly proved ti) us the need and 
P.011111110Y for a l s ..k tchirh has included in It, a com- 
prehensive and rouspld Ir listing or riser art wh11C1, has 
thus for been published in IL\DIO-CItArf. A book 

11rh has 4301 legit so sobdlvided and cross - indexed 
that err chanre at subject will give you any num- 
ber of elan :tfirat ions and uses of it. For example, If 
you look at tubes. you find under this tapir. various sub- 
titles. general. power. transmitting. pholo- cells, testing 
of tube,. thyratons. ete. Every article or notice in the 
book has been inns ldaed sr deeply important that when 
you refer to a certain classification. listed below the main 
topic. you will find perhaps : dozen or more articles 
Deal ing the subject f rim different :umles. The author in 
each case Is given -l'w exact issue In which the article 
appeared. and on whoa page It is to lie found. So ac- 
curately complied. Icy C. W. Palmer, n of radio's fore- most writers. that In less than two mantes you can turn 
to any art iclr-needless to wade through all the issues 
of It. %D1O-l'RAFT which have been published during the 
past three years. 
The IL:LDIO.CIt.sFT INDEX Is exactly the same size as 

the monthly magazine -it has 24 paces. It can he con- 
veniently kept on tile ss ith the copies of the magazine- 
ready for quick reference. The Index Is printed nn good 
paper with self covers. 

This book Is said only by the publishers at 25e the 
eons. Mail upon below for your copy of the RADIO - 
CR.LFT INDEX. 

Briefly outlined below appears only o partial 
contents of the hook 

AMPLIFIERS - 
ANTENNA SYSTEMS - 
CABINETS - 
CIRCUITS - 
CODE - 
COILS AND TUNING - 
COMPONENTS - 
COOPERATIVE LABORA- 

TORY - 
DETECTORS AND 

RECTIFIERS - 
EDUCATION - 
INTERFERENCE AND 

HUM ELIMINATION - 
KINKS - 
MANUFACTURING - 
METERS AND TESTING 

EQUIPMENT- 
MISCELLANEOUS- 
MOTION P I C T U R E 

R -E-C -O R-D-L-N C-AND 
PROJECTION - 

MUSICAL INSTRU- 
MENTS - 

NEUTRALI2ING- 
NOVELTIES- 

PATENTS - 
PHONOGRAPH REPRO- 

DUCTION A N D RE 
CORDING - 

POWER SUPPLY AND 
BATTERIES - 

RECEPTION - 
REMOTE CONTROL - 
SELLING AND MONEY 

MAKING SERVICING - 
SET CONSTRUCTION - 
SPEAKERS AND REPRO - 

DUCERS- 
TELEVISION- 
TONE AND VOLUME 

CO RO L- 
TOOLS- 
TRANSFORMERS- 
TRANSMISSION- 
.T.RANSM.LLTERSi 
T U BES-- 
LIST OF BROADCAST. 

SHORTWAVE AND 
TELEVISION S T A - 

TIONS- 

ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WHICH HAS APPEARED 
IN RADIOCRAFT HAS BEEN OMITTED FROM 

THIS VALUABLE COMPILATION 

Clip and Mail Coupon Today! 

mom titers of RADIO-CRAFT. RC-733 
b6 -93 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Enclosed you will find my remittance of Sc (rheck, 
stamps or money order accepted) for which you are 
to send me. postage prepaid. one rrtpy of the 
RADIO- CRAFT INDEX. 

Nance 

r'Ity 

State 

THIS BOOK CANNOT BE 
BOUGHT ON THE NEWS- 25C STAND-ONLY DIRECT 

FROM THE PUBLISHERS THE COPY 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY. 

BOOK REVIEW 
( Cori t in scrl train pins 55i 

is given to the rectification of small and large 
signals: a very complete chapter on regenera- 
tion is included: also, a much needed chapter on 

input and output admittances of vacuum tubes 
Every chapter is clear -as clear as only an 

instructor can make it. It is mathematical. in 
atructive, and well worth reading. 

ELECTRONICS. by R. G. Hudson. Pub- 
lished by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.. New 
York, N. Y. Size 53ax8Ya ins., 135 Pgs.. 45 

illustrations, cloth. Price, $2.00. 
"It is quite probable that the advancement of 

science during the next quarter-century will re- 
late more definitely to electronics than to any 
other subject. Each step in progress may be 

expected to suggest practical applications of 
electronic theory which will give man increas- 
ing control of the forces of nature. 

"This book is written for the reader who may 
wish to know something about what is going on 

and who has not heretofore given the matter 
much attention." 

The above quotation is from the author 
Preface. `Electronics," a non- mathematical 
treatise, is invaluable. 

MICROPHONES 
By E. E. Griffin, Chief Engineer 
Universal Microphone Company 

One of the irritating topics in sound trans- 
mission that frequently bobs up to trouble tech- 
nical men has been the confusion as to the re- 
sistance of microphones and microphone button,. 

Yet the explanations are not complicated. 
In some cases the D.C. resistance is practically 

the same as the A.C. impedance, while in other: 
it is entirely different. 

Take the case of a microphone button in 
series with a 1ri volt dry cell. Considering the 
D.C. resistance of the microphone as 200 ohms, 
we will have a current of 74, milliamperes flow- 
ing in this circuit. 

This value of 200 ohms D.C. resistance is also 
its approximate A.C. resistance or impedance. 
The alternating current impedance of a carbon 
microphone is not always its apparent talking 
resistance. but rather the ratio of the power 
absorbed by it to the square of the current 
flowing through it. 

The general assumption is that A.C. resistance 
of a carbon microphone is about 80% of its ap- 
parent talking resistance. 

In the case of a two button microphone. an 
entirely different condition takes place. We have 
one source of current, a single dry cell, and the 
two buttons of the microphone are in parallel. 
Thus the microphone presents a parallel circuit. 
each leg of which being 200 ohms the total over- 
all resistance is 100 ohms, and thus with 1,, 
volts of battery in the circuit a total current of 
15 mils will flow. 

Its actual D.C. resistance, as far as battery 
supply is concerned, will be 100 ohms. Its A.C. 
imia:dance however. as con misted to -Lice Srk 
nary of the microphone transformer is entirely 
different since the two buttons in relation to the 
transformer are connected in series. thus pre 
senting some 350 to 400 ohms A.C. impedance. 

In regard to the transformer, the microphone 
is now considered an acoustically driven A.C. 
generator, with an impedance of approximately 
400 ohms, and thus the transformer in order to 
efficiently match this value must have a primary 
winding of approximately 400 ohms effective 
impedance and must be provided with a center 
tap to take care of the microphone's D.C. excit- 
ing current. 

This condition is adequately taken care of in 
the Universal No. 1089, 0089 and 1152 trans- 
formers and for the single button microphone a 

number 0075. 
Each of these transformers has an extremely 

low D. C. resistance, with comparatively high 
A.C. impedance. which insures flat frequency 
characteristics from well below 30 cycles to well 
over 12,000 cycles. 

A GIVE AWAY 
It has long been said that he who buys in 

ivantity is able to take advantage of the liberal 
discounts usually given to those fortunate enough 
to have the cash to buy in quantities. 

The Arco Tube Company is giving away a 
tube tester for every $50.00 purchase of their 
tubes. This tube tester was described in the 
April, 1933. issue of this magazine. and may be 
referred to for more complete information. 

1933 
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TODAY- 

Mr always 
BEST 

p 
t. 
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for 

WORLD'S FAIR 
ISSUE 

ALLIED RADIO CORP. 
833 W. Jackson, Chicago 
l'La -dvl,I re.. FREE the new WORLD'S 
I . \I It I,.u ut year Dealers' Radio Catalog. 

N tune 

Address 

City St site 

AI I ï¢dfRadïo 
THE NEW 

SHALLCROSS 
A.C. UTILITY METER 

No. 685 

CAPACITY 
.0005 Mfd. to IO Mid. 

INDUCTANCE 
.5 Henrys to 10.000 

Henrys 

RESISTANCE 
25 ohms to 5 mepehms. 

A.C. voltage ranges 
0.10. 125. 500.1000 

1000 ohms per volt. 

This instrument is very easy to build. 
The important parts required are a 1- milli- 
ampere A.C. (rectifier type) meter and the 
SHALLCROSS Resistor Kit No. 685 with 
peter scale. 

Send de 
in dtterib Ingthiss uDefulr ll t st instrument. 

Irtt ON 

5P0V®mu 
ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES 

---- eallingdale! Pa. 

BIG BUYS 
R.C.A. Universal AC -DC receiver corn - 
plete with 4 tubes $10.95 
R.C.A. Lic., Super -het., Universal AC- 
DC receiver with 5 tubes 13.95 
Standard Universal AC -DC receiver with 
4 tubes 9.45 
Free Booklet. Short Ware Sets, Kits, etc. 

Fanning Radio Labs 
377S7th Bt. Brooklyn. N. T. 

llslllu!! SÑÜRE 
MICRaPÑIONES 

SHURE BROTHERS COMPANY 
s N saune. R.. 

337 N'EST MADISON ST CHICAGO, IILINCIs 
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READERS' BUREAU 
On this page are listed manufacturers' catalogs 
and booklets, chosen because they are of in- 
terest to readers of RADIO- CRAFT. You can obtain copies FREE by using the coupon below. 

5. CI.AIc(STAT CONTROL HANDRMIK. A lam 
32 -page book containing detailed specification 
of volume controls, attenuaturs, constant -im pedance controls, phonograph pickup faders, ton controls, line ballasts, rheostats, potentiometer. 
and fixed resistors of various kinds, togethe with valuable circuit- design data. Contains many diagrams and charts, and a guide of replace ment volume and tone controls for many corn mercial receivers. C7a rosent Manufacturing C'om 
Pony. Inc. 

6. MEASURING RESISTANCE BY THE DEFLECTION 
METHOD. The conventional method for the meas- urement of resistance involves the use of the Wheatstone bridge, a costly piece of apparatus. However, there are other methods which provide 
a fair degree of accuracy, enough for all prac- tical purposes. The least expensive is the de- flection method, which makes use of popularly priced milliammeters and fixed resistors. This bulletin describes the method completely, and should be very useful to Service Men and ex- 
perimenters with limited meter equipment. 
Shal!cross Manufacturing Company. 

11. SUPREME INSTRUMENTS. Contains lengthy descriptions of the Supreme service instruments, including the AAA1 Diagnometer, which is five instruments in one, the model 90 analyzer, the model 40 tube tester and the models 60 and 70 oscillators. Interesting to the Service Man be- cause it tells how his work is facilitated by 
ingeniously- designed test equipment that indi- cates the condition of an entire set in a few minutes. New test apparatus to take care of the new tubes is also described. Supreme In- strument Corporation. 

19. A BAPTISM OF FIRE. Centrelab fixed re- sistors are made by forcing a carefully calibrated resistance material through a plastic ceramic material, and then baking both under terrific 
heat. This booklet describes the manufacturing 
process in detail, and lists the advantages 
claimed for fixed resistors of this type. It is interestingly written and illustrated, and makes 
good reading. Central Radio Laboratories, Inv. 

21. READRITE RADIO INSTRUMENTS. This six- 
teen -page pamphlet contains some valuable hints 
on the testing of electrolytic condensers, as well 
as descriptions of the full line of popular -priced 
Readrite instruments. Worth having. Readrite 
Meter Works. 

76. THE COAST-TO-COAST "BROADCAST." The "Broadcast" is the Spring.Summer 1933 edition of a 100 -page mail order catalog that is a veri- 
table encyclopedia. Its listings are very varied, 
and run from soldering lugs to complete 100- watt public address amplifiers. Every article is well illustrated and described for the benefit of radio dealers and Service Men, for whom the volume is specifically intended. Coast -to -Coast Radio Corporation. 
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RADIO-CRAFT 5-104 
Readers Bureau 
96.98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Please send me free of charge the fol- lowing booklets indicated by numbers 
in the published Het above: 

No. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
(Pleas* check the following) I am 

(1) Service Man (2) Experimenter 
(3) Dealer (4) O Jobber 

(6) Radio Engineer 
(6) 0 Licensed Amateur 

(7) Professional or Amateur Set 
Builder 

This coupon will not be honored unless you 
check off your classification above. 

111 1. R. C. RESISTOR CATALOG. This sixteen- tinge catalog describes a very complete line of fixed resistors for radio purposes. It includes full performance characteristics, so that a Serv- ice Man or an experimenter with a particular requirement in mind can select exactly the right unit for his purpose. A section in the back contains valuable data on the conversion of milliammeters into ohmmeters and voltmeters, 
and on the extension of voltmeter and ammeter ranges. This catalog is well worth saving. intermit hullo! Resistance Company. 

94. ELECTRAD PRODUCTS. The newest and latest catalog of Electrad products contains twelve pages and lists many types of fixed and variable resistors and five different kinds of amplifiers for public address purposes. The popular 
by the addition of s insulating v(shie l is and 

improved 
he t radiating covers, and a number of new sizes have been added to the line. The catalog also con- tains some valuable data on the application of resistors to radio receivers, transmitters, ampli- fiers and sound systems, and suggestions on how to compute the value of resistors. A handy and useful catalog. Electrad, Inc. 

96. TORE FILTERIZER AND CONDENSERS. The Tobe Deutschmann company is now catering to the Service Man with an extensive line of filter, by -pass and line condensers and radio noise eliminators. Their latest catalog, describing the complete line, has just come off the press. A full page is given to the new "Filterizer" noise eliminating antenna system, an item of par- ticular interest to Service Men because of the money -making opportunities it offers. Tobe Deutschmann Corporation. 

97. ARCO TUBE BULLETIN. A descriptive folder giving full technical characteristics on the complete line of Arco radio receiving and trans. milting tubes, photo-electric cells. television lamps, hot and cold cathode tubes, cathode ray tubes, rectifiers and charger bulbs. This can be posted for easy reference. Arco Tube Company. 
98. How TO USE NOISE REDUCING ANTENNA 

SYSTEM ON BROADCAST WAVES AND SHORT WAVES is the title of the latest booklet on this important subject. In addition to covering the theory, the practical application of the various noise- reduc- ing systems available for broadcast and short wave use, is described also. Lynch Mfg. Co. 

99. AMPF.RITE CHART. Servire Men will find this chart very valuable, as it shows the correct Amperite line voltage regulator to use with any of several hundred different broadcast receivers. An accompanying pamphlet explains how over- loaded condensers and resistors may be the cause of crackling noises and poor reception. Amperitc Corporation. 

100. WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CATALOG. The new Spring 1933 Wholesale Radio catalog con- tains 152 pages, and is probably the largest mail order catalog of its kind in print. It is ex. ceptionally complete, and includes everything from soldering luge to all -wave receivers. It is of value to dealers, Service Men and experi- menters for reference and ordering purposes. 
Wholesale Radio Service Co. Inc. 

101. WESTERN ELECTRIC TUBES. A want long - felt among amateurs in radio telephony is filled 
Foy a catalogue just issued by the Western Elec. trie Company. The catalogue covers types of vacuum tubes produced by this manufacturer for use only by licensed amateurs in radio telephone transmitting equipments. In all, 27 tubes are described, running from the smallest or so- called "peanut" tube to the 276A, which has a maxi- mum plate dissipation of 100 watts. Western Electric Co. 

102. AMERICA'S OLDEST RADIO SCHOOL. This attractive l6.page catalog describes the various course of instruction available at the RCA In- stitutes, New York. Training is given in the following subjects: radio broadcasting, radio op- erating radio servicing, and sound and public address work. RCA Institutes, Inc. 

103. MILES PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS. A con. eise 8-page catalog listing microphones, loud speakers power units, amplifiers transformers and incidental accessories. Miles Reproducer Co., Inc. 

104. WESTON STANDARDIZED SERVICE UNITS. This folder describes a complete series of stand- ardized service units, consisting of an analyzer, tube checker, oscillator, volt -ohmmeter and ca- pacity meter. The units are of uniform size and may be combined in single cases of various sizes, depending on the requirements of the Service Man. Weston Electrical Instrument Corp. 

RADI 

HUM ELIMINATION* 
Because 

- requirements, lack of chassis 
space, and I,I :,i, ,apply voltage limitations, the filter system for the power supply in compact transformerless a -c and d -c receivers must be small. As a result, troublesome hum is often encountered in these sets. However, a careful study of the receiver circuit and the arrange- 
ment of the chassis components will nearly al- ways reveal a remedy for excessive hum. 

Sources of Hum 
The principal sources of hum in .small receiv- ers are: 

1. The power supply system, in general, is the 
most common source of hum. The necessity 
of using low- capacity condensers and small filter chokes may result in ripple voltage 
high enough to cause audible hum. 

2. The speaker -field coil is also a common source of hum. Ripple voltages in the speaker -Geld 
power supply are induced in the voice coil, causing objectionable hum. 

3. The pick -up of stray electro- static or electro- 
magnetic fields is another source of hum. 

4. The rectifier tube is sometimes the source of modulation hum. The signal voltage entering 
the set over the power line may be modu- 
lated with the rectified a -c output from the rectifier, and then re- radiated, causing hum in the set. 

5. The filaments or heaters of the tubes may. 
under certain circuit conditions, occasion a small amount of hunt due to the effects of the electro- magnetic fields produced by the 

n -c filament or heater supply. 
6. In heater -cathode types of tubes, leakage be- tween the heater and cathode. due to the high 

a -c potential difference between them, may sometimes cause hum. 
The first two sources of hum mentioned are undoubtedly the most common and the most troublesome. A small amount of hum in small transformerless receivers due to these sources must be tolerated in order to obtain a small size and low -cost receiver. 

Location of Hum Sources 
The first step in the elimination of hum is naturally the location of its source. By short- ing first the input and then the output of each stage successively, hum originating in any one stage can be isolated. If hum persists after the input to the last audio stage has been shorted, 

the source of trouble probably lies in the power - supply system. To determine if hum L due to ripple voltage in the speaker field. short the output transformer or the speaker voice -coil 
and note the results. Any hum which continues 
is due to ripple voltages in the speaker field. 

Hum Elimination 
HUM DUE TO POWER SUPPLY 

There are a number of steps to be tried in the elimination of hum originating in the power- 
supply system. 
1. In many cases, balancing both sides of the line to the chassis through condensera will materially reduce hum. The capacity of 

these condensers should be about 0.1 uf. 
2. The use of each half of the 25Z5 to supply 

a separate load circuit will usually achieve a reduction in hum. The speaker field can be supplied from one plate and its cathode, and the plate voltage for the tubes can be sup- plied from the other plate and its cathode. 
In a few cases it may be found that this ar- rangement, due to other circuit conditions, 
causes hum. In such cases, the plates and 
cathodes of the 25Z5 should be operated in parallel. 

3. In circuits which employ separate loads for 
the two halves of the 25Z5, an increase in 
the capacity of the condenser by- passing the 
speaker field may reduce hum. Of course, in 
sets using both plates and cathodes of the 
25Z5 in parallel, the filter condenser and the 
condenser by- passing the speaker field are the same. 

4. Perhaps the most effective, but also the most 
expensive, method of reducing hum due to the power supply is to increase the capacity of the filter condenser. The maximum per- 
missible size and cost of the condenser must 
be taken into consideration when this is 
done. However, increasing the capacity of the filter condenser has the further advan- 
tage that an improvement in the regulation 
of the power supply will result. 

*Courtesy, R.C.A. 
(Continued on following page) 
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.,. It is sometimes possible to eliminate hum by 
introducing into some circuit an a-c voltage 
of equal value and opposite phase to the 
ripple voltage. 

IIUM DUE TO SPEAKER -FIELD SUPPLY 
An adjustment of the hum -reducing coil on 

the loud speaker will usually result in a reduc- 
tion of the hum to a satisfactory value. The 
number of turns on the hum -reducing coil should 
be approximately one -half the number of turns 
on the voice coil. The resistance of the hum - 
reducing coil should be low compared to that 
of the voice coil. 

HUM DUE TO RE- RADIATION FROM REC- 
TIFIER TUBE 
Modulation hum in small universal sets fre- 

quently is due to the fact that the power lines 
carry the signal voltage into the rectifier tube. 
Here the signal voltage is modulated with the 
rectified a-c hum -voltage. and then, either re- 
radiated to the antenna. or to other circuits in 
the receiver. 

A 0.05 to 0.25 uf. condenser across the power 
line will usually remedy this difficulty. 
HUM DUE TO STRAY FIELDS 

The pick -up by radio -, intermediate -, or audio- 
frequency circuits (if stray electro- magnetic or 
electro- static fields may cause objectionable hum 
in the set. There are two steps to be tried in 
the elimination of this hum. 
1. Hum originating in any stage usually can 

be effectively removed by the use of a filter 
in the grid, screen. or plate circuit of the 
stage, or stages, at fault. This filter should 
consist of a resistance of 10,000 to 250,000 
ohms and a condenser of 0.05 to 0.1 uf. 
Naturally. it will be desirable to use the low- 
est value of resistance and capacity neces- 
sary to accomplish the desired results. 

2. A re- arrangement of the chassis parts may 
sometimes be necessary to eliminate hum 
caused by stray fields. Parts and circuits 
'nrrying a -c voltages should he separated as 
far as possible from parts and circuits car- 
rying signal voltages. Stray fields from the 
rectifier tube and filter choke will be picked 
up by the detector or audio- frequency tubes 
unless they are properly placed and sepa- 
rated. Any audit,- frequency transformers 

should be kept away from a -c fields. 
HUM DUE TO FILAMENTS OR HEA'L'ERS 

The a -c fields surrounding the filaments or 
cathodes may sometimes cause hum due to their 
eontrol effect on plate current. In sets where 
the heaters or filaments are operated in series. 
at rearrangement of the heater sequence may re- 
duce hum. The heaters of the more critical 
tubes should be nearest the side of the line to 
which the negative plate- .supply is connected. 
Usually the secoml detector is the most critical, 
then the mixer t first detector I, then the output 
tube. Their heaters should be arranged in that 
order with respect to the negative side of the 
line. The heater of the rectifier should be next 
to the ballast resistor which is connected to the 
high side of the line. 

In sets employing a voltage- doubler arrance- 
ment, the herders of the most critical till, 
should be connected to the side of the line t,-r- 
minating between the condensers of the doubler. 
Also. if the speaker field is used arz a filter choke 
it should be placed in the negative side at the 
"B" supply to reduce the potential difference 
between the cathodes and heaters. 
1111M DUE TO HEATER- CATHODE LEAKAGE 

The severe conditions imposed upon tubes op- 
erated with their heaters in series across the 
line sometimes causes hum. The relatively high 
potential applied between the headers and the 
cathodes may cause leakage currents of suffi- 
cient magnitude to cause trouble. To eliminate 
hum due to these causes, the following steps 
should be taken. 
I. The heaters of the tubes which are most 

critical to hung should be placed next to the 
negative side of the line. Trying various 
arrangements of the series heater connec- 
tion will result in a combination halving min- 
imum hum. 

2. If a rearrangement of the heater series fails 
to give satisfactory results. it may be neces- 
sary to enlarge the by -pass condensers around 
the self- biasing resistors. Capacities up t 

5 uf. are desirable in the detector and 
audio stage. Usually. low -cost low- voltage 
condensers can be used. 

In spite of the severe operating conditions im- 
posed upon the tubes, troubles due to heater 
cathode leakage are being steadily decreased by 
improvements in the tubes themselves. 
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AD- A- SWITCH 
is the Emergency 
Control! 

With a skeleton shock of l'1.Altu l'AT 
AD- A- SWITCH Controls over 7(I' if vol- 
ume control replacements can be bundlod. 

because 
control : sane either for plain or on 
tch paw - 

the 
av 

.Loft is nompliitely in,aland from the 
nw,-t sr in- 

the combined length of shaft. with the 
rating boob ing: i. I A.- .,tttie'ent to 

nit,- mire of mint requirement-- 
St nlar, tl -t -Snitch Control- me 

able i all trailers and elect,, l 

iteri-tic,. 
AD- A- .SW[1'1'11 i rang rounl .,enl,pnd 

as the only emergency. Control rendering nae with nununnns invest- 
ment. 
maximum 

A helpful VOLUME CONTROL and RE- 
SISTOR GUIDE is available upon request. 

alp- A-sW1TCB" tens arieindd Sir Clammed 

CLAROSTAT MFG.Co. 

285'287 N. 6TH sT.BKLYN. rii 
ELIMINATESs.4.I(NOISES `. PURIFIES RECEPTION 

' ' SHARPENS TUNING 

1`YOU CAN MAKE 
BIG MONEY hysell- 
ing this .. 

&I, re 
Our Agent-. 

y117rer11as 

25 

1116 Ch.,oge. 

IL1n 
BrinKK 
REMOTE Ver051E CÓNTR(1, aquELUHER." 

a q Leading SetM.;,1u,.ii .Gu.oanteeJ. 
Si.ÓIÌCOtnnlete,P atpaid. 

Mahe 8/fì 11841Y Se/lson KO 
Your /'mIï/flvf MIL 4A! erJUf 

RADICI COMMENT MK CO. 63 R West44°St.N.Y.C. 

LABORATORY SERVICE 
Fer Seri ire man. experimenter. -et builder. 
Ilroll :cot large u wool leer of ndl, slid ampit - r elseirerie mu.ical Inarumcm :. ant 

%%1.: INV'IT'E 'rill.: IYIRIoI;sp*tNI,ENCE OF 
FIIHHl1:N 3t.SNIT.51"1.1 HEIRS. if It I. radio r 
amplifier part- fou ,nut. ne hate them; If i. 
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i ? pari, tot -nV r a - var requeney. All our 

n1a- nlutelyt` oat .0 ill! I In Ito a. reprer 
-uteri a .poet. 

RADIO RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
Manufacturers, Designers, Consulting and Experimental Engineers 

slag California Ave., Ft. Wayne, Ind. 

World -Wide Two Tube Short Wave Receiver 
1!. :,all Mile receipt i nein1.1 

$4o 

I 

2 .,O i -Led. c,uti aovoral aP Ìs7 
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I .....'le a.r., police eral -. n i-- 
!dram. a DI I:1'.CT! 
1.1 
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+,i 
titan lI, ele: Incienos 

, 2 receiver 
I lee c..11 Lii .V' !,.1.1. 
semi s I 1111. It,l,n... 1.n.tt. n.,rketerion 

Send for FREE Short Wave Catalog 
HARRISON RADIO CO. Dept. R -7, 142 Liberty Si. New Yak Gty 

DEALERS & SERVICEMEN 

FREE, Your copy of our 
Latest Bargain 

Bulletin IS READY. 
Now Issued Monthly. Send for it today! 

AI REX, 67 Cortlandt St., New York City 
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The Rdioft Library Series corers accurately 
erery branch of Radio -and thoroughly. too 

Presented on this page are the new books of the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY -the most com- plete and authentic set of volumes treating indi- vidually, important divisions of radio. Each book has been designed to give radio men the oppor- tunity to specialize in one or more of the popular branches of the industry. The material contained 

TO THE RIGHT 
WILL BE FOUND 

A SHORT RESUMÉ 
OF EACH BOOK 

in these books will increase your knowledge; you will find them a real help in your work and they will contribute to your money earning capacity. Read these books during your spare time at home. The authors of these books are well -known to everybody. Each one is an expert radio man; an authority on the subject-each is thoroughly 

Book No. I 

Radio Set 
Analyzers 

And How To Use Them 

With Full Instructions end De- 
scriptions of Set Analyzer, 
Tube Checker, Oscillators, Etc. 

By L. VAN DER MEL 
This 

the operations of lanalyzeers. 
t obe checkers, oscillators and of her test ing equipment. For 

'e y radio man this book is ex- tremely helpful. It covers every 
please of test eng and gives you valuable short cuts; completely 
illustrated with photographs and diagrams to facilitate the use of modern testers. Recently reprinted. 

Book No. 2 

Modern Vacuum 
Tubes 

And How They Work 
With complete Technical Data on All Standard and Many Special 

Tubes 

By ROBERT HERTZBERG 
AIOO TIItY V,U'l'CM TUBES lee rihrs the fundamental rler- 

ton theory mhhit is the basis of 
aII vat uulo tube operation. and 

nles progressively from the sim- 
st two-element tunes right cp 

it the latest pentodes and thyrr 
I ans. It Is written in clear. -imple language and is devoid of 
I hr m :Ihemat iss uhieh Is usually 
g. confusing. Valuable Inference 
harts and characteristic curves 

of standard and .special tubes are 
lo be found, also diagrams of 
wickets and pin connections. 

Book No. 3 

The Superheterodyne 
Book 

All About Su perheterodynes 
How They Work. How te Build 

and How to Service Them 
By CLYDE FITCH 

There Is no more fascinating a Odell in the large array of radio nvlts than the famous super - heterodyne circuit. Whether you 
Service Man or experiment- 

, r. first -hand knowledge about the trtruct ion of superheterodyne re- 
I 

,00k 
rsonls Superheterodyne, 

net. The 
Ache give - 

'ing prim] nies of their cors- tiltin Luit right (rems the very first 
I made. 

Book No. 4 

Modern Radio 
Hook -Ups 

The Best Radio Circuits 
A Complete Compendium of the 

Most Important Experimental 
and Custombuilt Receivers 

By R. O. WASHBURNE 
It is fascinating to the experi- menter, even to the up-to -date 

Service Man. to take a' commercial 
'et and to change it into one us- ing a famous hookup that Is not found in any manufactured set. Many excellent circuits have nev- 

er been ronimereializrd. but 11m- lied only to hole set builders. 
Thousands of these popular cir- 
cuits have been requested from time to time, and In this book 
we have included over 150 tir- ons. which include the famous Perhbne. Cash- Box A.C. -D.C. 
Set and others. 

Bonk No. S 

How to Become a 
Radio Service Man 

How to Get Started and How to 
Make Money in Radio Servicing 

By LOUIS MARTIN 
The ambition of many men In adio today Is to heroine a first - rrole Servdm Ilan. It is not as difficult a 

s t 
oh might believe. but 

it cannot be done In a few short 
meths. h'ollow'ing very carefully 

the : Ivirc If Mr. Mimi in. who 
has dealt with the problems of 
thousands of Service Men, Ihie 
hook deals very carefully with the essential stages in the prepara- tion for qualifying as a Service 
Alan. 

Book No. 6 

Bringing Electric Sets 
Up to Date 

With Pentodes. Multi -Mus, Dy- 
namic Speakers -Complete I n 
formation How to Modernize 
A. C.. D. C. and Battery Oper- 
ated Receivers 

By CLIFFORD E. DENTON 
In this country there are over 

ten million electrically operated 
receivers that road be molern- 
iked -by placing in them new type 
tubes, new speaker trluil'ment and 

other modern 
improvements. 'rhls 
improving old sets 

o to the c. peri titrntcrs and 
Nikki If they oil quickly 

jump into +triton . 

familiar with the field which he represents. This is perhaps the first real opportunity that you have ever had to build a radio library of books that are authentic, right- up -to- the -moots and written so that they are easily digested and clearly understood. Mail coupon below for your books. 

Book No. 7 

Radio Kinks and 
Wrinkles 

For Service Men and Experi- 
menters 

A Complete Compendium on the 
Latest Radio Short -Cuts and 
Money - Savers 

By C. W. PALMER 
It often becomes necessary for experimenters ami Service Men to 

earl upon their memory for some 
short rut or radio wrinkle that 

will solve a problem quickly. In business. .short tuts" mean time 
and money saved, and to tithe Serv- 
ice Man "time saved" means 
money earned. 

Book No. S 

Radio Questions 
and Answers 

A Selection of the Most Impor- 
tant of 5.000 Questions Submit- 
ted by Radio Men During the 
Course of One Year 

By R. D. WASHBURNE 
There have been collected a wilt' sanely of quest ions which have r into our rdi tor ial odlees dur- 

ing the past two Years, n I only 
those whose answers would benefit 
the majority of men engaged in radio have been incorporated In this amazing question and an- 

'er hook. A tremendously long list of topics Is treated. 

Book No 9 

Automobile Radio 
and Servicing 

A Complete Treatise on the Sub- 
ject Covering All Phases (rom 
Installing to Servicing and 
Maintenance 

By LOUIS MARTIN 
Automobile radios are up und 

coming. :loi someone has to srrr- 
them Properly. It therefore 

behooves you to read this im- 
mensely Important n oo hk n 
the t art of Automobile Radio. The 
hook Is concise. and full of illus. 
trot ions. photographs, diagrams 
and hookups. 

A few of the really Interesting 
ehapters: I ntrotluet ion ; Automo- 
tive Radio I nst allai Iona ; Complete 
Iyescrl pt inns of Commercial Auto- 
motive lteeelrers ; Servicing Auto- 
motive Receivers; The Ignition 
System; General Servire Consider- 
ations Dr eels of Temperature on 
row'', Supply; Conrlosion. 

Book No. 10 

Home Recording and 
All About It 

A Complete Treatise on Instan- 
taneous Recordings- Micro- 
phones. Recorders, Amplifiers, 
Commercial Machines, Serv- icing. etc. 

By GEORGE I. SALIBA 
If there Is one 

fascinating to every 
subject 

Is radio man. it 1s that of (tome Re- cording. Of course, Oils volume 
is not all on -Home" record- 
ing. but the information con- tained therein Is Important to commercial radio men studio 
interested in cthisr phase 

others of radio. 

The art of recording and re- producing 
more 
broadcast 

importl ntloevery 
day to radio men. experiment- 
ers and Service Men. Equip- 
ping dance halls, auditoriums. churches restaurants and home. with publie address systems and 

extra doll ars trand often an excellent 
anexcelle t income. ° 

Book No. II 
Point-to-Point Resist- 
ance Measurements 

The Modern Method of Servic- 
ing Radio Receivers 

By CLIFFORD E. GENTON 
Of the d101cu1I problem: which e4n'ir Alrn f:u'e today when lrepairing r ' the greatest 

e that of rrpLirin2 primer r 6 v1n, tr a'h' k ñ 
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Clip Coupon and Mail Today! 
GERNSB A C K PUBLICATIONS. INC., 96 -98 Park Place. New York, N. Y. 

1 have circled below the numbers of books In the rt.t 1,104:11 AFT Id UItA1tY, which you 
are to send me, and have deducted 20!% for ordering Ove (51 books or mn 

' 
e 1 have included 

sly rent 'Ranee in full, at the price of 50e each, when less than live hooks arc ordered. 

The amount of my remittance is._ (Stamps, cheeks or money orders accepted.) 
Circle numbers wanted: 1 _ 3 1 ., it 7 N It 111 II 

Name 

City 

60 

- Atdre+s 

State fil' -7 ... J 

Big Discount 
to You 

In unier to make It possible for everyone n to buy these hooks. :h, fest. tint ,rot tni, har- i,tttn I uniform for all vol. 

When Five (5) Books or More Are 
Ordered 

Deduct 20% from Your Remittance 
Simply till. In the coupon at left, and mall It to us toruaher ' lit) your remittance. Cheek., stamp, or money urdrn 
.0 reined. 
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BOYS! THROW YOUR VOICE 
T . Into a trunk under the bed or 
l anywhere Lrota of fun fooling 

teacher, policeman or friends. 

THE VENTRILO 
fa little instrument, fits in the 
mouth out of sight, used with 

above for Bird Calls, etass. Anyone can use it. 

trlloquism 
falls. A 

Ventrilo. 
pAll 

for 1Óé postpaid. 

BOY AMATEUR ELECTRICIAN 10c 
The HOW we WHY of electricity fully told In simple 

language 
Instrructctions for making -dry bat 

dteries Scores 
d moplans ectric) 

motors, telegraph apparatus, telephones, electric llghtgi 
electric door bells, alarms, electric engine, rheostat, mall 
box alarm. electro-magneto. automatic Incandescent dashl 

el 'tio shocking 
ha.bm. 

Wen,. tolRpb ;apparatus. 
th. current reverser, 

e.. 

d 
o. T Il. l 

bort electric wiring.etat., electricity, mane. an metncem 
anductor. sad Odd Pod. electrostatic induction. enormous.. 

trol condensers, rate electricity. 
the tai cell. elctrmneta. le dUiN 
eloetrolyttint. bow to build a radio for rAmm. al. 64 

... 100 illustration.. 10e- postpaid. JOHNSON SMITH. CO.B.M- 46,ReskesWk. 

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL 
Jaro_ei.w 0rotnat EseOlars. Tome & n.o. Prices « 

BIG ENTERTAINER 
.. : Qr 

- 
. ,,. et4; Cr_ 

180 Jokes and Riddles. 34 
Magio Tricks, 54 Parlor Games. 
73 Toasts. 15 Tricks with Cards. 
50 Money- making Secrets. 10 
Funny Readings. 3 Monologues. 
4 Fairy Tales. 21 Puzzles and 
Problema. 5 Comic Recitations. 

Cut-outs for Checkers and CheRs, Dominoes, Fox and Geese, 9 Men 
Morris. Si a i Loh Prison Puzzle, Game of Anagrams, etc. All for 1Se postpaid. 

-ONLY boo 
ail 

iz, 
Par P 

Fighting Roosters 
Walt very little 

'. 
',osnare 

tnlee ROOD LUCK RING you eso oestes hture 
d he ßouten models 

manner 
k the oat sof aó en. gods. .d 
Ulm K.ao& 1 our earl.; 

E ndr[ OÓCNF IO 
of 

wo d noni 
madly m Well two 

mead. 
out MO ..,... gae1 

.d1. pr. 25 Melt' oil et 1h1 ayes .054, 
t0. 3 e.. 36. I*ete.lb Ming good IsakAalr tae NHL 

PLAY PIANO 
INONEHOUR 

MIDGET BIBLE 
RELIT 

ICUMOITY 
i nWeeWU,bl. k the World. 
Bat of peel 

ióótas. P.... 
liald 
good Ion ta 
the owes.. A 

elsin 
ek 

set. mue 
be eel to to Spy tad. Mate good Wons, 
Wng li thorn b loud,. ohureh te ....no, 

PRICE Ife esol.. O for 40e. 12 Be 
$1.35. 100 lot 57.50. Ain ebte,naMo in 
Lee b., Boding. with geld War- Pria 600 

isun.] 
for $1.25. 54.50 per Mg. Memo. 

ymt Glas foe ris with Mids.. Bibb tao 

With thk sew VAMPIRO 
BOARD. No tesehlr needed. 
aurpri.l.gl) simple. Pfau b. 
Tampiog Beard ttprlght m 

pion. the pio keys. and p 

by to thou.aod of eons. 
.ilad. w.lt.es, lot trot.. ran 

tlma, rod. No k,owle wof drcd. After f... limn. Pm Board y be 
dfcpaPalan with 

Pwl..l4 
LEARN TO 

HYPNOTIZE 
IuThiis 

book tolls h,ow. F,. 
tow to byp.htiu.` buwu to 

adula dom. w 1w 
Syapwnakes 

+Blau. bynotl.m in odisr- 
Mat et. ONLY IOe p.M. 

STAR TOY MAKER 
Gntet bey.' boob 

Pwritten. 
Tolle bow tom. 

mlobolef men,. Canoe. otl Railroad. a Tele. 
phone. Boomerang. Tel. Erb Inotrumont. B o a 
Kite. Talking Machin.. 
Microscope. lectric 
Motor. Elettde Door Bell. 

Water Wheal. Paddle Raft. pair of stn. 
64 

Dog 
Mass. `Ìluetrp.tlans. PRICE '10a. 

B OY'S OWN TOYMAKER. A my book. 
T1W bow to make dimmest s electrical 

toys. p1dboo aardl 
ton. 

boat., 
tos 
true. 200 

illietratbr. Price 25e unpaid. 
FUN WITH MASNETISM. SO novel and 
onions aaperimnt. In MAGNETISM that 

yen perform with he 

rod 
of es ordinary magnet: 

magneto chain. fleeing 
and 

hell dude, mound 6.h. 
top. motor. matnetio billaßd ban.. many other 

A1.0 interesting information bout 
l ode.ione, orNetism, sleeted tY. el.. toc. 
B OOK ON BOATS. usw to baila rowng. 
auhnt bloats. Everything 

rythhi 
g pertainir to 

ddarh. in 
et.,d Illustrated. 10e 04. .0 

can pa 

s SMUTS HARMONICA COURSE. A 
1n .lf.teecb,oa e method. Ta n,. how new 

pay. to us* the tongue. tremolo. fully 
Illentreud. Prim ISO postpaid. 
MONEY MMMS accent Gdae o 

book ebook full oé money- rook,n. ids. n pc., 
ormolu. at !can be Ported 

with little no 
arihl home rletime. I0e paid. 

SERPENT'S EGGS 
Boa contain If ma Whoa lol éü aó End.0 ater lw t 

ell Ion. 'deb 
aads 

d tuviste 

bout 
and 

most 
urna. 
Mee Mr Ng. IOo output 3 Ir 2504 

STAGE 
MONEY 

WithabuncD 
O 1 theaeblllel 
It Is easy for 
each person 

of limited 
means to appear 
prosperous 
by flaahing 
a roll of 
thew bille at the proper 

time and peeling o0 a genuine bill 
or two from the outside of the roil,' 
the effect created will be found to 
be all that can be desired. Prier, 
po.tpsld/ 50 Sills 20e. 120 for see, 
er 51.55 pstpald, 
TELL YOUR OWN FORTUNE 

With the aid of this dream 
boot a 

dIO 
fortune-teller. T. 

ism cky` ran bet in lore( 
Sunoulal in busmen( Will 
ya he .edthyra(ttat Mete 
.ìrb dim 

and cor- 

lucky 

ges 

rule, divination. 

10e rp. Pd. 

FORTUNE TELLING BT CARDS 
64 pane book tel a how. Gives the meaning 

m nah and even card how to deal and ley 
tam oat. Everything lained ha onion 

m lemma. au awii. 
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Electric Telegraph Set 15c 
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pantawiththaeimplainatructione 'A 
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Moms International Code - 
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CRYSTAL RADIO RECEIVER S1.00 
Bay what you will about 

Electrical and Battery Sete, a 
CRYSTAL set has them as 
beat for simplicity and clear- 
ness of tone. There Is abso- 
lutely no noise and no distor- 
tion -no batteries to buy -no 
tubes to wear out-no main- 
tenance expense Whatsoever. 
Cost nothing to operate and 
will last indefinitely. Recep- 
tion Is loud and clear. This.. 
Raealr is meranteed to work oval 
to the mod unmade Crystal ant you 
ne bey Liam ran radio& of 
mu 16 mine. or odes Irorablo eon - 
dlion op to 100 ode. Constructed 
of bo meet material throw bout. in- 
dWkg unnensitivo mynah amiss 

k[ matt nnu.. rams el arlS only 10*A0 oemp4lL Or oompbh 
with Far Phone and Aerial HIM- erarytamf 1l mmd1Y -pMbmt m to 
ÿuy. 52.96 postpaid. Jansen SMIm. C., Opts 946 Brtn,IWlS. 

PERFORMING 
ice Dd. SKELETON 

"skeleton tla4dine,,i heith t. 
" W`rr ' Ìi l dance tom and 

, .-s Perform '/~ t while tee 
gm,,,,,,, 

o 
movement 

I .. S! 1etrlwiÓd.ifw2óaep. 

MAKE YOUR OWN 
RADIO RECEIVING SET 

I Rainy 
Me 

porta latos ó.wá 
W. Thi py- 
ighted book 'EFFICIENT 

RADIO SETA' 
shows how to nuke 

*ponds Inez. 
Pension Radio Rets, th materiel. for it to he 

stewed for men trie. Also tells bow build 
hors -ware Rommel for bringing ',mien 
Piths call,, .hips at sea. . ONLY lee pmlpeM. 

SILENT DEFENDER 
Used by po- 

lice officers. de- 
tectives.eherlea, night watch. 

Men and others 
as a means of 
self- protection. 
Very effective. 
Easily dig the 
hand, the fin - 

gere being grasped In the four holes. Very 
useful in an emergency. Made of alumi- 
num they are very light. Weighing lese 
than 2 ounces. Bandy pocket sire 
always ready for Instant use. PRICE 
25e ach. 2 for 45c postpaid. Cntofop /Oc. 

THE 
13 UDDY 
FHON6 

cmgCO 

P. .... Telephone. Werkt Indoor. Sr OM[mn 
Though the u merely very clever toy. It b quite 

e a rvievabia for .bort rho ...mu e. h. mut elaborate r mad d It l. much Ìer liable b n eut d 
to need edwte.let' feet rt tanna 

duadlsanoUOtuNateuahls hndled Nuteoublenw. 
battery, no intricate book -up.' Can bo put 

taiBoal 
un Pro room to hotter, up or dow. 

ra, around curare. 
m 

.10. The patented w ding 

it 
trn.mlt and ro ieire the voice nerteetly,m.kw 

It redly Drvt,rd doing sodne. Set cuerna. 

i/ two vhnnea. Iran. 
sod 

nord sad full ioetr,NUeee 
.k. oasts 6s. per t 5etolid. 

WONDERFUL X -RAY TUBE 
A wonderful little Instille 
merit producing optical 
illusions both surprising 
and etartling. With It 
you can e what is th apparently e bones of 

Four fngerfg the lead In a lead pencil. the 
interior opening in pipe stem. and many 
othereinaIlarillusions. Prits iOt, 31 e 2Se. 

HOW TO PITCH. 
wrBook 

notaio. loons 

pine.. 
leading 

í25e postpaid. 
lu- 

pine. 

SMITH & CO., Racine,sWii. 

Yost what yea'm ice,. waisted. A 
poured high {,ads 
AO Pistol. shaped like 

Automatic pocket an 

y 

Fide B. B. dot ebttletbklay, 

S ts.RonseThe arl ShoW 4 in Snide 
Shot Pistol .boob An Rid. Dun In ad- 
dition toB.B.Shut. Well made and dunbl. :Ml metal 

comb nickel plated; natural Rain wood docks. Front 
and rroa: his atts Weigh. about to ounce.. B. 
then n air rite. Shipped by Enterai only. 
PRICES: SleelP Pistol e e 52.50 
100 -Shot Ropoa 

a copy Qt oar NEW CATALOG mulled on receipt of 10e. or M1 D. Lute 
Edition .,lta tl binding aÑÿ500 

pases éi .ñlththen . t mint 
Only 

mean He tira dint soda. rabee. the w 
and lot 1st booker 

gm... 
rblities In meen and plants. Pe.. a I 

d, 
.re1sl 

Remit by^ a1. Maur Omer. Cluck or unused 
un- 

postcard, a el. S 
sae an ides act.d stun. Candln mone> 

Perms e .d Postal Moue rclpted 1120!, addod Ir uctnt. 

AIR PISTOLS 

RAY 

10c 

Exploding Matches 
M..e hm tam fighting Mlle 

rrouut WI!. bb., t ok 'mäok. 
with 7 od beet when 1,i IL 

tenuto boa. PRICE ROo 
WWFaaarrr Item a hum 260. r 76e 

Shipped 
MA 

by Buren only. 

ITCHING Powder 
WM tied Joked t sash. 

e lot n.eelk. 
- 
i 

.14---.A eomn[vr. or your et1m. 
.roan Dct tp l.m 

a.61y .otoyGle. A 

ñ 
.tLaébnec«.vybuarttDe . hallrolllnrpkbddprltUI. i °:ti:teiá:odëe.pó°¿emmt 

be tellad ppo b do tDe 
tmt tae repn U : Ideane snatch . ten soon 

i°.r áúa °:alié a» ál _: mémdñ °w`éro Çiór.'.r; 

ANARCHIST BOMBS 
EO v. 

'fli t :u:. 0 o: 

iH._d' 

cn sruebra a umrv.. 
L The small .naraly 

éfrl.t.ppyearc 

'ort áUmu[' 

.. 

B 
Brooae.e , 

ebor me5. 
y.501D5.KK 

o]5c cp 
by Erode NetÁd. 

0' 
y, 

WINS 
Be Rs 
Shots 

BIG 

SNEEZING POWDER 

STEAM ENGINE 
NEW POWERFUL MODEL JUST OUT 

25cAdd 100 for postage 

and packing 
The orld'e biggest value in mechanical 

tdy,, A great big steam engine, mesuring 4 

imch.a 
in height by 255 inches in diameter (7f. 

nches in cireumbreno.I for ONLY 25 cents. 
You should see it run, too. It's a revelation to 
sm th. fly wheel spin around st a great rate 
Mt moan net you get steam up." Just light up. 
fill the boiler with water, and in few eninntaa 
the ngine is running t too armed. New 
m lel just out. runs on alcohol or canned hat - MOltr. POWER. Bee fly wheal for Dro- 
ning small mechanical toys. 

Fully Tested -Guaranteed to Run 
It ie foolproof. harnileea fully tested and ruannteed 

to run. A uientihe toy that illustrates the principle 
of the steam turbina Rune for home on oie Wlte 
of water. Every boy should have one. Wonderfully 
well made -splendid value for the money. ESeal lot 
ONLY 25e, with IOC extra for poetaae and 

r ...Sly worth double. Edud, mid or 
....leid.. ',id tee. seems* .+ ^ 

Ph,. very .mail amount el 
Nis powder on the back of yam 
Dom and Mow it Into the W11 

knd 
watch them .neon wit 

eeing tb why. It k 
ss en hue then no mod 

ban 
rkkluinte but ïttier 

hraught tween t 
e lanhina 

b. hums v ensuing 
a.m. 1 your life. 

Mid mall... Fm 
rid... am Wen al .Il i.e 

ptn this. h brim of 

PRICE 10e. 3 for 25e. TP.It 
i the swM we M, 

Et ,ra do paid. 770 
ap duals 

v 
Mewed ti Leta. 

COMICAL 
MOTTO RINGS 

Lem et harm lar e.r 
wearing 

.:äwe `` `db (to Wau 
puml 

d m1i tb. C.26 . e.ÌP 
pdd. 

C 
MAp MAGIO 

EA__ 
2 TRICKS 

I _ a( EA _ _ An excellent little 
E 

\ aos 

u cks . 
1t 

1 
iak t 1'N 

te Parlor Tooke lhard.nd- 
iL l 

, rat' 
ker iefs. 

lop.es. 
io1m 

, 
lst child can per. K - farm them. Profs.ly 
Blue. Bent meted. b 
2«y 

ddrsto 
five 

iy 
. ] io. 

25. postpaid. 

ADDRESS ORDERS FOR ALL GOODS ON THIS PAGE TO 

JOHNSON SMITH B CO. DM Racine,WI,. 
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Hotel Directory of the Radio Trade 
The Hotels on this page are patronized by the Radio Trade. Make them your headquarters. 

740 Ma flower 
II'r,/ 
u.1:S!' 

G Glly - 
P: L_YMOUTH 

i(1«/ 

;?,4,[1; 

On the Ocean at Manomet Point 
One of New England's Finest Resort Hotels 

Surprisingly Inexpensive 
NEW LOW RATES 

Smooth Sandy Beach ... Surf Bathing .. . 
Warm Sea Water . Swimming Pool 

Tennis Courts .. Golf Course ... On Hotel Grounds 
UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT 

MAYFLOWER HOTEL 
HYANNIS 

CAPE COD'S NEWEST HOTEL 
CHARLES A. DOOLEY, MGR. 

CAPE COD 
/; 

Ir/ ' ` 'r% ,,. 
kMASSACHUSETTS =- 

V 

-A 
°r STREET ¿t '7 t AVENUE N Y C 

TILLINCCF+57 ó G[ 30 
ANNOUNCES 

A NEW POLICY 
ALL YOU CAN DRINK 

Week days $2.00 Saturday and Holiday Eves $3.00 
Louis Russel's CONNIE'S INN ORCHESTRA 
No 

Coter 
Charg, 

Same 
High Class 

Revue 

INARLEM _Acit -iti1i BtiST! 

BACK ISSUES of 
RADIO -CRAFT 
which you might need to complete your files, can still be had at the price 
of 25c per copy. Send us your requirements, together with your remit- 
tance in check or money order. 

RADIO -CRAFT 98 Park Place New York, N.Y. 

62 

(m ST. LOUIS 
THE 

AMERICAN 
HOTEL 

275 ROOMS 
WITH BATH 

$2.00 Up 

/ 
THE 

ANNEX 
226 ROOMS 
WITH BATH 
41.50 Up 

he 

'74ERuAT v 7íorEL 
MARKET AT SEVENTH 

MARKET AT SIXTH 

Our Food has made 
our .Reputation 
COFFEE SMOP OPEN 
UNTIL MIDNIONT 

HELLO AMERICA!! 
IT'S HERE 

N.,s fork's Most Sensation :.I 

Cabaret Restaurant 
II- .A'l'URING BETH CHALLIS 

RADIO (\V'OR) STAR 
VAL VESTOFF 
Vanities Dancing Star 
ITHEL ALLIS 
Danseuse de luxe 
VITO & PIRI 
European Novelty 
MEDISCA & MICHAEL 
International dancers 

JOE HERBERT, Master of Ceremonies 
in 

BOBBY SANFORD'S 
"WHEEL OF DREAMS" 

40 World's most Glorious Girls 40 
Complete shows nightly -7, 12, 2:30 A. M. 

SATURDAY MATINEE LUNCHEON 
with complete revue 65 cents 

Monte Carlo Casino 
48th Street West of Broadway 

Reservations -Lackawanna 7111 
NO COVER CHARGE EVER 

-The Hotel Royal 
The HOMELIKE Hotel of Philadelphia 

at Broad St. & Girard Ave. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Combines every convenience and home 
comfort and -commends itself to peo- 
ple of refinement. 

WITHIN 5 MINUTES OF CITY HALL 

Rates as low as 
61.50 32.00 $2.50- Single 

i 2.50 3.00 & up- Double t 

We make it our business to please 

Ark for Mr. Smith, Mgr. 
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victor 3 Stage High-Gain 7 to 20 Watt Output vr 
Class "A" and Class "B "P. A. Amplifiers 

Available in a Variety of 1933 Improved Models for Universal Operation from 
6, 110, and 220 Volts AC or DC. 

Excellently Adapted for Sound Truck Installations, Call Systems, Window Sales Demonstrations, Inter -Office 
Communication Systems, Lectures, etc. 

We have made available this complete 
and extensive series of amplifiers, in- 
corporating the latest type tubes to 
cover various modern innumerable am- 
plifier applications. 

Every component part In theca omit! hers was de- 
signed to t arry a substantial over -load. to avoid 
break -down. IN generous e nztruet ion be 
gleane.l by Its Almcnlons nf 1314 tn. Ianig. lot, 
In. wide, 6'4 in. tall. :Mounted upon a sturdy 
chassis, filled t, lilt all nil 

speaker fir hi prow i. inn plug. 1 Phono -Input Tap, 
voice coil outlet plug, tuner voltage outlets. etc.. 
etc. The Al' operated amplifier+ n furnish 

/' D Fleht t'urrem[ to a 2.51111 .sou ohm lb'naut in 
Speaker. .1( you dedre to use any other type 
speaker. w will timbal!, a ipeelal 2. All ohm 
choke to -u',pbmt the speaker field . !Ise 
additional.) You will be luunensely thrilled by 
the alnmst uncanny reprialuring qualit lea of 
these aina7ingly powerful amplifiers. IVe want 
YOU tO expect the most, for, you will not he ills - 
apladntedl 

1 Additional Improvement of 3rd Stage 
Assures Maximum Amplification, Due 
to Its Highly Effective Use as a Powerful 
PRE- AMPLIFIER! 

The huge output outs lord from these amplifiers 
together with their high -gain charatlerLaties 
make then) Ideal for microphone, phono. ir radio 
ampllllrat ion. Specially designed and OVER- 
SIZED AC POWER TRANSFORMERS and aux- 
iliary cotllponent, assure lite -Ioni operation and 
trouble -free performance. To fully modernize 
these ittli plitlirs . both a TONE CONTROL and 
'VOLUME CONTItOI. have been im'luded. Theso 
remarkable amplifiers are :implied in COM- 
PLETELY F.51'TOIIY ASSE \I IILED form, and 
due to the self -explanatory connection iiiagraing 
furnished. any novice can quickly romp :ete the 
very simple outfit-et ions in order to stake either 
of these am pl inert rein ly for operation. Highest 
grade parts make up these very easily assembled 
kits -mist all of the units having been made by 
such manufacturer: a, 'it'e. t in ghnua, Victor, 

There is listed below a choice of UNIVERSAL MODELS for operation from any form of power, such as from -110 Volt AC. 2 VOLT AIR CELL installations. 110 Volt Commercial 

This Lines. 
There 

erl is ideal 
evadable 

as cia TRUCKS. 
SAL1 MODEL which 

optional m be fper all AC-DC m co 
er 11Ol 

lines aDC 
or from a Six Volt Storage Batlery,dnven motor generator. 

use in 

CLASS '"A" AMPLIFIERS 

110 Volt AC 2A3 Models 
3 Stage, 10 Watt Push -Pull Amplifier 

Ifni... 1'1'1,.1 11, 

1.1100 
1M'ir`, 

.. 15I't 1 I 

P el. :.n ..,.I 11. :,I.I.. Ilne,.n "tat ..I.... .. :, ,..el.... 

S.o 
Mtn. le eA. t e Amplifier Less Tubes and 513.95 Speaker 

Genuine 
OFFER: thed Above 

bes 
Amplifier e° t i -in. set of 

WRIGHT DE COSTER DYNAMIC SPEAKER. S23SO 
(Additional Speaker $7.35) 

2 Stage, 10 Watt Push-Pull Amplifier 
TUBES REQUIRED 1 -57. 2 243. I -523 $9.75 

UNIVERSAL AC -DC MODEL 
Two Stage Push -Pull Amplifier 

No Power Transformer Is Employed! I' 'I' 
Voltage Doubling r./..S Ittctilicr 'l'ubr' "' 
Volt: At'. Output on IMO Volts AC 5 WATTS. 
Output on 110 Volts OC 2'ia WATTS. 

Tubes Required: $11.50 
I -237, 2 -43, 2 -25Z5, Y 

110 VOLT A.C. CLASS "A" MODEL 
3 Stage 71 _ Watt Pentode Amplifier 

7'2 WATT L,'.... 
AMPLIFIER 'lid., $8.45 

SPECIAL OFFER: Above Amplifier, Complete with set 
of Genuine Mate hell 
SPEAKER 

WRIGHT DE eCOSTER 
type numbers 

45 

110 VOLT D. C. 48 MODEL 
3 Stage S Watt Push -Pull Amplifier 

CLASS "A" i.' $9.75 AMPLIFIER 7 .r.. r 

CLASS "B" AMPLIFIERS 
Ito Volt A. C. 53 Model 

3 Stage 20 Watt Push -Push Amplifier 
SPECIFICATIONS: TUBES f MPLOYED I - 

CIRCUIT. 

GAIN AT 1,000 CYCLES: 

CYoom 
Arnold., Less Tubes and $18.95 

SPEC,AL OFFER: Above Amplifier Complete With Set 
of 
WRIGHT DE COSTER DYNAMIC SPEAKERS $34.50 

TWO VOLT -49 MODEL 
;Stage V 2 Watt Push -Push Amplifier 

TUBES REQUIRED: 1 -232. 1 231, 2 -49 $7.25 

Universally Operated 6 Volt D. C. and 110 Volt A. C. Amplifier System 
ACCESSORY POWER SUPPLIES 

S18.75 S11.50 . 
SIX VOLT-70 Push-Push MODEL 

May alsthe 
speciáÌ Power Pack ills t ateil soothe IIefAC 

with 

3 STAGE I3 WATT AMPLIFIER 
TURFS REQUIRED: 1237. 1 -SO, 2 79 

feet, ars 

S16.05 AMPLIFIER LESS TUII,S 

Additional Equipment Designed to Match Above Amplifiers 
Allen Hough 110 Volt 
A. C. Phono. Motor 

li I 1 thick. Rr 
w, I t I 

All -Purpose P. A. Amplifier 
"Mike- Phono -Radio" Con- 

4.4., 
.- trot Unit r`yl.. Permits anyVnl_ 
`a e f Micro 

'f gS Eh one Speech to 
tx b ° Saper_im R J posed over Pho 

From, View Raer View no Record: or, 
Radio R 

ductiont Controls the Volume 
Each 'One Independently! Ideal for 
Speech 'thM 1 Background, 
furnished by either rPhono-Records 
or Radio Tu r.l 
A 0.25 I,,r 1 rh,, I,r. 

f I \ill. 1. 

$16.50 
I I with Input Tone 

ó C e 511, 1i0 

WRIGHT DE COSTER 
DYNAMIC SPEAKERS 

Handles neck loud. of m 
to 13 Watts ideal for 
all P. A. Am vliher 11 
Inch Diameter. With- 
,tone+ terrifie eolulne 4 
n e ... dent A husk 
IMP6uy:SCE \IATt RINi: 

ET'1T Tn.: CVFORMYR 

'il l,. envi nary of 11í;h. e'Z.'e . 
..rear i,e,.d e, an.,wád.riia,.a 
'I ¡.,,:,:,Á th.. , ,' 

' °'I e e wdh, of nisi ,: d v I -,r ro li ip al 
e 

DC Model tM1 choice f 1.000 
or 2.500 M1 field 
DC Model for 6, 12 or 32 volt t7 ;f 
ope ratio 
Combination Model Equip- 

pod with TWO FIELDS 
1 6 It operation and choice of ,d- 
d't 11,000 or 2.500 ohm held. Per- 
mits universal operation of pldæ 

r tr r $12.50 Dc o6 volstoagebattery 

200 Ohm Double Button 
Micro hone fi 7 

l; L 

. :.L ,..s: \t 
p 

tl.r. el .,. iu' t. )'! 
Big $Zis J' ' 
Value - ú D - "- J 

lwtaw,J'y, of 7 M It 1 \I I 

voltage : // lye lion. t r : :- 
SI.65 table i,...1...1..1 

' ofiomdiu .I,1... -( 
Phone. Pick Up 

I t n, me Uni 
! Mono - I Combination 

-Mie ophon and Radio Tuner 
r voit t Mitch fil, Transformer 

,1 

$1.95 

r 

,` etiya 
3: i olu' ru ( 
mnaol. I 1 -. ftt f - 

EXTRA $595 SPECIAL 

Universal Output Transformer 15 Ohm Secondary, Tapped at 8, 4, and 2 Ohms ...$2.75 

All offers are F. O. B. New York, and subject to prior sale. Terms: A deposit of 20% is required with every order. Balance+ 
may be paid on delivery. Or, deduct 2% if full amount is sent with order. 

GRENPARK CO., Dept. RC 245 GREENWICH STREET, 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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JULY SPECIALS!! No One Undersells Us! 
í: VERY month we list on this page certain STAR items, which are L NOT LISTED IN OUR CATALOG. These are all specials of which the quantities on hand are not sufficient to catalog them. Once sold out, 
no more can be had. First come, first served. ORDER NOW, TODAY. 

STOP SHOI'l'/A(:. The lowest prices are right on this page. No one undersells us. We meet any price on ANY NEW Merchandise, Order direct from this page and save money. 100% satisfaction on every trans- action. Take advantage of these special offers, ORDER NOW, TODAY. 

$ 0'.85 Greatest Buy In America' $ i° ó' 85 
* "PEERLESS" 7 -TUBE SCREEN -GRID T.R.F. RADIO RECEIVER 

Complete with Full Dynamic Speaker 

Beek View 

Limited Supply -Only as Long as They Last-Order Today 
IF EVER .0 A , ' r sdtr r ..v l i . . . 0 I l i , o i l , bet... o, -t to . R. The selectivity and sni tivity of this 7. tube rereiver due to its three tuned stages are Just as sharp as Ibmne of an expensive 11 -tube Superheterodyne rereiver. The construction of this receiver Is best described as "standard." Its cin-u it is nunc other than the good old standby" TRI' type whirl) is the most reliable and the est foolproof ever designed. It Incorporated two stages of tuned ILK. amplifica- tion using type '24 Screen-grid tubes; the porter detector is 21; .single .stag" of AF voltage mplifiratlon utilizing the type '27 rube, feeds a 217 super -lower encode, the full wave rectifier I s an 'SO. A11 provisions are made for supplying Peld power for the 9 inch genuine Magnavox, fully shielded full dynode speaker. Roth and spider of this excellent reproducer are Blade of Ourtex to Improve the 

r -Igh note response (brilliance) vvithout linos irking the low note product Ion. Tuning Is extremely simple. the tuned circuits being contrail.' by a singly cenlral knob; a vernier drum -type Illuminated tuning dial is employed. The second knob controls the on -off switch anti the third, the one on the right, volume control. Coils, tuning-condenser -gang, filter tenser bank, output choke and by -pass ronden.er bank are all individually shielded. The rhn;sis It -cif is made of non ituoetie almtdnmlm. 

il,v. )many of our satisfied er 'i alters Inform Us litat a good variety of distan' stat Inns come In like locals. Tone quality, too, is extraordinarily fine. Despite the IOe, of new tubes recently thrown upon the market. it is generally needed that for aver 
age home use a single 217 pentode supplies adequate power With the least distortion. 1Vhy build a set when a complete receiver. wired :old ready to use, and emol d.., with speaker. can be bought at rids phenomenally low pried Itere is an excclic, opportunity tor side -snake art ice cn to "lean up.' There are little n1 ,'- II .. 
100 of these receivers bit and 

t 

t tills loW Mire. they are bound to give out _. 
short order. Experimenters ill find In this chassis the laboratory -monitor' have been walling lo buy "when Things got cheaper." Remember that the SCUP > limited. Hence. "first cnr ie first served." The moral is don't tad.. t delay, order tud. Overall size 21" x K" r st " (set only). Ship. wt. 45 lbs. 

List Price $75.00 
NO. SP -2000 Peerless 7 -Tube TRF Receiver 
YOUR PRICE with speaker but leas tubes .. $ 85 
LIMITED SUPPLY -ORDER TODAY- TOMOR- 

ROW MAY BE TOO LATE 

* A TREMENDOUS BUY! 
U. S. Navy Airplane -Type Transmitter 

and Receiver 
5FT RUBBER TRANSMIT TCN 0), 0 

EAR CUBARS 

B 

ORCASr Dr Alf 

NERO 
5(5 , 

Id FT 
weave 

INSULATED 
CABLE 

Two CIRCUIT 
JACK \y 

Only 300 at this Unheard -of Price 
This microphone and headset outfit 

was built especially for the U. S. Navy 
Aviation Corps for plane -to -plane and 
plane -to- ground communication. Con - 
structed under rigid governmental 
supervision. 

The outfit consists of a low -im- 
pedance carbon transmitter securely 
fastened to a metal breastplate and a 
set of heavy -duty, low- impedance ear- 
phones provided with soft rubber cush- 
ions. A specially constructed switch 
on the back of the breastplate, controls 
the microphone circuit. Twenty -eight 
feet of heavy conductor cable, termi- 
nating in a special brass plug, is fur- 
nished complete with this outfit. 

The T'. S. Government probably paid more 
than $30.00 for emit if theso outfits. Vet, a 
fortunate purchus, per,,Ils us to Sell them to 
you at $1.95, COMPLETE, as shown in the Illus- 
tration above. There Is no quest inn but what 
considerable use can he found for these del leste, 
yet sturdily on,t rutted Instruments. ship. wt, 
of entire outfit. 7 Its. least Price $10.09. 
No. B7216 U. S. Navy Airplane -Type transmitter and Receiver, S *9s YOUR PRICE i 

Doerle 12,500 Mile Short -Wave Set 
Although the Doerle is a low- priced re- 

ceiver, yet it pulls in short -wave stations 
from all over the world. REGULARLY, in 
practically any location, not only in this 
country, but anywhere. Thousands of ex- 
perimenters have built their own, and have 
obtained miraculous results. All the usual 
"bugs" have been ironed out by us in such 
a way that you may order every receiver with full confidence, that "it will do its stuff" anywhere. It is possible for us to 
sell cheaper parts for the complete receiver 
at a lower price. But then we could not guarantee its performance. Therefore only First Class Material Is Used. 

FRE E RADIO AND SHORT 
WAVE TREATISE 

pages of 

u l:i1 

ä 

i 

ió 

r diagrams í 

r.ï. 
ry 

O CATALOG 
Sage x . , 

t'nueteit .e. 

'r 
ÄT l .i.rw 

N 

n lea w. 
.0 ewnAi ete .I .l :tension wr. lbllow. 

' 

HERE IS A PARTIAL LIST OF 
CONTENTS 

Fundamental Law- Principles et 
of New 

v Tubes- Construceting a Turippie-Twln" 
dyneseElimllin tintg SreanhMade mps- Static- Constructing Two -Tube 
Short -Wave Globe - Trotter" Re. 
Rdao nkOec.t{aiaeations- i Kinks, etc. 

Over 100 New Hook -Ups, 
Etc. 1000 Illustrations. 

WRITE TODAY. Enclose 4 
cents for postage. Treatise 

sent by return mail. 

WE ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CAN- 
NOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $3.00. If C.O.D. shipment is desired, please remit 20% remittance, a hich must accompany all orders. 

If full cash accompanies order, deduct 2% dis- count. Send money order- certified check -U. S. stamps. 

Radio Trading Co. 
1021 Park Place 

New York, N.Y. 

This r teleer 
is exact 

ly Illustrated. Size of alwoiu llA Imo -i i II 
Iurhrs; base 9 x 6s4 inches. List of u 

ed; 2 ILunntariund .011014 Condensers; I 

ter 20 ohm Rheostat and Switch; 1 st.,' 
.t to I la Transformer; 2 Kurtz - Kesel. c 
Uials; 3 Itaketlte Low loss Se -tels; 1 Mis 
Equalizer Antenna Condenser; 1 -.0001 Fixed l'ondenser: 1 -5 megollm l',,i Grid Leak' 2 Telephone l'in .lacks; I v 

Panel; 1 Veneer Ilasebuard ; 1 ltakel 
torah; 2 double binding posts; 1 -.-1 
Loss Short Wave flog -in toils; 4- pig- m 

t ion pamphlet and blue prints; 1 Set .f 
'are, wire, rte. Complete shipping weight 

Ni__ 2111. 'mu TI'It4: 12.51)1 >111.1' hß'1 
S I foire- w.ty-E RECEIVER. 
and le,led an per allure spec 01. 

TOUR PRICE S8.90 
No. 2111. TWO TI.BE 12,5tí 
SHORT %VAVE RECEIVER Ei. 

smrttieil +bore. but not Wired. 
s ter Ions and instructions for op. 

phM1e shipping weight 5 lbs. 
YOUR Pltl('F, $7.70 
No. 21122. COMPLETE ACC ESSORI 
Ina the following: 2 six n guru months gu: toll type Nu. 2311 tnbe.n; , set 
I trtgtdes Matched Headphones 2 Nn. 
dry cells; 2 standard 15 -volt "lt" bat, 
plete shipping weight 22 lbs. 
YOT'It PRICE $5.40 

I 
tl= -.4tA 

ORDER FROM THIS PACE. You will tired spe- 
cial prices from time to time in this magazine. 
Get our big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio 
Bargains. 

Should you wish goods shipped by parcel post, 
be sure to include sufficient extra remittance for 
same. Any excess will be refunded. 
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ANNOUNCING 
THE 1 9 3 4 
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
This new manual has been in actual preparation for several 
months. The vast amount of important data, which we have 
received from manufacturers who are assisting us in the 
compilation of the book, leads us to believe that the 1934 
Manual will be more valuable than any previous editions. 

THE necessity of GERNSBACK 
Manuals in the radio field has been 
shown by the fact that the total 

sales of the first three OFFICIAL 
RADIO SERVICE MANUALS, includ- 
ing the new CONSOLIDATED EDI- 
TION, now exceed 80,000 copies. 
Radio Service Men and 
others engaged in various 
branches of radio know the 
importance of such books, 
and how they must depend 
upon them for reliable in- 
formation. Whether for 
public -address work, tube 
information or a circuit 
diagram, the material 
needed is certain to be 
found in one of the OF- 
FICIAL RADIO SERVICE 
MANUALS. The GERNS- 
BACK Manuals have been 
constantly used in refer- 
ence work by leading radio 
set manufacturers, mail - 
order houses, jobbers, deal- 
ers and, most extensively, 
by Service Men, for whom 
these books are invaluable. 

In the planning of the 
1934 OFFICIAL RADIO 
SERVICE MANUAL many 
things have been taken into 
consideration. First, how we 
could reduce our own costs, 
and in turn pass these sav- 
ings on to our readers. 
Second, what information 
not contained in previous 
editions of the Manuals 
must be incorporated in 
the 1934 edition and would 
be of utmost importance to 
its users. Third, what ad- 
vance information we could 
print that would be useful 
in the future. 

After careful analysis we 
found that the total cost of producing 
the 1934 Manual would be consider- 
ably less than in former years, and 
that at this time we could reduce the price 
of the book to our readers. The Fourth 
Edition of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERV- 
ICE MANUAL will sell this year for $3.50. 
The book will be published like the 1933 
Manual -the volume will be sent to you 
complete. BUT, AS USUAL, WE HAVE 
A PRE -PUBLICATION OFFER WHICH 
ENABLES YOU TO BUY THIS BOOK 
NOW, AT A CONSIDERABLE SAVING. 
The special price at which you can buy 
this volume is $2.50. THIS IS A REDUC- 
TION OF 50%, IN COMPARISON WITH 
THE PRICE OF LAST YEAR'S MAN- 
UAL. It pays to order your copies now! 

Anticipating such information as may 
serve future radio needs, we are holding 

many pages of the Manual open until the 
very last minute. Any timely "dope" which 
we then receive will be included before go- 
ing to press. 

In preparing this new edition many of 
the outstanding problems of the Service 
Men have been considered -methods of 
servicing, the new equipment constantly 

As in previous years, the 1934 Man- 
ual will also include a FREE QUESTION 
AND ANSWER SERVICE. In each book 
will be found 25 coupons, which en- 
title you to free consultation on any radio 
service topics. These coupons give you a 
complete mail service -questions on servic- 
ing and operating on any set or circuit 

are answered promptly and ac- 
curately by the editors. Re 
member that, at the regular 
rate of 25c per question which 
is usually charged by radio 
magazines, this service alone 
is worth $6.00. And for the 
Manual, we charge only $2.50 
at the pre -publication price. 

It is quite evident that the 
1934 Edition of the OFFICIAL 
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
will be a decided improvement 
over previous volumes, and 
will even surpass the high 
standard of the former Man- 
uals. 

SPECIAL OFFER FOR 
LIMITED TIME ONLY 

In extending this privilege 
to our readers so that they 
may save by taking advantage 
of the low price of $2.50 which 
is the pre -publication offer, we 
have decided that the oppor- 
tunity should be open only 
until the 15th of July, 1933. 
YOU SAVE A FULL DOL- 
LAR BY SENDING YOUR 
ORDER TODAY. The book, 
as usual, comes to you post- 
paid and free of all additional 
charges. 

No need to delay sending us 
your order -the 1934 MAN- 
UAL, like its predecessors, is 
a necessity in your business. 
We strongly advise you to or- 
der your copy today, and then 
you will be certain to get one 
from the first printing of the 
book. The 1934 Manual will 
be ready in about eight weeks. 

Mail the coupon today. 

Contents of the 1934 Manual in Brief 
Diagrams and service notes more complete than ever before in 

any MANUAL. Not merely the schematic hook -ups will be found, 
but also chassis drawings showing parts layouts, positions of trim- 
mers, neutralizers, etc. 

Voltage readings for practically all sets, as an aid in checking 
tubes and wiring. 

All values of intermediate -frequency transformers used in super - 
heterodynes, with the manufacturers' own suggestions as to correct 
balancing. 

Detailed trouble -shooting suggestions and procedure as outlined 
by the manufacturers' own engineers -in other words, authentic 
"dope" right from headquarters. 

Values of all parts indicated directly on all diagrams. WE WILL 
POSITIVELY NOT INCLUDE DIAGRAMS FOR WHICH PARTS 
VALUES CANNOT BE OBTAINED. 

A special section for reference to A.C.-D.C. cigarbox midgets. 
A special section for reference to automobile radio. 
A special section for reference to public -address amplifiers. 
A special section for reference to short -wave receivers. 

A special section for reference to remote -control systems. 

A complete compilation of radio tube data, covering both the 
old and the many new types. 

A special section devoted to test equipment, analysers. etc., with 
full diagrams and other valuable information. 

A complete list of American broadcast stations with their fre- 
quencies in kilocycles; extremely useful in calibrating and checking 
test oscillators and in calibrating receivers. 

Free Question and Answer Service, the same as in our last two 
Manuals. 

No theory; only service information in quickly accessible form. 
Absolutely no duplication of any diagrams; nothing that appeared 

in any of the previous Manuals will appear in the 1934 MANUAL. 
This we unconditionally guarantee. 

A handy, easily -consulted master Index making it easy for you 
to find almost anything pertaining to your service problem in- 
stantly. This index will include all the diagrams published in all 
the previous GERNSBACK Manuals, as well as the 1934 diagrams. 
A big convenience and time saver) 

needed to cope with new tubes and sets, 
and the other fields of radio, such as pub- 
lic- address systems, short waves, auto radio 
and others. 

The illustrations in the 1934 Manual will 
be more explicit than before; inasmuch as 
the diagrams will not be limited to the 
schematic circuit, but other illustrations 
will show the parts layout, positions of 
trimmers, neutralizers, etc. There will be 
hundreds of new circuits included, and not 
one from any previous edition of the man- 
uals will be repeated. This we uncondition- 
ally guarantee. 

The number of pages in the new Manual 
will exceed 400, with hundreds of illustra- 
tions, including diagrams, charts, photos, 
picture layouts, etc. The size of the Man- 
ual will be the same as that of the former 
volumes -9x12 inches, with a flexible, 
loose -leaf binder. 

r 
RC -733 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc. 
96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find any 
remittance of $2.60. for which you are 
to send me One Copy of the 1994 
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MAN- 
UAL as soon as it comes off the press. 
I understand that $9.60 will be the 
price of the Manual after it is printed 
and the pre -publication price of $2.50 
will then be withdrawn. [Send remit- 
tance by check or money order; or 
register letter if it contains cash, 
currency or unused U. S. postage 
stamps.) 

Name 

Address 

L City State 
.0 
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This Offering on Jewell-Weston & National Products 
Is No Ordinary Event 

Such Bargains Come Only ONCE in a Lifetime 
Jewell & Weston Instruments in a Final BIG Close out. Each set furnished with Na -Ald X Y L single 
adapter. A chart giving full detailed information goes with each checker. Also guarantee card from 
Jewell Elec. Instrument Co. List price $125. Lowest price these were ever sold was $94. Until we 
offered them for $39.50 and sold several hundred. The balance are slashed to 

Jewell 214 Tube sel- 
ler: finished i 

rr 

cast 
aluminum: O' three 
point scot meter: A 

$2975 

Jewell 536 - In 
al appear- 

ance 
-.e.ana 

the 
r h e 

$2975 
NAVY TYPE TELEGRAPH KEY 

List $3.60. Navy 
knob -%" Tung- 
sten contacts. 
While $1.25 they last. 

Without navy knob $1.10 

J II 538 
tube seller. 
This the 

that 
cary dealer 
.eta. Now 

too buy 
two or more 
at this special 
Price. Only 
65 left. our 
price only 

The 214 -536 -538 
2A3 112A 
2A5 120 
5Z3 22 

15 24A 
19 26 
OlA 27 

1 30 
10 31 

WD12 32 

will test 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

42 
44 
45 
46 
47 
49 
50 
55 
56 

$2975 
the following tubes 

67 
68 
59 
71A 
75 
77 
78 
80 

81 

82 
83 

84 
85 
89 

11X199 

Jewell 534 Panel type 
tube seller; 36 sock- 
ets; List $164. 

Only 5 left 

Weston 663 Volt Ohm- 
meter $60 list Special 

$4410 

Jewell & Weston 
Meters 

We have a complete 
stock of panel type 
instruments at regu- 
lar wholesale prices. 
Write for Bulletin 
of the particular 
one you are inter- 
ested in. 

Weston 566 
Set Analyzer 
Co to plete 
with 6 and 7 

prong ado, 
. 

I. i s t 
$115. Only 
lO left. Our 
Special price 

5559s 

JEWELL METERS 
'700 of them, packed and shipped for export. The order was can- 
celled when the meters were on the pier. We bought them from 

the exporter. Look over this list for values -all new, factory guaranteed, metal cased in- 
struments. 

i 

2" flush mt. List $7. 2" flush mt. List $ 7.50 2" flush mt. List $7.50 Lowest price ever sold 
$4.46 

No. 190 No. 135 0 -5 M.A. 0 -80 M.A. 
A.C. 3tv. 

00-10 
M.A. 

-15 M.A. $295 
0 -100 M.A. 

0-25 M.A. 
$ 1 95 O -8 $295 0 -50 M.A. 0 -600 M.A. 

0 -15 No. 135 0 -3v. 10,000 ohms $2.95Special 
0 -20 No. 135 0 -4!_v. 15,000 ohms 
0 -150 LOWEST PRICE EVER SOLD $5.88 

No. 165 Thermo Couple R. F. Ammeter, 
$4.95. List $12.35; lowest sold $9.12; 0 -1 
amp. -0 -2 amp. 

No. 135 

0-5v.D.C. 
0-8 
0 10 " 
0-100 " 

0-71/4-150 " 

Lowest price 
ever sold $4.46 

Lowest price 
ever sold 35.63 

National FB 7 Superheterodyne 
The Sensational FB 7 Su- 
perheterodyne at lowest 
wholesale prices. 
FB 7 Receiver, stripped. 

$26.46 
FBX Crystal filter model. 

$38.22 
With air tuned I. F. 

$42.92 All coil ranges, each. 
$5.88 

5887 AB Power supply. 
$14.42 

5897 AB Power supply. 
$20.29 

Prices reduced to 
Coils -12 sets ranging 
from 9 to 2000 meters 
at 40% and 2% off list 
price. 

NATIONAL SW 
The Popular SW 
3 receivers now 
available in three mod- 
els -for 2 volt D.C. 
tubes, 2% volt A.C. 
tubes or 6 volt A.C. - 
D.C. operation. $1442 

KENYONI,,r,is lace 
to fill hrrh , nd chokes e fill every 

and 
complete 

t requirement. 
We 

feu 
ompl line of this equipment and n. clan torfurnish, bulletins and our low- 

est wholesale pr b, t. 
KENYON REPLACEMENT POWER 

TRANSFORMERS 
...a 

$2.25 
$1.75 
$1.75 
$1.75 

RR. Fil. t .t." tubs .i eeters: v.d:...°.aail.l.l.: 
2.5- 3.3.5.37.5152-30 

La -7.S. $1.75 
Plate and Fil. tranelnrmer -inch hype ....ids 

0-40. For 4 tube midgeu: .i m. 115 valle. . 650 volt, at 40 NIA: 

hä °z a3sanup. ;27. T 11°.Ìndd5f4a.np.: 
eleetnrtatic. pisola $0.95 

s :67.Faaand7 tiers ec. örim..115volt..sec.700 vltn.$1.75 l' l'..75 MA: 5 volte. 2 a .: 212 vol:.. p 012e 14-90. Far and 10 tube re heal prier na ria.. I1'. Ir. 
voile. 1'. l'.. 1011 NIA: 5 volt.. 2 anal :121 a ci $2.00 

We do not publish a catalog. Lowest 
current prices, quoted by return 
mail on all short wave apparatus. 
Hundreds of other items at Big 

Special Prices. 

WESTERN ELECTRIC 
Signal Corps Type P -11 head peones: r sold 

below $7.60 a pair. Now at a typical LEEDS 
bargain prit'.. per pair. of only $3.95 

Genuine Type C Baldwin 
Phones 

$12.00 List -Mica diaphragm. Limited quantity -only Y pair to a customer. Special $3.75 
Imported 41)00 ohm featherweight phones. Special 

$1.35 
Acme 20110 oho featherweight pl s $1.15 
Acme 41(01) ohm featherweight phones 1.45 
Kellogg and A r on Single -Hutt Microphone+. 

Ideal fo portable transmitter. Extra Special 
$1.75 

General Radio Products 
We Carry Complete Line of Parts in Stock. 

Standard H. F 
National Midget 

Condenser - 
180 Isolantite insulation 
8. T. so s) f $1.06 

f 1.17 
1ái lint nrmf 1.33 
12(1 150 tom( 1.47 

NATIONAL PRODUCTS 
We have a romplete line in 

n stock -parts. et.: for receiving 
and transmitting. Oet our 
lowest wholesale price+. 

National SRR 5 meter. 3 tube 
set t -using a 30 screen grid reg. 
detector. 37 interruption fre- 

ncy oscillator and an 80 
pentode audio amplifier tore. 
The receiver s 6 volts. 
A supply nand aclar. v ,lt It sup - 
ply -either B batteries or A.C. 
operated power park suitable. 
The National 5880 A.B. power 
pack will supply booth A 
and B voltages. Set 

:1470 m glrte lens tubes. 
List. Sneeial.... 
10 -20 -10 meter coils . each $0.44 

811 -1101 meter roils ...rush 1.03 

LEES 
'71te$$sar+da4DJo 

45D Vesey Street, New York City 
New York Headquarters for Transmitting Apparatus 

No More Out -of -Da e Equipment with the 

SIMPLICITY ANALYZER UNIT 

Used with any general 
purpose meter. 

Makes a basically per- 
manent and simple an- 
alyzer. 

Will test ALL the ness- 
tube circuits -like the 64.7 and the 99 XYZ 9 
(if and when it comes out). 
Complete kit of $1325 Including 3 ano- 
parts as 811010n iii lyzer plug ado p- 
article tern and chart 

ACCESSORIES 
41i.v. small C battery $0.31 
Tri -Leeds quick- change test leads 0.35 
Leatherette Portable Case and cover 2.50 
Complete drilled panel available. 

MAIL ORDERS FILLED SAME 
DAY 

C. O. D. Orders Must 
Be Accompanied by 

10% Deposit, Include Postage 
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